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Abstract
The Tibetan Plateau with an extent of about 2,5 million square kilometers
at an average altitude higher than 4,700 meters has a significant impact on
the Asian monsoon and regulates with its snow and ice reserves the upstream
headwaters of seven major south-east Asian rivers. Upon the water supply
of these rivers depend over 1,4 billion people, the agriculture, the economics,
and the entire ecosystem in this region. As the increasing number of floods
and droughts show, these seasonal water reserves however are likely to be
influenced by climate change, with negative effects for the downstream water
supply and subsequently the food security.
The international cooperation project CEOP-AEGIS2 – funded by the
European Commission under the Seventh Framework Program – aims as a
result to improve the knowledge of the hydrology and meteorology of the
Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau to further understand its role in climate, monsoon
and increasing extreme meteorological events. Within the framework of this
project, a large variety of earth observation datasets from remote sensing
products, model outputs and in-situ ground station measurements are col-
lected and evaluated. Any foreground products of CEOP-AEGIS will have
to be made available to the scientific community by an online data repository
which is a contribution to the Global Earth Observation System of Systems
(GEOSS). The back-end of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal relies on a Dap-
per OPeNDAP web server that serves data stored in the NetCDF file format
to a DChart client front-end as web-based user interface. Data from project
partners are heterogeneous in its content, and also in its type of storage and
metadata description. However NetCDF project output data and metadata
has to be standardized and must follow international conventions to achieve
a high level of interoperability.
Out of these needs, the capabilities of NetCDF, OPeNDAP, Dapper and
DChart were profoundly evaluated in order to take correct decisions for imple-
2Coordinated Asia-European long-term Observing system of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau
hydro-meteorological processes and the Asian monsoon systEm with Ground satellite
Image data and numerical S imulations
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menting a suitable and interoperable NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS
data that allows a maximum of compatibility and functionality to OPeN-
DAP and Dapper / DChart as well. This NetCDF implementation is part of
a newly developed upstream data interface that converts and aggregates het-
erogeneous input data of project partners to standardized NetCDF datasets,
so that they can be feed via OPeNDAP to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal
based on the Dapper / DChart technology. A particular focus in the design
of this data interface was set to an intermediate data and metadata represen-
tation that easily allows to modify its elements with the scope of achieving
standardized NetCDF files in a simple way.
Considering the extensive variety and amount of data within this project,
it was essential to properly design a data interface that converts heteroge-
neous input data of project partners to standardized and aggregated NetCDF
output files in order to ensure maximum compatibility and functionality
within the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal and subsequently interoperability within
the scientific community.
Kurzfassung
Das Hochplateau von Tibet mit einer Ausdehnung von 2.5 Millionen Qua-
dratkilometer und einer durchschnittlichen Höhe von über 4 700 Meter beein-
flusst wesentlich den asiatischen Monsun und reguliert mit seinen Schnee- und
Eisreserven den Wasserhaushalt der Oberläufe der sieben wichtigsten Flüs-
se Südostasiens. Von diesem Wasserzufluss leben 1.4 Milliarden Menschen
und hängt neben dem Ackerbau und der Wirtschaft das gesamte Ökosys-
tem in dieser Gegend ab. Wie die zunehmende Zahl an Dürren und Über-
schwemmungen zeigt, sind diese jahreszeitlich beeinflussten Wasserreserven
allen Anscheins nach vom Klimawandel betroffen, mit negativen Auswirkun-
gen für die flussabwärts liegenden Stromgebiete und demzufolge die dortige
Nahrungsmittelsicherheit.
Das internationale Kooperationsprojekt CEOP-AEGIS3 – finanziert von
der Europäischen Kommission unter dem Siebten Rahmenprogramm – hat
sich deshalb zum Ziel gesetzt, die Hydrologie und Meteorologie dieses Hoch-
plateaus weiter zu erforschen, um daraus seine Rolle in Bezug auf das Klima,
den Monsun und den zunehmenden extremenWetterereignissen tiefgreifender
verstehen zu können. Im Rahmen dieses Projektes werden verschiedenartigste
Erdbeobachtungsdaten von Fernerkundungssystemen, numerischen Simula-
tionen und Bodenstationsmessungen gesammelt und ausgewertet. Sämtliche
Endprodukte des CEOP-AEGIS Projektes werden der wissenschaftlichen Ge-
meinschaft auf Grundlage einer über das Internet erreichbaren Datenbank zu-
gänglich gemacht, welche eine Zuarbeit zur Initiative GEOSS (Global Earth
Observing System of Systems4) ist. Hintergründig basiert das CEOP-AEGIS
Datenportal auf einem Dapper OPeNDAP Internetserver, welcher die im Net-
CDF Dateiformat gespeicherten Daten der vordergründigen internetbasierten
3Coordinated Asia-European long-term Observing system of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau
hydro-meteorological processes and the Asian monsoon systEm with Ground satellite
Image data and numerical S imulations (Koordiniertes langfristiges asiatisch-europäisches
Beobachtungssystem der hydro-meteorologischen Prozesse des Qinghai-Tibet Plateaus so-
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DChart Benutzerschnittstelle auf Grundlage des OPeNDAP Protokolls be-
reit stellt. Eingangsdaten von Partnern dieses Projektes sind heterogen nicht
nur in Bezug ihres Dateninhalts, sondern auch in Anbetracht ihrer Daten-
haltung und Metadatenbeschreibung. Die Daten- und Metadatenhaltung der
im NetCDF Dateiformat gespeicherten Endprodukte dieses Projektes müssen
jedoch auf einer standardisierten Basis internationalen Konventionen folgen,
damit ein hoher Grad an Interoperabilität erreicht werden kann.
In Anbetracht dieser Qualitätsanforderungen wurden die technischen Mög-
lichkeiten von NetCDF, OPeNDAP, Dapper und DChart in dieser Diplomar-
beit gründlich untersucht, damit auf Grundlage dieser Erkenntnisse eine kor-
rekte Entscheidung bezüglich der Implementierung eines für CEOP-AEGIS
Daten passenden und interoperablen NetCDF Datenmodels abgeleitet wer-
den kann, das eine maximale Kompatibilität und Funktionalität mit OPeND-
AP und Dapper / DChart sicher stellen soll. Diese NetCDF Implementierung
ist Bestandteil einer neu entwickelten Datenschnittstelle, welche heterogene
Daten von Projektpartnern in standardisierte NetCDF Datensätze konver-
tiert und aggregiert, sodass diese mittels OPeNDAP dem auf der Dapper /
DChart Technologie basierendem Datenportal von CEOP-AEGIS zugeführt
werden können. Einen besonderen Schwerpunkt bei der Entwicklung dieser
Datenschnittstelle wurde auf eine intermediäre Daten- und Metadatenhal-
tung gelegt, welche mit der Zielsetzung von geringem Arbeitsaufwand die
Modifizierung ihrer Elemente und somit die Erzeugung von standardisierten
NetCDF Dateien auf eine einfache Art und Weise erlaubt.
In Anbetracht der beträchtlichen und verschiedenartigsten Geodaten die-
ses Projektes war es schlussendlich wesentlich, eine hochwertige Datenschnitt-
stelle zur Überführung heterogener Eingangsdaten von Projektpartnern in
standardisierte und aggregierte NetCDF Ausgansdateien zu entwickeln, um
damit eine maximale Kompatibilität und Funktionalität mit dem CEOP-
AEGIS Datenportal und daraus folgend ein hohes Maß an Interoperabilität
innerhalb der wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschaft erzielen zu können.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over 1.4 billion people, the agriculture, the economics, and the entire ecosys-
tem of south-east Asia strongly depend upon the monsoon climate and the
water supply of the rivers Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Yangtze and Yellow
River – this is over 20% of the global population (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2009;
European Comission, 2010; Immerzeel, van Beek, & Bierkens, 2010). The
headwater of these rivers is influenced by the monsoon system and mostly
fed from the upstream snow and ice reserves of the Tibetan Plateau as well
as from surrounding high mountain ranges (Immerzeel et al., 2010). These
seasonal water reserves however are likely to be influenced by climate change,
since the number of floods and droughts does increase – with the result that
the downstream water supply and subsequently the food security for people
living in the basins of these five major rivers of south-east Asia is negatively
affected (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2009; Immerzeel et al., 2010).
Immerzeel et al. (2010) could prove in their investigation that the ef-
fects of climate change on the water availability and subsequently on the
food security can not be generalized among the five major Himalayan river
basins Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Yangtze and Yellow River, and that it
differs substantially. In this regard, glaciers that feed the Himalayan rivers
with melt water can be regarded as key indicators for climate change (Bolch,
Buchroithner, Pieczonka, & Kunert, 2008). Bolch et al. (2008) investigated
glacier changes in the Khumbu Himal in Nepal by the use of Corona, Land-
sat TM and ASTER satellite data from 1962 to 2005. The authors could
determined an average glacier area loss in the Khumbu Himal of about 5%
between 1962 and 2008, with the highest decreasing rates measured for the
time period between 1992 and 2001 (Bolch et al., 2008).
Concluding from these and other related investigations, the Tibetan Plateau
covering an extent of about 2.5 million square kilometers at an average alti-
tude higher than 4,700m can be considered as an important factor regarding
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the climate and hydrology of south-east Asia, since it significantly influences
the downstream river flows (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010; Immerzeel et al., 2010;
Menenti, Jia, & Colin, 2010; Xu & Zhang, 2008). The Tibetan Plateau not
only regulates the water resources for all south east Asian rivers, but also
plays a significant impact on the Asia monsoon and the atmospheric circula-
tion (Xu & Zhang, 2008). A major interest in terms of flood and drought and
consequentially of food security and changing environment is subsequently
the correct understanding of the linkage of land processes and of the Asian
Monsoon System on the Tibetan Plateau (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010; Menenti
et al., 2010).
Figure 1.1 on page 2 defines the area of interest on the Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau, as well as the basins of the rivers Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra,
Irrawaddy, Salween, Mekong, Yangtze and Yellow River that originate from
this plateau and are regulated by its water resources (CEOP-AEGIS Inc.
2010). The range of the area of interest in its longitude is about in between
70.0◦ E and 110.0◦ E and in its latitude about in between 25.0◦ N and 43.0◦ N.
Figure 1.1: Area of interest of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and the basins of the
rivers Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Irrawaddy, Salween, Mekong, Yangtze
and Yellow River that originate from this plateau and that are regulated by
the Plateau water resources (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010)
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1.1 CEOP-AEGIS project
CEOP-AEGIS stands for “Coordinated Asia-European long-term Observing
system of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau hydro-meteorological processes and the Asian
monsoon systEm with Ground satellite Image data and numerical Simulations”.
This collaborative small-scaled research project is funded by the European
Commission under the Seventh Framework Program “Improving observing
systems for water resource management” (grant agreement number 212921)
and is coordinated by the Image Sciences, Computer Sciences and Remote
Sensing Laboratory (LSIIT) of the University of Strasbourg in France (CEOP-
AEGIS Inc. 2011; Menenti et al., 2010). The project web page can be accessed
under the URL http://www.ceop-aegis.org/.
The CEOP-AEGIS project was born in May 2008 out of the needs to
improve the knowledge of the hydrology and meteorology of the Qinghai-
Tibetan Plateau with its primary goals to demonstrate the benefits of earth
observations to better monitor and model key hydro-climatological variables.
Its duration is scheduled until May 2012 (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010; Menenti
et al., 2010; Menenti & Colin, 2011). The scope of this project is focused
on prototyping innovative algorithms based on gathered observations from
an existing ground measurement network as well as out of reliable long-
term space-borne observation systems with instruments on board of current
and future satellites. Data continuity for these systems will be guaranteed
(CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010; Menenti et al., 2010).
The purpose of this observing system is the monitoring and determina-
tion of the water yields at the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. Another purpose is
to observe the snow evolution, vegetation cover, surface wetness and surface
flux to analyze the complex linkage with connective activity, extreme pre-
cipitation events and the Asian Monsoon. The observations collected within
this project will help to clarify the role of the hydrology of the Qinghai-Tibet
within the Asian Monsoon system and determine the amount of headwater
that is going into the seven major rivers of south-east Asia. The challenge of
this project consists in this aspect in an efficient fusion of the available data
rather as in the focus on separate observations (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2009,
2010; European Comission, 2010; Menenti et al., 2010; Menenti et al., 2010)
One of the three elements foreseen within this project concerns the obser-
vations in the terms of the water balance of the plateau, such as precipitation,
soil water, melt water from snow and glaciers, vegetation cover, or evapo-
ration. The second project element forms a distributed hydrological model
that will serve for the calculation of the water balance, and of a meso-scale
atmospheric model that will serve for investigations about the Asian Mon-
soon. A data acquisition and processing system will be developed within the
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CEOP-AEGIS project to merge the observation sources into a single Earth
Observation System. The data of this system will then serve as forcing or
validation parameters for a GIS-based hydrological model. This hydrologi-
cal model will lead to a prototype of a water balance monitoring system of
the complete Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and also produce three-year datasets
on weekly and monthly basis of the water balance terms. A drought and
flood early warning system will be demonstrated by the use of the resulting
time series of observations and model outputs as the third element of this
project(CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010; Menenti et al., 2010). Figure 1.2 on page 4
illustrates the CEOP-AEGIS concept that is consisting of the following three
elements: observations, models, and early warning systems (CEOP-AEGIS
Inc. 2010).
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the three CEOP-AEGIS project elements, con-
sisting of heterogeneous observations, models, and early warning systems
(CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010)
Eighteen participating organizations from China, France, Germany, India,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Spain, and about a hundred participat-
ing scientist are involved in the scientific tasks that are split in eleven work
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packages plus one work package for management tasks (CEOP-AEGIS Inc.
2011). The resulting highly innovative project datasets of the hydrology and
climatology of the Tibetan Plateau will be made available to the scientific
community as contribution to the Global Earth Observation System of Sys-
tems (GEOSS) initiative. This contribution is part of the Water and Ecosys-
tems GEO societal benefit areas of GEOSS with Massimo Menenti as its
co-leader. The CEOP-AEGIS coordination team is also involved in the Sci-
ence and Technology Committee of the Group on Earth Observation (GEO)
(CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2010; European Comission, 2010; Menenti, Colin, & Jia,
2011). More than 130 governments and international organizations partic-
ipate voluntary in GEO to coordinating with its secretariat hosted by the
WMO in Geneva the efforts to construct a Global Earth Observation Sys-
tem of Systems (GEOSS) by the year 2015 (European Comission, 2010). The
open access of the CEOP-AEGIS project data within GEOSS is of primary
interest not only for the related scientific community, but also for human
societies and water resource management institutions (Menenti et al., 2011).
Figure 1.3 on page 5 gives an overview of the contributions of CEOP-AEGIS
to GEO and GEOSS (Menenti et al., 2011).
Figure 1.3: Overview of the contributions of CEOP-AEGIS to GEO and the
GEOSS Social Benefit Areas (Menenti et al., 2011)
1.2 Problem statement
A large amount and variety of multidimensional earth observation datasets
will be collected and evaluated during this project and must be made available
to the scientific community in a standardized form. This large panel of
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datasets deliverables consists of array orientated gridded data from remote
sensing products and model outputs as well as of in-situ measurements from
ground stations (Menenti et al., 2011).
Regular and global coverage data of atmospheric and surface properties
will be provided by observing systems on board of current and future satel-
lites. These observing systems consist of multi-spectral imaging radiometers,
microwave radiometers, RADAR and backscatter LIDAR, and will guarantee
the required spectral, temporal and spatial coverage. Satellite observations
consist of measurements of snow and vegetation cover, temperature and sur-
face albedo. Furthermore they consist of satellite based estimates of energy
and water fluxes as well as of top soil moisture over the plateau. Ground
observation stations at limited but representative sites do cover almost ev-
ery type of land surfaces of the Tibetan Plateau and will provide reference
datasets of weather measurement parameters as well as of radiative and en-
ergy balance measurement parameters. This includes measurements of radia-
tive and turbulent fluxes as well as of soil moisture. Integrated ground and
satellite observations will serve for the measurement of precipitation and for
the estimation of melt water from glacier and snow (CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2009,
2010; Menenti et al., 2010). Table 1.1 on page 11 lists all of these dataset de-
liverables within the CEOP-AEGIS project (Menenti & Colin, 2011; Menenti
et al., 2011).
All of the resulting highly innovative project data must be made available
to the scientific community via an online data repository. This should be
a user-friendly and efficient web based data sharing platform that allows
the exchange of project related satellite, model and ground based data and
metadata information. The new CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal should serve as
information system of hydro-meteorological data of the Tibetan Plateau for
the scientific community and follow the GEO Data Sharing Principles. The
hardware infrastructure will be hosted in Beijing by the Institute for Tibetan
Plateau Research (ITP) at the Chinese Academy of Science (CEOP-AEGIS
Inc. 2010; Menenti et al., 2011). It is scheduled that the CEOP-AEGIS Data
Portal will be registered by May 2012 as GEOSS component to make all
foreground data of the project freely available for the community (Menenti
& Colin, 2011; Menenti et al., 2011).
The amount of data produced within this project comes from various
project partners and is extensive. Moreover, it is heterogeneous in its con-
tent, and also in its type of storage and its metadata description. This
heterogeneity becomes also obvious regarding the dataset deliverables within
the CEOP-AEGIS project (see table 1.1 on page 11) that consist of gridded
and in-situ data, coming from ground observation measurements, satellite
imagery and model output. The project partners that provide this data are
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heterogeneous as well, since they are working in different scientific fields with
their specific scientific related background and idea in what form to store and
provide data.
However, any foreground CEOP-AEGIS project data needs to be made
available in a standardized form, so that it can be published within a data
repository where users can browse and access data. The data consumers in
their entirety that take advantage of this data repository are heterogeneous as
well, and are also coming from various scientific disciplines. The users of the
CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal though may expect that the data and metadata
provided by this interface is accessible in a common and standardized form
that does follow international standards and conventions to achieve a high
level of interoperability by allowing a maximum of compatibility and func-
tionality with the users applications. They may also expect a well-founded
metadata description model that is provided with the data, so that they can
correctly understand the content of the data and work with it. Figure 1.4
on page 7 illustrates this design principle of the CEOP-AEGIS data services
chain from data producers to end users (Menenti & Colin, 2011).
Figure 1.4: CEOP-AEGIS design principle of a data service chain from data
producers to end users (Menenti & Colin, 2011)
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Hence advanced data models for data storage and data exchange are
needed to provide standardized project output via the new CEOP-AEGIS
Data Portal.
1.3 Objective of this thesis
The data portal and the data and metadata modeling and storage as well
should all follow international standards and rely on open-source solutions.
The format chosen for the storage of CEOP-AEGIS output data is NetCDF,
developed by Unidata. This data format is flexible, self-describing, and ca-
pable to store large sets of array-oriented multidimensional data in a single
file. It is an open-source solution that can be used in combination with the
OPeNDAP technology to access NetCDF datasets remotely over the internet
by the use of an OPeNDAP server and an OPeNDAP enabled client.
The data portal should consist of a back-end data server for data stor-
age and of a front-end user interface for data access. This web based user
interface will represent the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal and will be part of a
contribution to the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).
The back-end data server should be based on the OPeNDAP technology, so
that it can be used in combination with the NetCDF data format. The front-
end must be a web based user interface that should be accessible with any
internet browser by taking advantage of the the OPeNDAP technology. This
can be achieved by the use of the Dapper / DChart open-source technology,
developed by Joe Sirott at NOAA/PMEL.
The objective of this thesis is two-fold with one final additional element:
• On the one hand, the technical capabilities of the NetCDF data format
as well as its data modeling and metadata modeling standards need to
be profoundly evaluated in order to take correct decisions on how to
produce suitable NetCDF datasets. Moreover, the OPeNDAP data for-
mat and protocol as well as the Dapper / DChart technology on which
relies the data repository and user interface must be evaluated with the
same elaborateness. This is important for the decision making process
of NetCDF modeling so that interoperable datasets with a maximum
compatibility and functionality to OPeNDAP and Dapper / DChart as
well can be created. Out of these evaluations, decisions must be taken
about what NetCDF data format, data model and metadata conven-
tion should be employed within CEOP-AEGIS for the project output
data. Following from this, the resulting NetCDF implementation for
the output data must be adapted to the needs of the CEOP-AEGIS
project, as well as to the technical requirements of Dapper / DChart.
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• On the other hand, any data provided from CEOP-AEGIS project part-
ners need to be post-processed and merged together in space and time
to obtain aggregated and standardized high valuable datasets that can
be feed to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal. For doing so, an upstream
data interface that is intended to convert data from project partners
to OPeNDAP compliant NetCDF datasets must be designed and im-
plemented within this thesis. This data interface must produce stan-
dardized NetCDF output data that is respecting the decision about
NetCDF data and metadata modeling, as they were taken in the pre-
vious detailed evaluation steps of NetCDF, OPeNDAP and Dapper /
DChart. The data interface should easily allow to add and modify
metadata. Some functions that check if the defined NetCDF model
is obeyed would be useful. It should also be possible to modify this
interface without much work so that also unexpected data formats can
be read and standardized NetCDF output data be produced out of it.
• Finally, some already available project datasets should be post-processed
through the developed data interface and converted into the designated
form of NetCDF. This data should subsequently be published in the
CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal. Dapper and DChart need to be configured
for this purpose. For some case studies, a few additional cartographic
products in form of animations may be produced out of the standard-
ized data.
In summary, it is essential to properly design a data interface that con-
verts heterogeneous input data of project partners in standardized and ag-
gregated output data files. These files must be based on a standardized,
consistent and adequate data and metadata model to ensure maximum com-
patibility and functionality within the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal and subse-
quently interoperability within the use by the related scientific communities.
The results of this thesis will be a contribution to the CEOP-AEGIS work
package number eight (WP8): Monitoring the water balance and water yield
of the Plateau. This work package defines intentions in regard of an inte-
grated analysis of ground and satellite observations in order to estimate the
water balance of the Tibetan Plateau, as well as in matters of the develop-
ment and demonstration of a prototype observation system to monitor the
water yield of this area. This includes the establishment of a pilot database
management system that supports the hydrological monitoring of the Plateau
(CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2009).
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1.4 Structure of this work
To achieve these objectives, the following structure was chosen in this docu-
ment:
Chapter 2 provides the technical foundations of NetCDF, OPeNDAP and
Dapper / DChart, so that a suitable NetCDF implementation for the output
data of the CEOP-AEGIS project can be derived. This chapter does not
only provide the important theoretical backgrounds about the technologies
that are used within this thesis, but does also serve as useful documentation.
This concerns in particular the section about Dapper and DChart, since
these technologies are employed as part of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal
and need to be configured and modified for each new dataset that is loaded
to the portal.
The second important element of this thesis is related to the methodology
part on the basis of the discussed theoretical backgrounds and is documented
in the implementation chapter 3. It concerns in particular the design and
implementation of the upstream data interface program to convert heteroge-
neous input data of project partners to standardized NetCDF output files.
The implemented NetCDF data model for the output data is based on the
knowledge gained in the previous chapter. Furthermore, this chapter con-
tains a short section about the creation of a few cartographic products that
could be finally generated on the basis of standardized project data.
To conclude, the last chapter 4 discusses the results of this work and
provides an outlook for possible future developments out of the realized work.
The appendix A contains a large amount of documentation regarding
the implemented data interface for data conversion to standardized NetCDF
output files constrained in the determined data model.
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Deliverables CEOP-AEGIS datasets
D 1.4 Final 3 years dataset on aerodynamic and thermodynamic vari-
ables over the different land surfaces of the Tibetan Plateau
D 1.5 Area-integrated surface fluxes from ground measurements
D 2.5 Dataset including vegetation cover, surface albedo, LAI (Leaf
Area Index), aerosol optical depth, precipitable water vapor, soil/-
foliage component and land surface emissivity/temperatures for a
3 years period and over the entire plateau
D 3.4 Validated complete time-series maps of fluxes over 3 years, with a
target frequency of one week
D 4.1 Collection of consistent continuous in-situ soil moisture measure-
ments at regional scale
D 4.3 Estimation of soil moisture from Geostationary Satellite (GS) data
D 4.4 A data product of the plateau using different sensors simultane-
ously
D 4.5 Validation results and documentation of uncertainties of estima-
tions of soil moisture from Geostationary Satellite (GS) data (op-
tical remotely sensed data)
D 5.3 Provide 3-years 3-D gridded radar data for case studies
D 5.4 Provide high space and temporal resolution precipitation data re-
trieved from radar, satellite (both VIS-IR and MW) and ground
rain gauge data for case studies
D 6.4 Validated dataset (include snow cover area, SWE, glacier area and
storage from satellite data, and assimilation datasets) from 2008
to 2010
D 8.2 Time series analysis of water balance data
D 8.3 Prototype of data collection, integration and processing system to
monitor the plateau water balance
D 9.1 Vegetation dynamic maps over a long-term period
D 9.2 Maps of drought vulnerability zones in the study area
D 9.5 Anomalies maps of rainfall, vegetation response
D 10.3 Flood inundation, flood hazard and flood risk zone maps based on
the hydraulic modeling and analysis of satellite data
D 10.4 Real time forecasting of flood inundation, depth, areal extent and
return period of flooding
D 10.5 Case studies on flood events in the period 1999–2010
Table 1.1: CEOP-AEGIS project dataset deliverables (Menenti & Colin,
2011; Menenti et al., 2011)
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Chapter 2
Theoretical foundations
Caron (2011) states that “[. . . ] HDF, NetCDF and OPeNDAP are [arguably]
the best/widely used general purpose scientific data format/access protocols”.
NetCDF became a de facto standard in the atmospheric, climatological and
oceanographic sciences for storing model outputs and climatological prod-
ucts in the atmosphere, as mentioned by Hankin et al. (2009). It can serve as
linkage between data consumers and data providers for the accessing, creat-
ing and sharing of array-oriented multidimensional scientific data. The data
model of NetCDF is simple, flexible, self-describing and discipline-neutral in
a sense that it is general enough for the use within many different scientific
communities (Hankin et al., 2009). It insulates applications from the details
of a data format and allows, as Brown, Folk, Goucher, and Rew (1993) ex-
plain, to share data among different architectures by providing flexible data
access. The community that takes advantage of NetCDF is multi-disciplinary
and finds followers especially in the geosciences climatology, hydrology, me-
teorology and oceanography (Hankin et al., 2009; Nativi et al., 2004; Nativi,
Caron, Domenico, & Bigagli, 2008; Rew, 2004).
NetCDF that can be assigned to the ASIS (Atmospheric Science Infor-
mation Systems) community is different from the more complicated rela-
tional data models of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), as Nativi et
al. (2004), Nativi et al. (2008) and Rew (2004) remark. A NetCDF file con-
tains in general multi-dimensional datasets that do not necessarily need to
be spatially related and that can become very large in their size. NetCDF
data is usually defined by three spatial and one temporal coordinate axes,
while GIS data focuses generally only on two. Georeferencing depends upon
conventions and is not part of a data file. Another difference is the root
concept, that focuses in GIS data models on feature oriented vector objects
residing on the earth surface, but on large gridded multidimensional data ob-
jects in NetCDF. In this regard, data is seen in NetCDF as discrete points in
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a continuous function space of the three spatial and one temporal dimension
(Nativi et al., 2004; Nativi et al., 2008; Rew, 2004).
OPeNDAP is a standard data format and protocol that is often used in
combination with NetCDF to access remote distributed scientific data over
the internet (Nativi et al., 2008). Dapper is an OPeNDAP enabled web server
that can be employed to serve NetCDF datasets to a front-end DChart user
interface. This web based user interface will be implemented as the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Portal. Employing the combination of NetCDF, OPeNDAP
and Dapper / DChart – that are all based on open-source solutions – allows
to achieve the objectives of this thesis as they are defined in section 1.3.
This chapter is a literature survey to obtain the technical foundations
of NetCDF, OPeNDAP and Dapper / DChart. Out of the knowledge ob-
tained in this chapter, an upstream data interface designed to convert data of
project partners in standardized OPeNDAP and Dapper / DChart compliant
NetCDF files will be developed. This is documented in chapter 3. The anal-
ysis done in this chapter does not only provide background knowledge, but
may also serve as documentation, in particular regarding the CEOP-AEGIS
Data Portal that is based on Dapper / DChart.
The literature survey of this chapter is mostly based on publications of
authors that developed these technologies. For NetCDF, these are – apart
from many other NetCDF users that also contributed to the development –
John Caron, Glenn Davis, Harvey Davies, Steve Emmerson, Ed Hartnett and
Russ Rew of the Unidata Program Center. Within OPeNDAP are involved –
among others – Peter Cornillon, Glenn Flierl, James Gallagher, Steve Hankin,
James Potter and Tom Sgouros. Dapper and DChart were developed by Joe
Sirott at PMEL/NOAA.
2.1 NetCDF
Unidata Inc. (2011) defines the Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) as
“[. . . ] a set of software libraries and machine-independent data formats that
support the creation, access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data.”
NetCDF consists – as Caron (2009), Hartnett (2009) and Rew (2004) docu-
ment – of file formats, data models and software libraries with associated pro-
gramming interfaces (API). The file name extension is .nc. NetCDF was de-
veloped by the Unidata atmospheric science community in Boulder, Colorado
(USA). This institution maintains and supports NetCDF software, standards,
updates and documentation. Unidata is primarily funded by the US National
Science Foundation (NSF) and part of the University Corporation for Atmo-
spheric Research (UCAR) (Hartnett, 2009; Rew, 2004). NetCDF is under an
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open source license and was officially endorsed as a common encoding stan-
dard by the Steering Committee of the United States Federal Geographic
Data Committee (FGDC) in 2010 (Rew, 2004; Rew, Caron, Hartnett, & He-
imbigner, 2010). The NetCDF package was designed for the earth scientist
community to store different kinds of scientific multidimensional data, such
as array-oriented regular-spaced grids, satellite, or radar images, but in some
respects also point observations and time series data (Hartnett, 2009; Nativi,
Caron, Davis, & Domenico, 2005; Rew et al., 2010). The data management of
array-oriented scientific data in NetCDF is illustrated in figure 3.1 on page 70
(University of Texas at Austin, 2007).
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the data management in array-oriented scientific
data in NetCDF3 (University of Texas at Austin, 2007)
Brown et al. (1993) and Rew et al. (2010) document that the NetCDF
package was initially created as interface to access real-time meteorological
data with Unidata’s software applications that were running on different
computing platforms. The actual NetCDF format evolved out of NASA’s
Common Data Format (CDF) in 1989, when an XDR-based (External Data
Representation) prototype implementation of the NetCDF interface in the
language C was first developed by Unidata (Rew et al., 2010). The name
NetCDF is to emphasize the network transparency by employing XDR in
homage to the original CDF format of NASA (Rew & Davis, 1990). Beside the
contribution of numerous NetCDF users, the software was mainly developed
by John Caron, Glenn Davis, Harvey Davies, Steve Emmerson, Ed Hartnett
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and Russ Rew of the Unidata Program Center (Rew, n.d.).
Rew (2004) explains that the purpose of NetCDF is to separate users, data
and applications from machine architectures and format details. NetCDF is a
scalable file format that allows the efficient and direct access to small subsets
of data elements which can be part of large multidimensional datasets – with-
out the need to first access the complete dataset. Ancillary metadata that is
providing additional information about the containing data can be attached
to a NetCDF file, making it a self-describing data format (Brown et al., 1993;
Rew, 2004, n.d. Rew et al., 2010). Applications can not only extract data val-
ues, but also information about data values as well as relationships among
data components in case that data is self-describing (Brown et al., 1993).
NetCDF files can be accessed directly without intermediate translation by
any developed NetCDF API installed on any supported common computing
platform. This makes NetCDF a portable and machine independent data
format. Without redefining the structure or copying the dataset, it is also
possible to append data properly to a well structured NetCDF file (Brown
et al., 1993; Rew, n.d. Rew et al., 2010).
On important scope of NetCDF is to support the access to small subsets
of large datasets in an efficient way. Regarding this scope, the main problem
however of relational database management systems is – according to Brown
et al. (1993) and Rew et al. (2010) – the lack of efficient support for large mul-
tidimensional data arrays with their hierarchical structures. Furthermore, an
adequate performance regarding the size and complexity of many scientific
datasets as well as the type of access is in general not provided by relational
database systems (Brown et al., 1993). As a result does NetCDF not provide
the functionalities of a relational database management systems, since, as
Rew et al. (2010) argue, the software for such systems is not suitable for
the kind of data for that NetCDF was designed. Keyed access to data and
multiple concurrent writing is subsequently not possible with NetCDF (Rew,
2004).
2.1.1 Data models
Nativi et al. (2008) calls a data model in a philosophical sense as “[. . . ] a
way of thinking about scientific data by applying a data model theory”. A
data model is an abstraction about how scientific data is stored, organized
and accessed. The objects of a data model are stored and persisted in a
file format. The details and constrains of a persistent file format and of a
particular API are removed in an abstract data model (Caron, 2006, 2008,
2009; Caron & Domenico, 2006; Nativi et al., 2008).
The abstract data models of NetCDF are implemented by software li-
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braries with associated APIs that provide machine-independent formats of
NetCDF (Rew & Davis, 1990). Rew et al. (2010) mention that there are
currently two data models existing in NetCDF: The classic NetCDF3 model
and the enhanced NetCDF4 model. The NetCDF classic model consists of
the NetCDF3 classic format, the NetCDF3 64-bit offset format and the
NetCDF4 classic format. The NetCDF enhanced model consists of the
NetCDF4 format .
Hartnett (2009) affirms that Unidata guarantees backward compatibility
to older NetCDF datasets of any format and model, so that data stored
in older versions of NetCDF will always remain accessible, no matter what
model or format of NetCDF was used. The structure of a NetCDF file
is immutable after its definition and after data values were subsequently
written to NetCDF variables, as Caron (2004) states. In case that the file
structure needs to be changed after its definition, the entire dataset needs in
general to be copied to a newly structured NetCDF dataset (Nativi et al.,
2005). Objects such as dimensions and variables are created subsequently in
a NetCDF file, and the API of NetCDF does keep track of the creation order
of these objects (Rew et al., 2010).
2.1.2 Datasets
Any form of data that can be accessed through the NetCDF API can be
considered as dataset, according to Caron (2011). A NetCDF3 dataset forms
a collection of the three elements Dimension, Attribute and Variable, that
are all identified by an ID and by a name. Only the primitive data types
char, byte, short, int, float and double are supported by NetCDF3.
The NetCDF4 data model expands this data model with the Group and
Structure elements, as well as some more primitive and user defined data
types (Caron & Domenico, 2006; Rew, 2004; Rew et al., 2010). A dataset as
a generalization of a NetCDF file has always a root group (Caron, 2004).
2.1.3 Dimensions
Dimensions define the coordinate axes of a variable within a NetCDF dataset
by specifying its shape (Caron, 2004, 2011; Rew et al., 2010). The shape of
a variable is the length of all of its dimensions (Caron, 2004). Dimensions
have an index length and establish the index space for variables so that the
data within the variables can be located. Associated coordinate variables
hold the coordinates of the dimensions that they name (Caron, 2004; Rew
et al., 2010). A dimension that forms the shape of a variable must already
exist before the variable can be created (Rew et al., 2010).
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Rew et al. (2010) states that dimensions can represent real physical di-
mensions, such as the longitude or the latitude, but also other quantities, as
for example station numbers. Geophysical data is usually represented by the
three spatial axes longitude, latitude, height (respective depth) and by the
time axis. One or more of these four axes can be collapsed to a single point,
as it may be the case for in-situ data (PMEL/EPIC Inc. n.d.).
Dimensions within NetCDF have a name and a length, as documented
by Hartnett (2009) and Rew et al. (2010). The length of a dimension can be
set to be limited or to be unlimited. If a dimension is limited, its length is
determined by an arbitrary positive integer value. The dimensions for the
vertical axes, the latitude and the longitude do usually have a limited length.
In this case the dimension length must be an arbitrary positive integer value
(Rew et al., 2010).
Shared Dimensions
Dimensions may be shared among other variables or not, as remarked by
Caron (2010). Shared dimensions have an unique name within a Group and
allow the association of variables with each other. Private dimensions are not
shared among other variables and do not have a name. They reside local to
one single variable and are therefore anonymous for other variables (Caron,
2004, 2011). Shared dimensions in accordance with NetCDF conventions are
used to define coordinate axes of data variables, as explained by Caron (2009,
2010).
Unlimited Dimensions
A dimension can be defined as having an unlimited length to arbitrarily
extend a file with additional data. This can be achieved by adding data along
this unlimited dimension that will increase in its length (Hartnett, 2009).
Otherwise the length of a dimension remains immutable in case that it is not
defined as unlimited (Caron, 2004). The length of an unlimited dimension is
the number of its actual records (Rew et al., 2010). Unlimited dimensions
are also called record dimensions since they are generally used for recording
new data along the time axis. NetCDF3 only allows the optional use of
one single unlimited dimension, and this dimension must be the dimensions
of the highest order that is used. The dimension with the highest order in
an multidimensional array is the slowest changing dimension, whereas the
dimensions with the lowest order varies fastest (Rew et al., 2010).
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2.1.4 Variables
Information is generally not provided per file, but per variable, that is the
basic unit to store a large amount of data with indexed values in NetCDF.
Variables are one or multidimensional rectangular objects in the form of
arrays that serve as container for indexed data values of the same type and
optionally of a set of attached attributes (Caron, 2004, 2011; Hartnett, 2009;
Rew et al., 2010). A variable has a name, a data type, a shape and optionally
associated attributes. Its shape is defined by the length of an associated set
of already existing dimensions. Local attributes can be attached to a variable
to provide metadata information about the data. Depending on the purpose
of these attributes, its values must have the same unit as the variable data
(Caron, 2004, 2011; Rew et al., 2010). A variable with an unlimited dimension
has no fix length and can grow to an arbitrary size along this unlimited
dimension. Such a variable is called a record variable, as Rew et al. (2010)
remarks.
All data in an array has to be of the same data type, that is limited
within the NetCDF classic model to the six primitive data types char, byte,
short, int, float and double. Additional data types are provided by the
enhanced data model of NetCDF4 (Caron, 2010; Rew et al., 2010). The
number of dimensions of a variable forms the rank. NetCDF variables are
implemented in arrays that can have an arbitrary rank (Caron, 2004). A
dimensionless variable is a scalar that consists only of one single value. A
variable with one single dimension is a vector, and a variable with a rank of
two is a matrix (Rew et al., 2010).
The elements specifying a variable can not be modified after its definition
since they are determined at the creation date of the variable and before data
values were assigned. This includes the data type, the rank and the shape of
an array that is defining a variable. Data values however are mutable. From
this it follows that empty variables with no values may exist (Caron, 2004;
Rew et al., 2010). The efficient data access of NetCDF by specifying variables
instead of positions in a file permits independent access from other data
which may have been stored in other variables. This data accessing strategy
helps to maximize compatibility due to the immunity of data format changes
(Rew et al., 2010). Depending on the purpose of a variable, it is necessary to
differentiate between coordinate variables as independent variables and data
variables as variables dependent to coordinate variables.
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Coordinate Variables
Caron (2004) defines coordinate axes as generalization of coordinate vari-
ables. A coordinate system is defined by a set of coordinate axes that are
implemented by coordinate variables to locate data in physical space and
time (Caron, 2004).
A variable that has the same name as its associated dimension is called a
coordinate variable. A coordinate variable is an one-dimensional vector in the
form of an array. It distinguishes the data elements along an axis of a data
array by defining coordinates that correspond to the index of the associated
dimension within this data variable. All dimensions have in general one-
dimensional coordinate variables (Caron, 2004, 2010; Rew et al., 2010).
All coordinate values must be different and either monotonically increas-
ing or decreasing without any missing values and without any additional
dimension beside its coordinate dimension (Caron, 2004, 2010; Rew et al.,
2010). In the case of real physical coordinate values, the coordinate variable
must be a strictly monotonic numeric vector, as documented by Rew et al.
(2010).
Data Variables
Data variables store physical quantities in one or multi-dimensional arrays.
They are also called dependent variables since the localization of its indexed
data values depends on the coordinate values that are stored and defined in
the independent coordinate variables (Rew et al., 2010).
2.1.5 Attributes
Metadata is ancillary data to provide additional information about the data
it describes, as defined by Rew et al. (2010). Attributes represented in the
form of scalars or vectors can be used to specify metadata information in
NetCDF. This information can either be provided within a string or by the
use of numeric values (Caron, 2004; Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010). At-
tributes can be assigned locally to a variable or globally to a dataset. Within
NetCDF4 it is also possible to attach attributes to groups (Caron, 2004; Rew
et al., 2010).
The type of an attribute can be one of the permitted variable data types of
the employed NetCDF model, as Rew et al. (2010) documents. All attribute
values must have the same type. The length and the type of an attribute
are not explicitly declared in the classic model of NetCDF, but derived from
the values that are attached to this attribute. Optional type declaration is
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supported in case that the enhanced model of NetCDF is used. Multiple
values within one attribute are separated by a coma (Rew et al., 2010).
Attribute starting with an underscore (such as _FillValue) are generally
reserved for the use by the library of NetCDF for system defined objects
(Caron, 2004; Rew et al., 2010).
Rew et al. (2010) continues to explain that an attribute has a name, a data
type, a length, a value and an associated object that can either be a variable,
a dataset, or – in the case of NetCDF4 – a group. Contrary to variables,
it is not possible for attributes to have other attributes attached. Attribute
values are specified at the creation date of the attributes. In contradiction to
dimensions and variables, it is possible to add, remove or modify attributes
as well as its elements after the creation of a NetCDF file. Attributes are
only designed to store small amounts of metadata, but not to store large
multidimensional datasets with indexed values. The storage of such data
is achieved with NetCDF variables. In contradiction to variables, the total
amount of attributes is in general small enough to entirely fit in the memory
of a system, whereas variables – depending on their size – may have to
be split into several sections for processing. Attributes – including their
values – are stored in the header of a NetCDF3 file. Variables however are
stored in the data part. In contradiction to variables, attributes can not be
multidimensional (Rew et al., 2010).
Various metadata conventions were established that define standard at-
tributes with defined names and meanings (Caron, 2004; Hartnett, 2009).
NetCDF applications expect in general that a NetCDF file conforms to one
of the established NetCDF conventions to ensure functionality and compati-
bility, as they are mentioned in subsection 2.1.12 on page 36 in this document
(Rew et al., 2010).
2.1.6 NetCDF 3
Caron (2006) determines NetCDF3 as a self-describing, machine and plat-
form independent file format for storing array-oriented scientific data. Two
different NetCDF3 file formats that are based on the NetCDF classic model
exist: The original NetCDF classic format and the newer NetCDF 64-bit
offset format.
The strength of the classic model is its simplicity and efficiency, as Rew
et al. (2010) state. This open-source model is ideal to store gridded multi-
dimensional data that is determined in a coordinate system. Since the data
model is simple to understand and to explain, generic applications can easily
be developed out of it. Due to the fact that the classic model is the first and
most mature model of NetCDF, many mature applications, conventions, and
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best practices on how to generate NetCDF files in this model evolved over
time (see Unidata Inc. n.d.d; CF Metadata Inc. n.d.a). Moreover, compatibil-
ity with older software is assured in case that the classic model is employed.
This makes NetCDF3 a much more portable file format as NetCDF4 (Rew
et al., 2010).
The NetCDF classic and 64-bit offset formats as well as OPeNDAP were
proved as appropriate for NASA Earth Science data by the NASA Earth
Science Data Systems (ESDS) in 2009. NetCDF conform with the Climate
and Forecast Conventions and in combination with OPeNDAP was proven
as recommended data format for gridded data by the Steering Team for
the Data Management and Communications (DMAC) subsystem of the In-
tegrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) of the United States 1. More-
over, NetCDF was endorsed as common encoding standard by the Steering
Committee of the US Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) in 2010
(Hankin et al., 2009; Rew et al., 2010).
NetCDF3 files in the classic or 64-bit-offset format can be written as
NetCDF4 files without loosing information, but with taking advantage of
the benefits of this newer file format (Rew et al., 2010). Figure 2.2 on page 23
is an UML diagram that represents the NetCDF3 classic data model (Caron
& Domenico, 2006).
Classic format
The NetCDF classic format is the original binary format for all versions of
NetCDF and was the only format available until the release of NetCDF ver-
sion 3.6.0 in 2004. For the time period between 1989 and 2004, the NetCDF
classic format was the only existing NetCDF format. Due to the fact that
backward compatibility is guaranteed, data in this format will always re-
main accessible by any newer version of NetCDF. Since it is the first format
of NetCDF that was released, data in this format can be accessed by any
third-party software that uses an older NetCDF library version which do not
recognize the newer NetCDF 64-bit offset format or the NetCDF4 format
yet. Hence it is the most portable of the existing formats, and still the de-
fault format of NetCDF. Thereof Unidata recommends the NetCDF classic
format for data archiving and distribution (Rew et al., 2010; Rew, n.d.).
The NetCDF classic format consists of dimensions, attributes, variables
and supports the six data types char, byte, short, int, float and double
(Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010).
1IOOS : http://www.ioos.gov/
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Figure 2.2: UML diagram of the NetCDF3 classic data model (Caron &
Domenico, 2006)
64-bit offset format
Beginning with the release of NetCDF version 3.6.0 in December 2004, the
NetCDF 64-bit offset format was introduced. This format is nearly identical
to the classic format and is thereof subject to the most constraints. The only
difference – aside from the version byte – is the offset entity that was enlarged
to 64-bit offset size from the beginning of the file to allow larger variable and
file sizes. Offsets in NetCDF3 specify the location of each variable in the
data part within a NetCDF file. Such files of the 64-bit offset format can
only be read from NetCDF library version 3.6.0 and newer, but not from
earlier versions (Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010; Rew, n.d.).
Except for the case that data is too large to be served by the classic
format, Unidata discourages the usage of the NetCDF 64-bit offset format.
Older third-party software won’t support this file format since it is not sup-
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ported by NetCDF library versions not newer than 3.6.0, as Rew (n.d.) rec-
ommends.
NetCDF 3 architecture and file structure
Brown et al. (1993), Rew and Davis (1990) and Rew et al. (2010) explain
that portable data representation is achieved for NetCDF classic and 64-bit
offset files due to an implementation of the external representation of these
files by an extended form of the XDR (External Data Representation) stan-
dard, developed by Sun Microsystems. The non-proprietary XDR standard
as implementation of the presentation layer within the ISO-OSI seven layer
model serves for the encoding and decoding of NetCDF data in a portable
external representation that is realized with a machine independent archi-
tecture. On top of the XDR representation resides a single common data
interface. Thereof portable NetCDF data in these formats can be accessed
and produced on any machine that implements the XDR library. The phys-
ical representation of a NetCDF3 dataset is thereof independent of the sys-
tem that produced this data, what results in the ability that data can be
accessed on different heterogeneous computer systems (Brown et al., 1993;
Rew & Davis, 1990; Rew et al., 2010).
Data access in the NetCDF classic and 64-bit offset format is done in a
direct (and usually serial) way, in contradiction to NetCDF4 that employs
the HDF5 library for accessing data, according to Latham (2010) and Rew et
al. (2010). Simultaneous reading and writing to the same NetCDF3 classic or
64-bit offset file is possible by installing the parallel-netcdf library of NetCDF,
developed by the Argonne National Labs. This library allows parallel input
and output operations to NetCDF3 files that are usually accessed in a serial
way (Latham, 2010; Rew et al., 2010). The existing NetCDF file format does
not changed by employing this library (Latham, 2010).
A NetCDF3 file saved in the classic or 64-bit offset format is stored
in a machine-independent form as a single file with a header part that is
containing dimension, attribute and variable information as well as a data
part that is containing the data of the variables. The size of the header is only
as large as it needs to be for a NetCDF3 dataset and has only little additional
usable space (Rew et al., 2010). The header follows the fixed-size data part
of non-record variables that do not have an unlimited dimension, and finally
the record-data part of variables that employ an unlimited dimension (Caron,
2009; Rew et al., 2010). The offset that specifies the location of each variable
in the data part is a seek index relative to the beginning of the file for variables
of a fixed size that are located in the fixed size data part and relative to the
start of a record boundary for record variables that are stored in the record
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data part of a NetCDF3 file (Rew, n.d.).
Data in both data sections is stored in the same order in which the vari-
ables were defined. This is the same order as they appear in the header (Rew
et al., 2010). Non-record variables are stored contiguously in row-major order,
whereas variables with an unlimited dimension are divided up into records,
with each record containing the data for all record variables with a specific
record dimension index. The records are growing within the unlimited di-
mension. It is thereof possible to append an unlimited number of record
variables to a NetCDF3 file, what makes NetCDF an appendable data for-
mat. This method of storing record variables can be compared to a structure
in NetCDF, since all record variables are stored together on disk, as explained
by Caron (2009, 2011), Rew (2004) and Rew et al. (2010).
NetCDF 3 limitations
Important limitations exist within the NetCDF3 data model, that may not
exist in the NetCDF4 enhanced data model (see subsection 2.1.7 on page 29).
By employing the NetCDF3 data model it is possible to declare the length of
one single dimension as having an unlimited size, so that it can be expanded
at a later date if necessary (Hartnett, 2009; Heimbigner, 2008; Rew, 2004).
However, this must be the most outer dimension as the slowest changing and
most significant one in the list of dimensions of a variable (Hartnett, 2009;
Heimbigner, 2008). In case of little endian systems (highest order is read
first), this is the first dimension, and for big endian systems (lowest order is
read first) it is the last dimension (cf. Hartnett, 2009). If multiple variables
share the single unlimited dimension, they will all grow together in size (Rew
et al., 2010). NetCDF3 only allows named shared dimensions and does not
permit to define dimensions as private, as it is possible in NetCDF4 (Caron,
2004; Heimbigner, 2008).
Only the six primitive data types char, byte, short, int, float and
double are supported by NetCDF3 (Hartnett, 2009; Heimbigner, 2008). Rew
(2004) mentions that strings are represented as an one-dimensional array of
characters. Arrays must have rectangular shapes and can subsequently not
be ragged (Rew, 2004).
Nested data structures (that are data structures as elements of them-
selves) such as nested arrays, trees or recursive structures are not possible in
the NetCDF classic model (Rew, 2004; Rew et al., 2010). As a result, groups
and structures – as they may be use within NetCDF4 – are not allowed, as
Caron (2004) states. The only existing structure however in NetCDF3 is the
record structure that contains all variables of an unlimited dimension. De-
spite the fact that groups are not allowed in NetCDF3, the NetCDF classic
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model employs anyhow on its highest level one single default group that is the
root group (Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010). As a result of this root group,
a NetCDF3 dataset fits neatly into the NetCDF4 model (Caron, 2004; Rew
et al., 2010).
One writer and multiple readers can access a NetCDF3 dataset that
is stored in the classic or 64-bit offset format simultaneously, but parallel
concurrent writing to such a file is not supported – except for the case that
the parallel-netcdf library is employed (Rew, n.d. Rew et al., 2010).
NetCDF 3 classic format data size limitations Rew et al. (2010)
documents that due to a signed 32-bit file offset that is used in the internal
structure of a NetCDF file of the classic format, the size for variables is
in general limited to 2 GB, with certain exceptions. These exceptions do
also depend on the version of the NetCDF library that is used. To ensure
portability, the size of a NetCDF file should generally not exceed 2 GB so
that operating systems that are not equipped with Large File Support (LFS)
can still handle the data. If data of a size larger as 2 GB should be served,
Large File Support must be supported by the operating system (Rew et al.,
2010).
The last of the contiguously defined fixed-size variables in the fixed-size
data part of a NetCDF3 classic file may exceed 2 GB in size as long as the
offset to the beginning of this variable is not more than a little less as 2 GB
and as long as no record variables exist that are declared in the record data
part following the fixed-size data part of a NetCDF file, as explained by Rew
et al. (2010) and Rew (n.d.). Thereof the total size of all but the last fixed
size variable is limited to a little less as 2 GB since the offset for the fixed-
size data part is specified relative to the beginning of a NetCDF file (Rew,
n.d.). The last fixed-size variable of a NetCDF3 dataset in the classic format
can be as large as the underlying file system supports in case that no record
variables exist (Rew et al., 2010; Rew, n.d.).
The last of the record variables that are contiguously defined in the record
data part of a NetCDF3 file may exceed 2 GB in size, under the condition
that the offset of the start of each record variable within a record is not more
than a little less as 2 GB (Rew et al., 2010). All but the last records of a
record variable have as a result to be less than 2 GB in size since the offset is
defined relative to each subsequent record boundary in the record data part
and not relative to the beginning of a NetCDF3 file (Rew, n.d.). The last
record can be of an arbitrary size and as large as the underlying file system
supports (Rew et al., 2010; Rew, n.d.).
The maximal total record size within a NetCDF file in the classic format
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is limited to a little less then 4 GB for NetCDF version 3.5.1 and earlier.
From NetCDF version 3.6.0 such restrictions do no more exist. The maximal
file size from NetCDF library version 3.5.1 for a NetCDF3 file in the classic
format is 8 EB (Exabyte) (Rew et al., 2010).
NetCDF 3 64-bit offset format data size limitations Operating sys-
tems must support Large File Support (LFS) so that datasets larger as 2 GB
can be handled. By employing the 64-bit offset format of NetCDF, variables
can have a much larger file size as it is possible with the classic format. This
is because 64-bit file offsets are used instead of 32-bit offsets (Rew et al.,
2010). However there are still constraints by the reason that many platforms
only support 32-bit values to allocate memory blocks (Rew, n.d.).
Rew et al. (2010) and Rew (n.d.) document that a fixed size variable can
not exceed a little less as 4 GB in size, except for the case that it is the last
fixed size variable with the condition that no record variable exists. In this
case, the last variable can be of any size that is supported by the operating
system. If record variables exist, the previous exception does not apply. The
reason is that the 64-bit offset for record variables is not defined relative to
record boundaries – as it is the case for the classic model – but also relative
to the beginning of the file. In this case all but the last record variables need
to be a little smaller in size as 4 GB. The size of the last record variable
however can be arbitrary (Rew et al., 2010; Rew, n.d.).
The maximal file size for a NetCDF3 file in the 64-bit offset format is
8 EB (Exabyte) (Rew et al., 2010).
2.1.7 NetCDF 4
This binary NetCDF format was released with version 4.0.0 in 2008 and
allows the creation of NetCDF4 files by employing HDF5 (H ierarchical Data
Format) as the underlying base format (Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010).
HDF5 is in the same way as NetCDF4 a machine and platform independent
self-describing scientific file format, but with some fundamental differences
to NetCDF4 (Caron, 2006, 2010; Rew et al., 2010). NetCDF4 was funded
by NASA, with the scope of its development to make the existing NetCDF
data model more suitable and efficient for large datasets as well as for high
performance computing platforms. On the other hand, the simplicity and
ease of NetCDF should be preserved. This was achieved by taking advantage
of the much more general, flexible and complicated high performance HDF5
file format with its extensive API, as Caron (2006, 2009, 2011) states.
The new NetCDF4 data model is based on the Common Data Model
(CDM) of Unidata (see subsection 2.1.8 on page 31), with the scope to find
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a common solution for the further development of scientific data (Hartnett,
2009). The data model of NetCDF4 is close, but not identical to the Common
Data Model (Caron, 2011). Another goal was, as Gallagher, Rew, McQueary,
Heimbigner, and Hartnett (2008) notes, to unify again the data models of
NetCDF (version 3) and of OPeNDAP’s DAP 2.0 data access protocol (see
subsection 2.2.6 on page 53) (Caron, 2004; Gallagher et al., 2008). As a result,
NetCDF4 is also a superset of the actual OPeNDAP data model (Heimbigner,
2008).
The NetCDF4 data model is an extension to the more mature NetCDF3
data model in a backwards compatible way, as stated by Hartnett (2009).
Data can also be represented in the classic or 64-bit offset format by restrict-
ing the functionalities of NetCDF4 to those of the NetCDF3 data model.
The advantage of using NetCDF4 to represent data in the classic or 64-bit
offset format is to benefit of those NetCDF4 performance improvements that
do not affect the enhanced functionalities of the NetCDF4 data model, such
as larger variables. If doing so, the NetCDF4 classic format is employed.
This is to differentiate to NetCDF4 files that profit of the extended func-
tionalities of the NetCDF4 data model which use under these circumstances
the enhanced format of NetCDF4 (Rew et al., 2010; Rew et al., 2010).
In case that the new functionalities of NetCDF4 are applied, data can no
longer be output in one of the two classic formats. In this case, data can only
be accessed by users that are working with a NetCDF library version 4.0.0
or newer (Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010). The NetCDF4 enhanced model
is simpler as HDF5, but still more complex as the NetCDF classic model so
that more effort is needed to create tools and applications. By reason of its
young age, it is less mature and not widely adopted yet. There are much less
applications that support this model and there are no established and widely
common conventions existing (Rew et al., 2010).
NetCDF 4 architecture and file structure
NetCDF4 uses an enhanced version of HDF5 as underlying storage layer,
with the NetCDF4 API and library as data access layer residing on top of the
HDF5 file format. The creation of a NetCDF4 file is as a consequence based
on the HDF5 library (Caron, 2011; Latham, 2010; Rew et al., 2010). It is a
simpler file format as HDF5, but has according to Rew et al. (2010) similar
power. However it can not be considered as a strict subset of HDF5 due to
the complexity of this file format (Caron, 2011). The features of NetCDF4 do
not represent the full amount of the features provided by HDF5, as clarified
by Rew et al. (2010). Consequently, HDF5 has several features that are not
supported by NetCDF4, including for example non-hierarchical groups or
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some primitive data types. NetCDF4 variables correspond to HDF5 datasets
and have the identical name as the related datasets. Groups in NetCDF4
correspond to groups in HDF5 (Rew et al., 2010)
For parallel read and write access, NetCDF4 takes advantage of the
HDF5 parallel programming model (Latham, 2010). The data access layer
for NetCDF4 files is the HDF5 library that buffers NetCDF4 data in a
cache. This happens when data is first read or written to a variable, except
in case of parallel read and write access. For an optimal performance, the
default size of this chunk cache can be adapted and should be large enough
to hold multiple chunks of data simultaneously (Rew et al., 2010).
Contrary to the NetCDF API, the original HDF5 file format does not
keep track regarding the creation order of its object, but orders them by
default alphabetically. In the case of NetCDF4 though, the creation order
instead of the alphabetical order is enabled by the NetCDF4 library (Rew
et al., 2010).
NetCDF4 data can even be accessed with an HDF5 application and
without the use of an NetCDF4 interface. However a NetCDF4 file might
become unreadable for a NetCDF4 interface in case that it was modified
with HDF5 (Rew et al., 2010).
NetCDF 4 extensions
Most of the limitations regarding the functionalities and the data size re-
strictions of NetCDF3 are not subject to NetCDF4 (see subsection 2.1.6 on
page 25). Moreover, additional functionalities were added, and NetCDF4
data is no more limited in size and can be as large as the user’s underlying
file system permits (Latham, 2010; Rew et al., 2010).
The number of unlimited dimensions and its location within a NetCDF
variable is arbitrary in NetCDF4 due to the fact that variables are allocated
by HDF5 on demand (Hartnett, 2009; Heimbigner, 2008; Latham, 2010; Rew
et al., 2010). The data model of NetCDF4 permits also shared as well as
private dimensions (Caron, 2004, 2011). Parallel read and write access is
furthermore supported. NetCDF3 allows this functionality as well, as long
the parallel library (parallel-netcdf ) instead of the standard serial library is
used (see subsection 2.1.6 on page 24) (Latham, 2010; Rew et al., 2010).
Hartnett (2009), Heimbigner (2008) and Rew et al. (2010) list various
additional type extensions available in the Common Data Model that were
not provided within the previous NetCDF3 data model. These are not only
some more additional primitive data types, but also particular types that
can be defined by an user. Also with this background, groups and structures
are furthermore allowed within NetCDF4. Figure 2.3 on page 30 is an UML
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diagram of the enhanced data model of NetCDF4 (Caron, 2008). New fea-
tures in this model are here written in italic letters. An UML diagram of the
HDF5 data model is in figure 2.4 on page 32 (Caron & Domenico, 2006).
Beside the six primitive data types that are already supported by NetCDF3,
a string data type, new unsigned data types and 64-bit integer data types
were introduced in NetCDF4. Hence NetCDF4 supports the char, byte,
short, integer, float and double primitive data types of NetCDF3, and
the new primitive data types unsigned byte, unsigned short, unsigned
integer, 64-bit integer, unsigned 64-bit integer and string (Rew et
al., 2010). The four new user defined types are variable length one-dimensional
arrays, opaque types, enumeration types, and compound types. These types
are globally available in a file and must be fully defined before they are used.
Attributes are not allow for these types Rew et al. (2010).
Figure 2.3: UML diagram of the enhanced data model of NetCDF4, with
new features written in italic letters (Caron, 2008)
Groups Always at least one group is part of a NetCDF dataset, even in
NetCDF3. This group is the root group and has as its name an empty
string. The possibility of using additional multiple named groups is a new
feature of NetCDF4. Such groups have a name and may contain types,
dimensions, attributes and variables with the scope to achieve hierarchical
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data organization within a NetCDF4 datasets. In this regard, a group can
act as container that holds an entire NetCDF dataset of the classic model
(Caron, 2004, 2011; Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010). If a dimension was
defined in a parent group, it can be used in descendant groups and shared
between variables of different groups (Rew et al., 2010).
Structures A structure contains member variables and is represented in
the form of a multidimensional array. Structures in NetCDF4 allow grouping
and nesting of variables to achieve efficient access to data. Contrary to
groups that also contain variables, a structure can be considered as a physical
data collection with data that is stored close to each other, whereas a group
represents a logical collection of data. In contradiction to a group, a structure
can be represented as an array. Shared dimensions can be part of a group,
but not of a structure (Caron, 2004, 2011).
Compound Types Compound types are data structures that allow the
creation of complex data types out of the available primitive and user defined
types in NetCDF4. The named elements of a compound type can be accessed
as a unit. These data structures can contain an arbitrary collection of any
combination of data types as well as of other compound types (Hartnett,
2009; Rew et al., 2010).
Variable length arrays With the introduction of ragged arrays, this new
type in NetCDF4 allows the efficient storage of data. Within ragged arrays,
one of the dimensions can vary in size, with the effect that also variables with
non-rectangular shapes can be stored in NetCDF (Rew et al., 2010).
Opaque Types Opaque types can store arrays of a known size, but with
unknown content (data blobs) (Rew et al., 2010).
Enumeration Types This user defined data type specifies enumeration
constants (Rew et al., 2010).
2.1.8 Common Data Model
The Common Data Model (CDM) is an abstract scientific data model of
Unidata (Caron, 2011). It results of the merge of the three data models of
NetCDF3 classic, OPeNDAP (version 2) and HDF5 (version 1.6). Unidata’s
CDM can be considered as a generalization of these formats, by making it in
combination more powerful as each of its single fused formats (Caron, 2004,
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Figure 2.4: UML diagram of the HDF5 data model (Caron & Domenico,
2006)
2011; Caron & Domenico, 2006). The advanced features of the Common Data
Model can be accessed with NetCDF4 (Rew et al., 2010). However, CDM
was developed independently from an API and a file format and must be
understand as an abstract object model that is close, but not identical to the
data model of NetCDF4 (Caron, 2004, 2011). It is thereof – in contradiction
to NetCDF – not a file format, but only a model. Subsequently there are
differences in between the data models of CDM, NetCDF4, OPeNDAP and
HDF5 (Caron, 2011).
The implementation of the Common Data Model is achieved through
a standard API that is the NetCDF Java library of Unidata. The CDM
supports various binary scientific file formats and remote access protocols,
such as NetCDF GRIB, HDF, OPeNDAP, and many others. Files containing
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data conform to the CDM and that are accessible via the NetCDF Java
library are commonly called CDM files (Caron, 2008, 2009, 2011). Most of the
extensions of the data model of the CF Climate and Forecast convention are
included in the CDM data model by adopting its semantics and structures,
as stated by Nativi et al. (2008).
Nativi et al. (2008) characterize the Common Data Model of Unidata as
a three layer model with layers that build on top of each other: The top
layer is the scientific data type layer that carries the semantics and serves as
an interface to a set of different scientific data types, such as grids or point
data. The middle layer provides access to attributes and coordinate system
information. At the bottom of the data model can be found the data access
layer that handles data reading and writing to the supported file formats.
The base data type of this layer is a multidimensional array (Caron, 2004,
2010, 2011; Caron & Domenico, 2006; Nativi et al., 2008). This three layer
model of the Common Data Model is illustrated in figure 2.5 on page 33
(Caron & Domenico, 2006).
Figure 2.5: Three layer model of the Unidata Common Data Model System
(Caron & Domenico, 2006)
2.1.9 NetCDF libraries and APIs
An application programming interface (API) establishes an interface to a
data model in a specific programming language (Caron, 2006, 2008, 2009;
Caron & Domenico, 2006). Two implementations of NetCDF for the lan-
guages C and Java in the form of libraries and associated APIs exist and are
available for many computing platforms.
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The C library is the reference core library of NetCDF (Caron, 2009).
NetCDF APIs for C++, Fortran 77 and Fortran 90 depend on the NetCDF
library of C and are installed when the C library of NetCDF is built (Hart-
nett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010). The APIs based on the NetCDF C library do
currently not implement the Common Data Model of Unidata (see Caron,
2010).
The Java API is distributed independently from the other APIs since it
represents the completely new and currently most advanced implementation
of NetCDF (Caron, 2008; Hartnett, 2009; Rew, 2004). It can’t be linked to the
API of NetCDF in the language C since it is completely implemented in Java
(Caron, 2010). This API implements the Common Data Model (CDM) of
Unidata with its supported file formats and serves furthermore as exploratory
prototype to test new functionalities (Caron, 2004, 2009; Caron & Domenico,
2006). Its scope is also to make as much as OPeNDAP data as possible
accessible by NetCDF (Caron, 2004). Several other NetCDF software tools
use this API as their component (Caron, 2008, 2009).
Apart from these two APIs developed by Unidata, other language APIs
that are mostly using the application programming interface of C were de-
veloped by the NetCDF user community. Such third party APIs were among
others developed for the computing languages Perl, Python, and Ruby (Hart-
nett, 2009).
2.1.10 NetCDF utilities
NetCDF files can be accessed, displayed, analyzed, combined and trans-
formed by the use of several NetCDF manipulation tools, as stated by Rew
et al. (2010). For doing so, the NetCDF distribution of Unidata comes with
the two NetCDF utilities ncdump and ncgen. By employing the ncdump pro-
gram, the structure and optionally the data of a NetCDF file is dumped in the
form of a human readable text representation (ASCII) that conforms to the
(Network Common Data form Language) format of NetCDF. From NetCDF
version 4.1.0 it is also possible to access OPeNDAP data with ncdump. The
operation ncgen allows to generate a NetCDF file out of an ASCII file that
must be conform to the NetCDF CDL format. Both functions ncdump and
ncgen are intended to be used as inverses and accept the output of one func-
tion as input of the other function to transform data between binary and text
representations. Beginning with NetCDF version 4.1.1, the new functional-
ity nccopy allows to convert NetCDF files among different NetCDF formats
or to and from OPeNDAP (Hartnett, 2009; Rew & Davis, 1990; Rew, 2004;
Rew et al., 2010).
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2.1.11 NetCDF textual representations
Two textual representations exist for NetCDF data: CDL and NcML. These
are however not usually thought as data formats (Rew, n.d.).
CDL
The Common Data Language (CDL) of NetCDF was developed by Unidata
and is an editable ASCII based text version of a binary NetCDF data. A CDL
representation of a NetCDF dataset represents the structure and optionally
the content of a NetCDF file, including dimensions, variables, data, and – if
necessary – attributes. CDL is employed by the NetCDF utilities ncdump and
nccopy to convert NetCDF data between binary and textual representations
(Brown et al., 1993; Eaton et al., 2009; Rew, 2004; Rew et al., 2010; Rew,
n.d.). Listing 3.1 on page 79 is a NetCDF CDL representation of a NetCDF
file containing gridded data, and the CDL representation of listing 3.4 on
page 87 represents a NetCDF file containing in-situ data.
NcML
NcML is beside CDL another possibility to represent NetCDF data in a
human readable text form (Rew, 2004). The NetCDF Markup Language
(NcML) – introduced in 2004 – is a representation of NetCDF metadata in
form of an XML document format that is formally described and constrained
by a XML schema with its actual version 2.2. This XML base schema is
written in the W3C XML Schema language. Its abstract object model is
based very close to the NetCDF data model. The suffix of an NcML file
is either .xml or .ncml (Caron, 2004, 2011; Nativi et al., 2005; Rew et al.,
2010).
By reason that XML – in comparison to NetCDF – is architecture-
independent and language-independent as well, NetCDF information can be
easily stored in this file format by preserving its capabilities. Since NcML is
a standard XML dialect, it is simple to share information with other users
among the web (Nativi et al., 2005).
The related model of this schema essentially represents the data model
of the CDM that is implemented within the NetCDF Java library. A NcML
document can represent any dataset that conforms with the NetCDF CDM
data model. This can be an existing NetCDF file, a subset of this file, an
aggregation with other files, and even a NetCDF file that was not written
yet. NcML can serve as container for data and should as a result not be
considered as physical NetCDF file, as Caron (2011) states.
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A NcML document refers in general to another dataset that is called the
referenced CDM dataset. The CDM library allows to add, to delete or to
change metadata as well as to add, to delete, to rename or to reconstruct
variables in a NcML file. Moreover, the creation of virtual logical datasets
through aggregation of multiple CDM datasets is possible as well (Caron
& Domenico, 2006; Caron, 2010, 2011). Subsequently it is also possible to
modify an existing NetCDF dataset without the need to rewrite the file
(Caron, 2010).
The content of a NcML file matches in general approximately with the
header information of a NetCDF file (Caron, 2011). It can thereof be consid-
ered as NetCDF CDL (Network Common Data form Language) representa-
tion in XML syntax. NcML typically only describes metadata information
and structural content of a file, but does not contain the data. The NetCDF
Metadata Object Model of NcML focuses on the capture of the data struc-
ture and not primarily on the data itself. Nevertheless, it is possible to in-
clude some or all data values in a NcML document, but initially NcML was
not designed for this purpose. This would result in a self-contained dataset
without a separate file that holds the data. However if doing so, metadata
information would no more be properly separated from the data values, since
physical data would be explicitly included in the metadata (cf. Caron et al.,
2002; Caron, 2011; Nativi et al., 2005). Figure 2.6 on page 37 represents an
UML diagram of the NCML Metadata Object Model (Caron et al., 2002).
Listing A.3 on page 136 is a NetCDF NcML representation of a NetCDF
file containing gridded data, and the NcML representation of listing A.4 on
page 137 represents a NetCDF file containing in-situ data.
Another version of NcML is NcML-GML, an extension of the core schema
of NcML that is based on the grammar of the Geography Markup Language
(GML). The intention of NcML-GML is to open NetCDF to Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) (Caron, 2011; Nativi et al., 2005).
2.1.12 NetCDF conventions
Semantic elements in form of metadata describe the meaning of data, as
explained by Nativi et al. (2008). For this purpose, the NetCDF data model
has been expanded by a set of conventions in order to fully describe data for
different scientific communities that take advantage of NetCDF (Nativi et al.,
2008). Naming and attribute conventions were established to make NetCDF
data self describing not only for humans, but also for machines, as Caron
(2004) and Rew et al. (2010) explain. NetCDF conventions define important
names for dimensions and variables, and specify relevant standard attributes
with defined values. The scope of agreeing on conventions in NetCDF is the
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Figure 2.6: UML diagram of the NCML Metadata Object Model (Caron et
al., 2002)
advantage of having standardized data that contains the desired metadata
information and that can easily be shared within a scientific community
(Hartnett, 2009).
Conventions determine not only the meaning of variables and dimensions,
but specify in particular also the employed coordinate system so that data
can be correctly georeferenced. The coordinate system of a NetCDF dataset
is defined by a set of coordinate variables (Caron, 2004). However complex
integrated georeferencing information is not part of the data models and of
the APIs of NetCDF and OPeNDAP, and usually not declared as for example
in the form of attributes. Since this information is inferred, it depends thereof
on general agreements within conventions (Caron, 2006; Caron & Domenico,
2006; Caron, 2008; Nativi et al., 2008; Rew, 2004; Rew et al., 2010). As a
result, interoperability with Geographic Information Systems may suffer due
to a lack of georeference metadata information in a NetCDF file. Rew et
al. (2010) argue in this regard that specific additions to the data model of
NetCDF would make some parts of these NetCDF conventions unnecessary or
allow some defined forms of metadata, but this would complicate the model
and making it less general. By identifying standardized variable names for the
coordinate variables, NetCDF associates the distinct values of the coordinate
variables to the corresponding coordinate axes. Except of this coordinate
variable convention of Unidata, nothing depends on the names of variables.
The axes can also be distinguished by NetCDF if special keywords in defined
attributes of the coordinate variables are used (Caron, 2004; Gregory, 2003;
Rew et al., 2010).
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Table 2.1 on page 40 lists the actual conventions for NetCDF3 that
are registered at Unidata’s conventions web page (see Unidata Inc. n.d.c).
Conventions for NetCDF4 are still under development and subsequently
somewhat premature (Unidata Inc. n.d.c). If a convention is employed for
a NetCDF file, it is specified with the global attribute Conventions within
a NetCDF file (Caron, 2004; Unidata Inc. n.d.c).
One of these NetCDF conventions is the Climate and Forecast (CF) meta-
data convention (see CF Metadata Inc. n.d.b), that is one of the most pop-
ular conventions within NetCDF3, as stated by Nativi et al. (2008). This
convention established in 2003 is recommended by Unidata for the use of
gridded data within the climate and meteorological community and is quite
loose to ensure backwards compatibility with the earlier COARDS conven-
tion. Since this convention is designed facing metadata design in general,
it can also be implemented within other formats, like XML for instance.
CF also includes georeferencing conventions and defines various projections
and transformation parameters. Any community member can suggest im-
provements and modifications as well as report problems, that are publicly
discussed and making CF and open standard. Features to this convention are
only added when required and do not address future needs. This process is
overseen by volunteer committees. The CF convention provides all necessary
specifications for accessing remote data when it is used in conjunction with
OPeNDAP. NetCDF conform with the Climate and Forecast Conventions
and in combination with OPeNDAP was proven as recommended standard
for gridded data by the Steering Team for the Data Management and Com-
munications (DMAC) subsystem of the Integrated Ocean Observing System
(IOOS) of the United States in 2008 (Balaji et al., 2008; Caron, 2006, 2008,
2010, 2011; Eaton et al., 2009; Gregory, 2003, 2005; Hankin et al., 2009;
Hartnett, 2009; Rew, 2004; Rew et al., 2010).
The CF Convention was designed for the use of metadata, but not for
dataset discovery, since it consists only in metadata information about where
and how data was produced, as Rew (2004) remarks. For discovery purpose,
the NetCDF Attribute Convention for Dataset Discovery was developed. It
is used for discovery systems such as digital libraries like THREDDS and
benefits from several elements of the CF Convention (Caron, 2011). However
it does only define attributes and can not be regarded as NetCDF convention
in a narrower sense, since coordinate axes and other important elements are
not defined (Unidata Inc. n.d.c). For point observations in form of point,
time series, trajectory, or profile observation datasets, Unidata recommends
the Unidata Observation Dataset Convention (Caron, 2006). This convention
however will be deprecated in favor of a new CF Convention for Point Ob-
servations, as soon as it will be released (Unidata Inc. n.d.c). The COARDS
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(Cooperative Ocean/Atmosphere Research Data Service) convention from
1995 is an older established NetCDF standard that is still widely used for
global atmospheric and oceanographic data. The CF convention is a back-
ward compatible successor of COARDS that extends and generalizes this
older standard. In this context, the COARDS conventions can be seen as a
subset of the CF conventions, though some features are deprecated (Balaji
et al., 2008; Eaton et al., 2009; Unidata Inc. n.d.c).
The PMEL-EPIC convention was developed by NOAA for oceanographic
profile or time-series in-situ data. This convention is designed for creating
NetCDF files by the use of EPIC’s I/O System Library that is layered on top
of the library of NetCDF. It is not intended to provide the full functionali-
ties of NetCDF, but to simplify the production of standardized oceanographic
NetCDF files (PMEL/EPIC Inc. n.d.). The ARGOGDAC and ARGONODC
NetCDF conventions were also developed for oceanographic in-situ data, re-
lated to the ARGO broad-scale global array of temperature/salinity floats.
The Argo NetCDF convention was extended to be compatible to the CF
convention (Hankin et al., 2009; Unidata Inc. n.d.c).
2.2 OPeNDAP
OPeNDAP is the abbreviation for the Open-source Project for a N etwork
Data Access Protocol. This abbreviation stands for an open-source standard
data format and protocol to access remote distributed scientific data over the
internet by the use of the HTTP protocol that frames requests and responses
(Heimbigner, 2009; OPeNDAP Inc. 2011; Sirott, 2002). It was developed by
scientists working with oceanographic data, but due to its discipline neutral
architecture it got widely popular among earth scientist (Sgouros, 2004).
Cornillon et al. (2009) document that OPeNDAP was originally devel-
oped as the core infrastructure of the NVODS (National V irtual Ocean
Data System) integrated data system for oceanographic data, funded by the
National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP). OPeNDAP was for-
merly known as DODS (Distributed Oceanographic Data System), with its
first implementation released in 1995, as Cornillon et al. (2009) continue.
Since the establishment of the non-profit OPeNDAP organization in 2000,
the focus relies on the data network access in general and no more just on
the access of oceanographic specific data (Cornillon, Gallagher, & Sgouros,
2003; Sgouros, 2009).
Two distinguish parts form the idea of OPeNDAP, as discussed by Cornil-
lon et al. (2003), Cornillon et al. (2009) as well as OPeNDAP Inc. (2011). One
of these parts is the discipline-neutral data access protocol for transporting
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NetCDF convention Date (Version) Remarks
CF Conventions 25 Oct 2010 (v1.5) Recommended by Unidata for
gridded data (CF)
ACDD Conventions 28 Sep 2005 (v1.0) Attribute Convention for
Dataset Discovery (Unidata)
NCAR-RAF Conven-
tions
29 Jun 2009 (v1.3) Convention for Aircraft Data
(NOAA)
AMBER Conventions 27 Feb 2006 (v1.0b) Trajectory conventions for
molecular dynamic simulations
(UCSD)
ARGO GDAC Conven-
tions
13 Jul 2010 (v2.3) In-situ convention for Argo data
assembly centers (NOAA)
ARGO NODC Conven-
tions
6 Sep 2004 (v2.1) For oceanographic data, related
to ARGO project (NOAA)
CF Discrete Sampling
Conventions
25 Feb 2011 Draft CF conventions for obser-
vational and point data (CF)
GTSPP Conventions 8 Oct 2008 (v3.6) For Global Temperature-Salinity
Profile Program (GTSPP) data
(NOAA)
COARDS Conventions 1 May 1995 (v1.0) Standard that CF Conventions
extends and generalizes (NOAA)
GDT Conventions 14 Mar 1999 (v1.3) Standard that CF Conventions
extends and generalizes (GDT)
CDC Conventions ? For gridded data, compatible
with but more restrictive than
COARDS (NOAA)
NUWG Conventions 1992–1995 Effort to create some ob-
servational data conventions
(Unidata)
EPIC Conventions ? For oceanographic or in-situ data
of PMEL-EPIC (NOAA)
Coordinate conventions 1992–1998 Proposals and discussions
(Unidata)
Observation Dataset
Conventions
20 Jun 2007 (v1.0) For in-situ data, deprecated in
favor of proposed CF Discrete
Sampling Conventions (Unidata)
Table 2.1: Actual NetCDF3 conventions registered at Unidata (Unidata Inc.
n.d.c)
and requesting data across the network (called DAP), and the other part
describes the discipline-specific datasets with its data models as well as the
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software based on the DAP to serve these datasets. The latter mentioned
software framework for clients and servers form OPeNDAP in a narrower
sense.
Cornillon et al. (2009) and Heimbigner (2009) mention that OPeNDAP
was developed as intermediate format for accessing various file formats such
as NetCDF with the ability to include metadata information within the data.
Cornillon et al. (2003) remark that if regarding the range of the formats that
established in geosciences over the time, it was also a goal of OPeNDAP
to allow users to request subsets of data from remote sources, no matter
what the file format on the server side is and no matter if these file formats
were compatible to each other or not. Since NetCDF3 can be considered
as subset of the Data Access Protocol of OPeNDAP, its combined use can
improve interoperability significantly. OPeNDAP in combination with CF
compliant NetCDF data was proven as preferred standard for gridded data by
the Steering Team for the Data Management and Communications (DMAC)
subsystem of the Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) of the United
States in 2008. In addition, OPeNDAP was endorsed as NASA standard
(Hankin et al., 2009).
2.2.1 Architecture
The OPeNDAP architecture is based on the so called client-server model. A
client application uses OPeNDAP functions to send a request to a remote
OPeNDAP web server, and this web server retrieves the requested data from
a particular datasets in the database and sends it back to the client, as ex-
plained by OPeNDAP Inc. (2008). In regard of this model, Sgouros (2004)
concludes that OPeNDAP users can be divided into data providers that pub-
lish data by the use of OPeNDAP servers, and data consumers that are using
OPeNDAP client software to work with this data. However data providers
are at the same time also often data users, and vice versa.
The core library of OPeNDAP’s software package is implemented in C++
and Java and designed to build OPeNDAP servers and clients. Several
OPeNDAP servers and clients were developed to support specific scientific
data formats (OPeNDAP Inc. 2008; Sgouros, 2004). The package is further-
more composed of a variety of libraries that are each serving as different
OPeNDAP APIs (Application Programming Interface) for accessing specific
kind of data formats within different applications. These APIs, that are de-
fined by Sgouros (2004, chap. 6.1.1) as “[. . . ] a library of functions designed
to be used by a computer program to read, write and sample data” can be
used to replace the original data handling functions of a program so that a
remote data access by OPeNDAP gets possible, as OPeNDAP Inc. (2008)
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continues.
Heimbigner (2009), OPeNDAP Inc. (2008) and Sgouros (2004) exemplify
multiple advantages of using OPeNDAP in place of the technique of retriev-
ing remote data for example by the use of the FTP protocol. One of these
advantages is OPeNDAP’s possibility to obtain metadata and structure in-
formation of remote data. In addition, it is also possible to select specific
desired subsets of interest and to receive this data as an aggregated standard-
ized OPeNDAP stream, no matter what the original storage format on the
server side is. Aggregation capabilities in OPeNDAP allow the creation of
virtual datasets out of a collection of individual files, as explained by Hankin
et al. (2009).
OPeNDAP consists of a data access layer that lies below the semantic
layer of a specific scientific community. Within the ISO-OSI (Open System
Interconnection) seven layer model, it lies above the data transport layer,
but does not address the levels below the session layer. This architecture,
with the scope to maximize modularity, makes OPeNDAP a flexible discipline
neutral protocol that can be used by multiple scientific communities, as both
(Cornillon et al., 2003) and (Cornillon et al., 2009) assert.
Figure 2.7 on page 43 was adapted from Gallagher et al. (2008), Heim-
bigner (2009) and Sgouros (2004) and illustrates the system architecture and
data flow of OPeNDAP.
2.2.2 OPeNDAP servers
OPeNDAP Inc. (2008) and Sgouros (2004) define an OPeNDAP server as a
HTTPD (Hypertext T ransfer Protocol Daemon) web servers equipped with
a set of specific scripts. The functionalities of these scripts are depending
on the request as well as the data format that is supported by the server.
These scripts – that can be seen as the OPeNDAP-server in a narrower sense
– are CGI (Common Gateway Interface) applications that are necessary for
the server to respond to data requests from clients according to the received
OPeNDAP URL. This URL is specifying the requested data of the client.
A received request on the server side can include the operations of se-
lecting specific elements of a dataset, of afterwards converting this data to
the binary OPeNDAP streaming format and packaging additional descrip-
tive information to it, and finally of returning the requested data to the
client (OPeNDAP Inc. 2008). Depending on the OPeNDAP URL suffix, the
HTTP daemon of the web server invokes the CGI to start the corresponding
OPeNDAP service program, as Sgouros (2004) explains. The HTTPD server
is configured to execute the CGI programs if a data request encoded in an
URL is received. The CGI executes the related OPeNDAP service programs
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of OPeNDAPs system architecture and data flow, as
modified from Gallagher et al. (2008) and in accordance with Heimbigner
(2009) and Sgouros (2004)
that are necessary to respond to this request and returns the results of these
service programs to the client to fulfill the request. The CGI main program
with its subsidiary CGI programs are operating as dispatch scripts to execute
the necessary OPeNDAP services according to the received OPeNDAP URL
suffixes.
Sgouros (2004) notes that the type of OPeNDAP server is depending on
the format of the data that a provider wants to publish via OPeNDAP. No
matter in what supported format this data is provided, the requested data is
translated to the standardized OPeNDAP data model and streamed to the
client. The OPeNDAP client software is then translating the data stream
into the desired data format of the user.
Existing OPeNDAP data servers
Sgouros (2004) mentions that an OPeNDAP data server can be registered at a
centralized data catalog service, such as the Global Change Master Directory
of NASA or the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS). By
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registering a data server it can be made known among interested scientists.
OPeNDAP server APIs were for example developed for the data for-
mats NetCDF, JGOFS (Joint Globar Ocean F lux Study project), HDF
(H ierarchical Data Format) and GRIB, as OPeNDAP Inc. (2008, 2011) and
Sgouros (2004) report. Further OPeNDAP data servers can be developed in
case that no existing data server supports the desired data format. Existing
implementations of OPeNDAP servers are – among others and beside those
that were developed for a specific data format – the GrADS Data Server, the
Hyrax data server of the OPeNDAP company, the THREDDS data server of
Unidata, and the Dapper data server of EPIC.
The purpose and functionality of the Dapper data server is described in
detail at section 2.3 on page 56.
Hyrax The Hyrax OPeNDAP data server was developed by the OPeNDAP
group and supports a set of functions for accessing geo-referenced data. It was
built with existing software of OPeNDAP, such as the THREDDS catalog
service, and works with multiple data formats such as HDF and NetCDF
(Sgouros, 2009; OPeNDAP Inc. 2011).
THREDDS The THREDDS (Thematic Realtime Environmental Distributed
Data Services) is explained by Caron and Domenico (2006) and Unidata
Inc. (2010) as a web server that was designed as middle-ware between data
providers and data users, with the original focus on simplifying the dataset
discovery and access for clients by employing a dataset inventory catalog
service. The development of the THREDDS data server (TDS) was initially
funded by the National Science Digital Library of the US National Science
Foundation and is now partially supported by Unidata (Caron & Domenico,
2006). The THREDDS data server (TDS) takes advantage of Unidata’s Com-
mon Data Model and is implemented in Java within a Tomcat servlet con-
tainer. Input data to THREDDS is served by the NetCDF-Java library. Not
only OPeNDAP, but also HTTP Server, OGC WMS and WCS, as well as
several other remote data access protocols are supported by the TDS for
data output (Caron, 2006; Caron & Domenico, 2006; Unidata Inc. 2010).
NetCDF data should be conform to the NetCDF Attribute Convention for
Dataset Discovery in order to be correctly served by THREDDS (Caron,
2011).
OPeNDAP Service Programs
An OPeNDAP request, as discussed by Cornillon et al. (2009), Heimbigner
(2008, 2009) and Rew et al. (2010), uses the HTTP protocol to frame requests
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and responses. The request is defined by an extended URL syntax that is
specifying client parameters, a base URL with the location of the data server
from which to retrieve the data, a data object that is placed on this data
server, and – in case – a constraint expression attached to this URL that is
specifying for example a specific subset of this data object.
Sgouros (2009) and Heimbigner (2008) explain that the base URL points
to the top level of an OPeNDAP server and returns the content of the server
in form of a directory listing that allows the access of the servers datasets .
Depending on the OPeNDAP URL suffix, the HTTPD web server invokes
the CGI that starts the corresponding OPeNDAP service programs. Sgouros
(2004) explains that multiple services of OPeNDAP allow different types of
requests that are defined in the suffix of an OPeNDAP URL. The results of
the executed services are returned to the CGI that sends them to the client.
These URL suffixes must be explicitly declared in the URL in case that non-
OPeNDAP enabled clients, such as web browsers, are used. They do not
need to be specified in case that OPeNDAP enabled clients are used, since
the client library manages the invocation of the necessary services to fulfill a
request, as Sgouros (2004) continues to explain.
Five of these OPeNDAP services represent the core functionality of OPeN-
DAP servers. In contradiction to NetCDF that defines attributes and struc-
tures together, OPeNDAP splits this information in two parts, as Heimbigner
(2009) asserts. The Dataset Descriptor Structure (.dds) returns a text for-
matted description about the shape of the data, and the Data Attribute
Structure (.das) returns the available metadata information that is associ-
ated to the data. By the use of the OPeNDAP information service (.info),
the attribute and structure information of a dataset as well as the additional
documentation about the OPeNDAP server is send to the user. Data is pro-
vided to the client by the OPeNDAP Data service (.dods) in a binary form
or by the ASCII Data (.asc or .ascii) service in form of a human readable
text representation for non-OPeNDAP enabled clients (Sgouros, 2004, 2009).
According to Sgouros (2004), a simple data request from an OPeNDAP
client results generally in three different service requests to the server. The
first request concerns the data description (DDS), the second the data at-
tributes (DAS), and the final request the data (DODS). The execution of
these three services are necessary for an OPeNDAP server so that it can
fulfill a data request. The ASCII Data service as well as the Information ser-
vice were developed for non-OPeNDAP enabled clients to allow interactive
use with the data on the server, as Sgouros (2004) clarifies.
Depending on the OPeNDAP server installation, other services may exist.
One of these services – as mentioned by Sgouros (2004, 2009) – is the WWW
interface service which returns a HTML query form so that a user can create
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constraint expressions to obtain specific elements of a dataset.
A full list of all available OPeNDAP services as defined by Sgouros (2004)
are specified in table 2.2 on page 46.
Constraint expressions Constraint expressions can be appended to an
OPeNDAP URL in order to set conditions to the requested data, such as an
defined area of interest. Heimbigner (2008) and Sgouros (2004, 2009) explain
that a constraint expression is followed by a question mark in case that it is
used within an OPeNDAP URL. It consists of a projection part and a selec-
tion part, separated by an ampersand symbol. The projection part is com-
posed by a comma separated list of those variable names that are requested
by the client. If this part of the constraint expression is omitted, the entire
dataset is returned. Each selection part begins with an ampersand symbol
and is defined by a boolean expression to set a selection clause over each
requested data variable. In case of no explicit selection, the variables defined
in the projection part are all sent to the user (Heimbigner, 2008; Sgouros,
2004). An OPeNDAP server may also provide a set of its own functions that
can be included in a constraint expression, and also the inclusion of URLs is
possible, as remarks Sgouros (2004). Constraint expressions differentiate for
the OPeNDAP Grid and Sequence data types (Sgouros, 2009).
OPeNDAP service URL
suffix
Returned
Data
Description
Data Attribute .das text Returns entire data attribute
structure for a given dataset
Data Descriptor .dds text Returns entire data descriptor
structure for a given dataset
OPeNDAP Data .dods MIME Returns requested data
ASCII Data .asc or
.ascii
text Returns requested data
Information .info HTML Returns information about the
dataset and the server
WWW Interface .html HTML Returns an interface formular to
query data
Version .ver text Returns version information of
the server
Help any
other
text Returns help information
Table 2.2: OPeNDAP URL suffixes defining the OPeNDAP services (Sgouros,
2004)
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2.2.3 OPeNDAP clients
OPeNDAP clients act as data analysis and visualization applications and
may either have been acquired or may have been written or re-written for a
particular purpose by the user, as Sgouros (2004) specifies. The creation or
modification of an OPeNDAP client is possible with the profit of the data
access APIs of the OPeNDAP library .
OPeNDAP Inc. (2008, 2011) explain that OPeNDAP enabled client pro-
grams can access remote data of OPeNDAP data servers in the same way as
it is done for the access of local data, and at the same time still keep their
original local data accessing functions. The client program uses OPeNDAP
functions to request data from an OPeNDAP enabled server and to interpret
the requested data by translating the data stream into the particular data
format that is expected by the client (OPeNDAP Inc. 2008).
Sgouros (2004) mentions that several OPeNDAP clients were developed to
support different data formats, such as NetCDF and JGOFS. Depending on
the data format and the specific purpose, a user can choose in between various
established OPeNDAP client applications. Among others, OPeNDAP Inc.
(2008, 2011) mentions as such client software CDAT (C limate Data Analysis
Tools), GrADS, Ferret, IDV (Integrated Data emphViewer), ncBrowse and
also DChart. The OPeNDAP client application DChart is described in detail
in section 2.4 on page 62.
Many established data analysis and visualization packages can be enabled
for OPeNDAP by installing the corresponding OPeNDAP client software, and
within several packages OPeNDAP is already built in, as OPeNDAP Inc.
(2008) and Sgouros (2004) state. By enabling a client program for OPeN-
DAP, the original data handling functions are replaced by re-linking them
with the supported implementation of the OPeNDAP API library. These
specific OPeNDAP data accessing APIs were written for particular programs
that are expecting the specific data formats of the application. By the use
of these APIs, an application can access remote files by an URL instead of a
filename, and still keep its local accessing data capabilities (OPeNDAP Inc.
2008, 2011).
The possibility to enable client programs for OPeNDAP is advantageous
for users since they can keep their preferred data analyzing programs and do
not have to learn the handling of another application for using OPeNDAP,
as suggested by OPeNDAP Inc. (2008).
Furthermore, as Sgouros (2004) notes, the third option beside the use of
a specific OPeNDAP developed client program or the enabling of a software
package for OPeNDAP is the possibility to create own OPeNDAP clients by
the profit of the native OPeNDAP library.
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OPeNDAP data can also be accessed by clients such as web browsers, even
if they are not enabled for OPeNDAP. However, with such a network tool,
data can only be displayed by specifying an URL suffix of the OPeNDAP
service to a request. Subsequently, data can not be used and analyzed – apart
from the text representation by employing the ASCII Service. An OPeNDAP
enabled client program can – in contradiction to non-enabled clients – not
only display the received data stream, but also compute with it, as Sgouros
(2004) states.
2.2.4 Data Access Protocol
The communication in between an OPeNDAP client and an OPeNDAP
server is based on the data access protocol (DAP) of OPeNDAP. Cornil-
lon et al. (2003), Gallagher, Potter, Sgouros, Hankin, and Flierl (2005) as
well as Sgouros (2004) document that this protocol is based on HTTP and
MIME standards and serves as a data transmission protocol for requesting
and transporting scientific data by the use of OPeNDAP. According to Caron
(2006, 2008), a data access protocol can be regarded as a sort of a file format
that persists objects in a data model.
Gallagher et al. (2005) note that the OPeNDAP software is based on the
actual data access protocol with its version 2.0 and implemented in the lan-
guages C, C++ and Java, as also mentioned by Sirott, Denbo, and Zhu
(2004a) and OPeNDAP Inc. (2011). There exists furthermore the Pydap
Python library that is implementing OPeNDAP’s data access protocol for
the use as client or as server2. The reference to DAP within this document
corresponds to the version 2.0 of the data access protocol, unless it is declared
otherwise.
Gallagher et al. (2005) and Sgouros (2009) state that OPeNDAP’s data
access protocol was originally used by the Distributed Oceanographic Data
System (DODS) since 1995 and got afterwards a NASA community standard
with its version DAP 2.0. Moreover, it was adapted by several groups over
the years to provide compatible servers and clients for particular purposes.
The stateless data access protocol (DAP) of OPeNDAP allows also –
aside of the transmission of data via the internet – the translation in be-
tween different data formats and the use of constraint expressions to select
particular subsets of interest, as mentioned by Sgouros (2004). On the server
side, the data stored on the OPeNDAP data server is translated to the DAP
for transmission in case that a request is received. The retrieved DAP data
stream is then received by the OPeNDAP client that translates this data
2Pydap: http://pydap.org/ (Retrieved 2011, February 24)
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stream to the expected data format of the substituted data access API within
the OPeNDAP enabled client application (Sgouros, 2004). The standardized
OPeNDAP stream may be for example converted by the NetCDF library to a
standard NetCDF file on the client side, as (Heimbigner, 2009) demonstrates.
Cornillon et al. (2009) explain that the DAP connects the data server
with a client application and allows beside the streaming of data also several
sub-setting and projection operations to the data on the server. The user is
isolated from the data format on the server, since the client requested data is
converted into the OPeNDAP protocol with a specified standardized format
that is having an independent structure.
The DAP of OPeNDAP consists of an intermediate data representation
for data transmission. It has specific data types that can be thought as the
OPeNDAP data model, as mentioned by Cornillon et al. (2003), Gallagher
et al. (2005) and Sgouros (2004) as well as explained in subsection 2.2.5 on
page 49. It furthermore consists of an ancillary data format with structure
information needed for the translation and defined in the Data Descriptor
Structure (DDS), of a procedure to retrieve data from a remote source, and
of an API to implement the DAP protocol (Cornillon et al., 2003; Gallagher
et al., 2005).
The discipline-neural design of the data access protocol allows the op-
eration on a very low level in order to support a large range of formats,
data types and organizational structures (Cornillon et al., 2003). Since the
Data Access Protocol (DAP) of OPeNDAP defines the basic operation of
OPeNDAP servers – such as the accepted commands and the returned data
structure – it is according to Cornillon et al. (2009) also possible to imple-
ment low-level servers that are based on this protocol. Such low-level data
servers are for example THREDDS, GrADS and Dapper, with the latter that
is explained in section 2.3 on page 56.
2.2.5 OPeNDAP data models and data types
A dataset consists beside of its data also of a data model that defines the
relationship of data values to each other, with the result that the data gets
a meaning. Such data models can be considered as data types within OPeN-
DAP, as Sgouros (2004) remarks. According to Cornillon et al. (2003) and
Gallagher et al. (2005), the OPeNDAP data access protocol (DAP) provides
the four data types Array, Structure, Grid and Sequence. Cornillon et al.
(2003) and Heimbigner (2008) explain that a Structure can be considered
as a simple heterogeneous collections of fields, and an Array of an ordered
collection of fields.
Figure 2.8 on page 50 is an UML diagram of the OPeNDAP data model
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that is using the DAP2.0 data accessing protocol. This UML diagram was
created by Caron and Domenico (2006) and is also illustrated by Nativi et al.
(2008).
Figure 2.8: UML diagram of the OPeNDAP data model that is using the
DAP2.0 data accessing protocol (Caron & Domenico, 2006)
Grid type
The OPeNDAP Grid data type as a special case of a structure consists of a n-
dimensional array structure that is containing the measurements in the form
of different dependent variables, as well as n one-dimensional map vectors as
independent variables that are specifying the axes of this multidimensional
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array with n dimensions, as described by Gallagher et al. (2005), Heimbigner
(2008) and Sgouros (2009). They also explain that the intervals in between
the rows of a grid are defined by the map vectors and do not have to be
regular. Each map vector – that has to be of an atomic type – defines the
indexes of one dimension of the data array. Subsequently it must have the
same number of elements as well as the same name as the corresponding array
dimension, as clarified by Gallagher et al. (2005). Gridded NetCDF data is
translated to OPeNDAPs Grid data type in case that the NetCDF-service
of the OPeNDAP data server Dapper is used. This translation is explained
in subsection 2.3.2 on page 58.
Listing 2.1 on page 52 illustrates a full OPeNDAP Dataset Descriptor
Structure (DDS) and Listing 2.2 on page 52 a full OPeNDAP Data Attribute
Structure (DAS) for a gridded dataset. The data is represented by the use
of the OPeNDAP Grid data type and is conform to the CF-1.4 Convention.
Sequence type
In-situ data consists of observations that were measured at a specific site.
The Sequence data type of OPeNDAP exists to store such in-situ data that
can’t be represented by the use of the Grid data representation, as Sgouros
(2009) argues. Sequences are one-dimensional structures of an length that is
unknown until the data is read (Caron, 2004). Cornillon et al. (2009) remark
that the OPeNDAP Sequence data type was originally designed to represent
profile data in NVODS.
Gallagher et al. (2005), Heimbigner (2009) and Sgouros (2009) demon-
strate this OPeNDAP data type with an example: It can be compared to
records of a relational data table, in that columns represent different data
values that were measured, and rows subsequent instances in a Sequence of
these measurements.
The differences of the Sequence data type to an Array is the fact, that
only one measurement value of a variable in the sequences corresponds to
one time value, as stated by Sgouros (2004). In this regard, an ordered set of
zero or more variable length arrays of Structures can describe the Sequence
data type according to Gallagher et al. (2005) and Heimbigner (2008). Each
Sequence entry must have the same variable type as well as the same number
and order. If a Sequence contains a Structure or Array, each instance of these
types must be of the same size, as Gallagher et al. (2005) continue to explain.
Cornillon et al. (2009) state that this data type faces constraints regarding
the interoperability due to a lack of a consistent organizational structure.
In-situ data is translated to OPeNDAPs Sequence data type in case that
the CDP-service of the OPeNDAP data server Dapper is employed. This is
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explained in subsection 2.3.2 on page 58.
An example of a Dataset Descriptor Structure (DDS) and a Data At-
tribute Structure (DAS) of OPeNDAP’s Sequence data type can be found
in subsection 3.2.2 on page 80. These listings represent OPeNDAP in-situ
time-series data according to the Dapper OPeNDAP In-situ Convention.
,
Dataset {
Float64 time[time = 289];
Float64 height [ height = 1];
Float64 latitude [ latitude = 100];
Float64 longitude [ longitude = 200];
Grid {
ARRAY:
Byte waterwatch_flood_occurrence [time = 289][ height =
1][ latitude = 100][ longitude = 200];
MAPS:
Float64 time[time = 289];
Float64 height [ height = 1];
Float64 latitude [ latitude = 100];
Float64 longitude [ longitude = 200];
} waterwatch_flood_occurrence ;
} waterwatch_floodoccurrence_2010_doy1_289_all_repr ;
Listing 2.1: OPeNDAP DDS for a typical gridded dataset represented by the
OPeNDAP Grid data type. This dataset is respecting the CF-1.4 Convention
,
Attributes {
time {
String units "hours since 1970 -01 -01 00:00:0.0";
String long_name "time ";
String standard_name "time ";
String calendar " gregorian ";
String axis "T";
}
height {
String units "1";
String long_name "level ";
String positive "up";
String axis "Z";
}
latitude {
String units " degrees_north ";
String long_name " latitude ";
String standard_name " latitude ";
String axis "Y";
}
longitude {
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String units " degrees_east ";
String long_name " longitude ";
String standard_name " longitude ";
String axis "X";
}
waterwatch_flood_occurrence {
Byte _FillValue 1;
String units "1";
String long_name "flood occurrence ";
String comment "0 = no data , 1 = not flooded , 2 = wet
, 3 = flooded ";
}
NC_GLOBAL {
String Conventions "CF -1.4";
String title " Waterwatch flood occurrence ";
String institution "LSiiT , University of Strasbourg ,
France ";
String source "No information available ";
String history "Ncml creation date: Tue Jan 18
14:35:52 2011";
String references "No information available ";
String comment "No information available ";
}
DODS_EXTRA {
String Unlimited_Dimension time;
}
}
Listing 2.2: OPeNDAP DAS for a typical gridded dataset represented by the
OPeNDAP Grid data type. This dataset is respecting the CF-1.4 Convention
2.2.6 OPeNDAP and NetCDF
NetCDF was designed in way so that it can be used within a network envi-
ronment (Nativi et al., 2005). Sgouros (2004) argues that the NetCDF API
of OPeNDAP was initially designed to handle gridded data and that subse-
quently limitations in accessing sequence data exist. The default mode for
translating an OPeNDAP DAP 2.0 stream to NetCDF is according to He-
imbigner (2009) and Rew et al. (2010) the NetCDF3 classic model, but it
is possible to change this setting by a modification of the client parameters.
The translation from OPeNDAP to the NetCDF4 enhanced data model is
entirely new, as Rew et al. (2010) remark.
Since 2008, Unidata and OPeNDAP were working on a combination of
the NetCDF API of Unidata that reads and writes NetCDF data to local disk
files and of the NetCDF API of the OPeNDAP corporation that translates
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NetCDF data to OPeNDAP’s data access protocol (DAP) and vice versa
(Gallagher et al., 2008; Heimbigner, 2008). The primary goal, as mentioned
by Heimbigner (2008), was the integration of the client side NetCDF API of
DAP into the NetCDF3 and later the NetCDF4 library of Unidata. Since
summer 2009, OPeNDAP’s DAP client library for NetCDF is integrated in
Unidata’s standard NetCDF distribution and replaces the older library that
was provided before by the OPeNDAP corporation (Heimbigner, 2009). From
NetCDF version 4.1 it is thereof, as announced by OPeNDAP Inc. (2011),
distributed by Unidata with optional built-in support for DAP as part of the
NetCDF library (Rew et al., 2010).
Gallagher et al. (2008) clarify that the original data access protocol of
OPeNDAP was partly based on NetCDF, before the newer version 2.0 of
DAP was released. However, with the introduction of version 2.0, important
differences between the data models of DAP 2.0 and NetCDF3 came in
existence, and some DAP 2.0 data became inaccessible within NetCDF3.
Unidata thereof introduced the Common Data Model (CDM) that is mostly
implemented within the NetCDF4 data model. One goal of the CMD is
to unify again both data models of NetCDF and DAP so that as much as
OPeNDAP data as possible can be accessed by a NetCDF-API. However,
there are still differences in between the NetCDF classic as well as enhanced
data models to the actual OPeNDAP data model (Heimbigner, 2009; Rew
et al., 2010). The Common Data Model is implemented in the NetCDF-Java
library, as documented by Caron (2004) and Gallagher et al. (2008).
Table 2.3 on page 56 gives an overview of the actual data type transfor-
mation rules in case that an OPeNDAP dataset is read via the Common Data
Model (NetCDF4), as defined by Caron (2011). Rew et al. (2010) note that
the translation from OPeNDAP to NetCDF4 (CDM) is still experimental
and might change.
Translation issues to OPeNDAP
Dimensions In comparison to the DAP of OPeNDAP, nested sequences
or arrays of sequences are not possible within the NetCDF3 data model
(Heimbigner, 2008). Caron (2004, 2011) remarks that OPeNDAP however
does not have explicit shared dimensions, except for map arrays inside of the
Grid data type. This problem can be avoided by approximating them by
map vectors in the Grid data type Caron (2011).
Attributes Attributes within the CDM may only be scalar or as part of an
one-dimensional array having the types byte, short, integer, long, float,
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double or string, but not in the form of nested attributes, as it might be
the case in OPeNDAP (Caron, 2011).
Variables Rew et al. (2010) declare that in case of the NetCDF3 data
model, NetCDF variables are derived from OPeNDAP fields with primitive
data types, as they can occur within the OPeNDAP Structure, Grid or Se-
quence data types. The dimensions of a variable are obtained from the di-
mensions of the fields that the variable represents, and may also be inherited
from other dimensions of containing Structures. If a variable is contained di-
rectly or indirectly by an OPeNDAP Sequence, special rules will be employed
to determine its rank and its associated dimensions so that it gets translated
correctly to NetCDF3.
Data types Heimbigner (2009) explains that problems in data translation
between a DAP data stream and the NetCDF3 format might occur, such as
for the string data type that does not exist in the NetCDF3 data model. It
is therefore converted to an one-dimensional character array of a fix length
(that is the string length) which represents this string. Moreover, unsigned
data types do not exist in NetCDF3, but in OPeNDAP. As documented by
Caron (2011), OPeNDAP does not support – in contradiction to the Common
Data Model of Unidata – the data types signed byte, char, long, opaque
and enum. Contrary to the CDM, OPeNDAP’s DAP 2.0 does have no groups
(Caron, 2011).
OPeNDAP Grids A Structure that contains the grid array and map vari-
ables forms a Grid object in OPeNDAP(Caron, 2004). Heimbigner (2008)
explains that the OPeNDAP Grid data type is converted according to the
coordinate variable convention of NetCDF3. Hence the translation results
in one-dimensional coordinate variables containing coordinate values for the
corresponding dimensions and having the same name as these dimensions.
These coordinate variables, as documented by Caron (2004), share their di-
mensions with the array variables that contain the measurements.
OPeNDAP Sequences Heimbigner (2008) states that an OPeNDAP Se-
quence is converted to an one-dimensional array with an unlimited dimension
in case that the NetCDF3 data model is used. According to Caron (2011),
the translation of an OPeNDAP Sequence within the Common Data Model
is actually realized by either an one-dimensional variable-length Structure or
a CDM Sequence. In an earlier publication Caron (2004) stated that access
to Sequence data is not solved through the standard API of NetCDF.
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OPeNDAP
primitive
data type
CDM primitive data
type
Boolean boolean
Byte byte
(unsigned attr.)
Float32 float
Float64 double
Int16 short
Int32 int
UInt16 short (unsigned attr.)
UInt32 int (unsigned attr.)
OPeNDAP
constructor
type
CDM data type
Grid Variable
List ignored
Sequence Structure (Sequence)
String String or Char
Structure Structure
URL ignored
Table 2.3: Transformation rules from OPeNDAP to Unidata’s Common Data
Model (CDM), as defined by Caron (2011) and also mentioned by Caron
(2004) (out of date)
2.3 Dapper
Cornillon et al. (2009) and Sirott (2002) specify Dapper as a configurable
OPeNDAP streaming web server for accessing local and distributed in-situ
or gridded data. It was developed by Joe Sirott at the EPIC group at PMEL
(NOAA) as part of the NVODS program, as documented by Cornillon et al.
(2009). Dapper is based on the Climate Data Portal (CDP) that was funded
by NOAA’s High Performance and Computing (HPCC) programs (Sirott,
2002; Sirott, Denbo, & Zhu, 2004b).
Dapper is as described as a low-level OPeNDAP server by Cornillon et al.
(2009), Sirott (2002), Sirott et al. (2004b) as well as Sirott (n.d.a) and was
originally created to obtain remote access to a large amount of oceanographic
in-situ datasets, with the possibility of allowing spatial and temporal queries
on the server side to this data. Conventional data models and file formats
were mostly designed to archive gridded data, and most OPeNDAP enabled
data servers were created to handle access to a relatively small amount of such
usually large gridded data sets. However for in-situ data, such data formats
and OPeNDAP enabled data servers are mostly not suitable to manage this
kind of data (like for example time series or profiles), since the data access is
quite different to those of gridded data. The reason is that in-situ datasets
may consist of a very large amount of observations in the form of plenty
NetCDF files that are in general very small in their size. Serving each of
these files separately is not useful since temporal and spatial queries are
not easily possible regarding the amount of data files. Hence Dapper was
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created to aggregate remotely stored in-situ data that may have been archived
under various formats so that it can be accessed on the client side as a
standard OPeNDAP stream, as explained by Cornillon et al. (2009), Sirott
et al. (2004b), Sirott et al. (2004a), Sirott (n.d.a) and Sirott (2009).
The supported in-situ data types of Dapper are time series data and
profile data in the NetCDF file format (Sirott, 2002). Data can also be com-
pressed as ZIP or JAR files from Dapper version 1.0.0RC1, but this slows
down the speed of the server if compression is used (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b). Local
or remote accessible data is stored in its original format and delivered via an
OPeNDAP URL to a requesting client, such as DChart (Sirott, 2002, 2009).
In case that the ports and host names of the installed Dapper program have
not been modified, the content of the OPeNDAP Dapper server can be ac-
cessed by default with the URL http://localhost:8080/dods and DChart
with the URL http://localhost:8080/dchart (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b)
The Dapper servlet with its database loader and its OPeNDAP interface
to the Climate Data Portal were developed by Joe Sirott at NOAA/PMEL
(Sirott, 2009, n.d.b). The OPeNDAP data format and protocol to access
remote distributed scientific data over the internet is explained in section 2.2
on page 39. The architecture and functionality of an OPeNDAP data server
is discussed in its subsection 2.2.2 on page 42.
2.3.1 Climate Data Portal
Due to the problems that can occur while handling in-situ datasets, as men-
tioned in subsection 3.1.2 on page 71, the Climate Data Portal (CDP) of
NOAA/PMEL was originally developed by Don Denbo and Willa Zhu of the
PMEL research group at NOAA (Denbo et al., 2004; Sirott et al., 2004a,
2004b; Sirott, 2009, n.d.b; Soreide et al., 2001) and modified for Dapper by
Joe Sirott at PMEL (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b). Out of the Climate Data Portal
evolved subsequently Dapper as an OPeNDAP conformal data server and
DChart as an OPeNDAP enabled web client (Sirott, 2002; Soreide et al.,
2001). Sirott (2009, n.d.b) notes that the OPeNDAP interface from Dapper
to the Climate Data Portal is realized by the use of the OPeNDAP Java
library.
Soreide et al. (2001) describe the Climate Data Portal of NOAA/PMEL
as a portal to link remote geographically distributed in-situ climate data
(such as for example oceanographic observations from PMEL) into one single
network. This data may be distributed on several data servers, and within
the CDP it is possible to access this data in one common data format. By
the use of the Climate Data Portal, it is also possible to access gridded data,
but the portal was initially designed for in-situ data (Soreide et al., 2001).
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The CDP, as specified by Sirott et al. (2004b, 2004a) and Soreide et
al. (2001), consists of a set of individual NetCDF-files that contain measure-
ments in the form of variables, of a metadata management system in the form
of a relational database (MySQL), and of an open source CORBA (Common
Object Request Broker Architecture) server as a networking middleware.
2.3.2 System architecture and Dapper services
As explained by Sirott (n.d.a, n.d.b), Dapper is a Java servlet with two
configurable services to convert gridded and in-situ data to an OPeNDAP
stream, and can be embedded in web servers that are implementing Java
servlet APIs, such as Tomcat.
As documented by Cornillon et al. (2009), Sirott (2002) and Sirott et al.
(2004b), OPeNDAP enabled client programs can access data via an OPeN-
DAP request to the Dapper web-server, that streams the requested data out
to the client. The data conversion to an OPeNDAP stream is accomplished
by two Dapper services that are implemented with the use of a Java servlet
(Sirott, n.d.b). Beside DChart, such OPeNDAP enabled clients for in-situ
data served by Dapper are for example MATLAB, ncBrowse, Ferret, Java
OceanAtlas, OceanShare or GrADS, and a various others for gridded data,
as mentioned by Sirott (n.d.a).
The request in space and time for an in-situ dataset is based on a two-
stage protocol (Cornillon et al., 2009): The first step includes a query from the
Dapper enabled client about the spatial and temporal availability of data.
Each in-situ dataset is defined by an unique ID value, as defined by the
Dapper In-situ Conventions in subsection 3.2.2 on page 80. Those IDs that
are respecting the selected criteria are returned to the requesting application
via the OPeNDAP protocol. Again by the use of the OPeNDAP protocol,
the desired data can be chosen on the basis of the obtained IDs, as Cornillon
et al. (2009) define.
Dapper actually contains two configurable OPeNDAP routing request
services to convert gridded data formats or in-situ data formats represented
in form of time series or profile data into the OPeNDAP protocol to stream
this data to an OPeNDAP enabled client, such as DChart. The two services
of Dapper – implemented as a Java servlet – are the CDP-service and the
NetCDF-service (Sirott et al., 2004b, 2004a).
CDP-service
The CDP-service of Dapper is used to provide an OPeNDAP-interface to
data in form of profiles or time series that are available at the EPIC com-
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patible Climate Data Portal (Sirott et al., 2004b; Denbo et al., 2004). As
documented by Sirott et al. (2004b, 2004a), HTTP requests from an OPeN-
DAP enabled client are received by Dapper, and the Dapper CDP service
converts the OPeNDAP command to the related CDP requests. By do-
ing so, the Dapper CDP service contacts the CDP by the use of the stan-
dard distributed object architecture ORB (Object Request Browser) CORBA
(Common Object Request Broker Architecture) and its communication pro-
tocol IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) that is based on TCP/IP (Sirott
et al., 2004b, 2004a).
Instead of accessing individual NetCDF files for obtaining metadata, a re-
lational database management system (RDBMS) based on MySQL is queried,
what outcomes in faster results (Sirott et al., 2004b, 2004a). This relational
database serves for the storage of coordinate boundaries and metadata in-
formation for each NetCDF file. The measurements remain in the individual
NetCDF files, as also mentioned by Sirott (n.d.b).
The Dapper database loader program (called dapperload) is based on a
MySQL database (version 5.0 from Dapper version 1.0.0RC1) and used for
updating the server with metadata from in-situ files, in case that the CDP-
service is employed (Sirott, 2002, 2009). Sirott (2009, n.d.b) documents that
data which is loaded by the use of the Dapper database loader is organized
on a three level hierarchy: On the lowest level are in-situ files that contain a
set of variables and that should all follow the same convention. Each variable
contains a measurement of physical data that was collected at a station. A
group of such in-situ files is loaded to a dataset for aggregation that forms the
middle layer. A database containing a group of datasets forms the highest
level. By the use of the Dapper database loader it is possible to load and
unload in-situ data to a dataset, to create and to remove a database, and to
list the content of a dataset or a database (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b).
Regarding the data, each profile or time series within a CDP dataset
is represented by one single NetCDF file (Sirott et al., 2004b, 2004a). All
NetCDF files within a dataset should follow the same convention to avoid
unpredictable problems (Sirott, 2009). Only files that are conform with the
in-situ conventions supported by Dapper, as mentioned in subsection 2.3.4 on
page 61, can be loaded and aggregated to a dataset of the Dapper database.
The database is only updated with new metadata from a file of a dataset in
case that this file has been modified since the last time that it was loaded to
Dapper, as Sirott (2009) remarks.
According to the CDP request, the CORBA ORB returns the requested
data to Dapper via the application programming interface (API) of CDP,
and Dapper streams this data out to the requesting client by the use of
the OPeNDAP protocol (Sirott et al., 2004b, 2004a). Since Dapper version
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1.0.0RC1, as announced by Sirott (2009), the CDP server is integrated in
Dapper and uses no more CORBA for the access of in-situ data.
The requested data is of a CDP data type and streamed as an OPeNDAP
Sequence, as explained by Sirott et al. (2004b, 2004a) and Sirott (n.d.b).
Cornillon et al. (2009) remark that this data type – used for in-situ data
represented in form of profiles or time series – however may constrain the
interoperability due to a lack of consistent organizational structures. Sirott
(2002) calls OPeNDAP in-situ data a “[. . . ] poor stepchild of OPeNDAP
gridded data” that is poorly supported by clients and web applications”.
NetCDF-service
The Dapper NetCDF-service can be used to convert individual NetCDF files
to the OPeNDAP protocol by profiting of an enhanced version of the Java
NetCDF library that was developed by Unidata (Sirott et al., 2004b, 2004a;
Sirott, n.d.b). The NetCDF library enhancement consists in an adaption of
the constructor and a modification that makes the parsing of NetCDF header
attributes optional, what results, according to Sirott et al. (2004a), in a true
streaming server with a two times faster speed. By the use of the NetCDF
service, data is converted to the more common Grid or Array data types
of OPeNDAP. Since not all clients support the OPeNDAP Sequence data
type, this fast streaming service allows to access individual gridded or in-
situ NetCDF files in the OPeNDAP Grid data type, as Sirott et al. (2004b)
explain.
Data served by the Dapper NetCDF-service is not loaded to the Dapper
database, but instead located in a directory that is declared in the Dapper
properties configuration file. This directory can also contain other directories
(Sirott, 2009, n.d.b). Figure 2.9 on page 61 illustrates the Dapper system ar-
chitecture defined by Sirott et al. (2004b), as it was explained in this section.
2.3.3 Data aggregation
Sirott et al. (2004a) and Sirott (2009, n.d.b) document that Dapper allows to
aggregate groups of multiple NetCDF files into one single logical NetCDF file
by combining variables into this new file. Within such variable aggregations,
as explained by Sirott (2009, n.d.b), outer aggregations can be nested by
concatenating the outer dimension of variables in multiple NetCDF files into
one logical variable of a new file. In this case, the outer dimension must have
the same name in all files that have to be aggregated, and the dimension size
in the resulting file arises to be equal to the sum of dimension sizes of the
files to aggregate.
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Figure 2.9: System architecture of the OPeNDAP data server Dapper (Sirott
et al., 2004b)
Data to aggregate can be read by defining URLs that are accepting the
schemes for local file access, for DODS or for HTTP. OPeNDAP Sequence
data from other OPeNDAP servers can be aggregated by Dapper if the data
is respecting the Dapper in-situ conventions, as they are defined by Sirott
(2009) and more explicitly by Sirott (2006a) as well as reflected at sec-
tion 2.3.4 on page 61. The resulting consolidated data is made accessible
by an unique OPeNDAP URL for Dapper clients (Sirott et al., 2004a; Sirott,
2009, n.d.b).
2.3.4 Supported conventions of Dapper
Sirott (n.d.a) reports that the Dapper in-situ server respects the OPeNDAP
consistent GrADS Data Server (GDS) standards. In this regard, only the
conventions mentioned in table 2.4 on page 62 are supported by Dapper
for in-situ data representation. These conventions must also be followed if
in-situ data should by served by the Dapper CDP-service, as explained in
subsection 2.3.2 on page 58. A complete list of the actual conventions for
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NetCDF3 that are registered at Unidata’s conventions web page can be found
in table 2.1 on page 40 (see Unidata Inc. n.d.c).
Convention Remarks
ARGO GDAC NetCDF NetCDF Convention developed by NOAA for
Argo data assembly centers
ARGO NODC NetCDF Also known as the GADR NetCDF Convention
of NOAA. Only mono-profile data, but no multi-
station data is supported
EPIC NetCDF For oceanographic or in-situ NetCDF data of
EPIC. Also designed for the use within the EPIC
software package
Sequence data OPeNDAP OPeNDAP convention for representing in-situ
data in OPeNDAP according to the Dapper In-
situ Convention
Table 2.4: Supported conventions for in-situ data by Dapper (Sirott, 2009)
Concerning the in-situ data, the default setting of Dapper is that each
station in a dataset is assumed to contain observations in form of profiles.
The distinction if an in-situ dataset contains time series observations instead
of profile data is made by placing the string _time_ within a dataset name,
or by attaching the string _time at the end of a dataset name, so that this
string gets part of the dataset URL (Sirott, 2009).
Individual gridded NetCDF files that are served by the Dapper NetCDF-
service can be of any convention that is supported by Unidata’s Java NetCDF
library. This library is implemented in Dapper’s NetCDF-service, as ex-
plained in subsection 2.3.2 on page 58.
2.4 DChart
The Dapper Data Viewer – called DChart – is a browser-based user interface
of PMEL that is supported by Dapper to interactively browse, select, visu-
alize and download datasets and metadata from local or remote sources, ac-
cording to Cornillon et al. (2009), Sirott (2002) and Sirott (n.d.c). The devel-
opment of DChart was funded by NOAA’s High Performance and Computing
(HPCC) programs (Sirott, 2002) and is part of the Dapper server distribution
as interactive web client (Sirott, n.d.a). It was created due to the availability
of a huge amount of oceanographic in-situ observations through the OPeN-
DAP protocol, but the lack of suitable web applications that support the
in-situ OPeNDAP Sequence protocol, as Sirott (2006b, n.d.c) signifies.
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The DChart-servlet was written by Joe Sirott of NOAA/PMEL (Sirott,
2009, n.d.b). It can be accessed by default under the URL http://localhost:
8080/dchart/, assuming that the default settings of the installation were
not modified (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b). OPeNDAP clients in general – such as
DChart– are discussed in subsection 2.2.3 on page 47.
2.4.1 Design goals
Sirott (2002) describes that the design goals of DChart were to create an
highly responsive and easy to learn user interface based on a web browser
technology without the need of installing any Java applets or proprietary
plug-ins. The interface should be designed for previewing and downloading
Dapper datasets, with the possibility of selecting specific desired areas by
the use of a highly interactive map (Sirott, 2002).
2.4.2 Functionality
DChart is interactive and contains a dragable interactive map, a layer for
selecting categorized data stations, and a plot window for visualizing data
from one or multiple stations as well as from gridded data, as explained by
Sirott (n.d.c). Several plot types that allow direct zoom and pan interaction
with the chart are also supported by DChart as Sirott (n.d.c) notes. A
feature to center the interactive map at a specific location is realized by the
GeoNames geographical database3, available as a web service for DChart
(Sirott, 2009).
The name of a variable in DChart corresponds to the variable name of an
in-situ file served by Dapper via the CDP-service. It is possible to change this
name for such data by modifying the DChart configuration file. In case that
data is served by the Dapper NetCDF-service, the variable name in DChart
corresponds to the variable attribute entry long_name in a NetCDF file.
Data streamed to DChart from Dapper via OPeNDAP is defined by URLs
that are accepting the schemes for local file access, DODS and HTTP. OPeN-
DAP Sequence data streamed to DChart by Dappers CDP-service is read
from the Climate Data Portal server. Requested in-situ data can be down-
loaded – from Dapper version 2.1.0 – as uncompressed or compressed TSV
or CSV file, as well as Java Ocean Atlas JOS file, and gridded data can be
downloaded in DChart as NetCDF file. However there is no function imple-
mented to download in-situ data as NetCDF file (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b). Beside
3GeoNames. Retrieved 29 March 2011, from GeoNames Inc.: http://www.geonames.
org/
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the possibility of downloading data, a functionality allowing the animation
of data in Google Earth is furthermore implemented from version 1.0.0RC1
(Sirott, 2009).
Sirott (2002) specifies that DChart requires actual browsers to run , but
that it does not need any applets or plug-ins, as Sirott (n.d.c) also states.
Occasionally incompatibility problems can occur with some browsers due
to different architectures that may not be always supported. Sirott (2002)
mentions that the libraries and frameworks of DChart are immature and that
debugging, maintenance and testing is difficult, also due to the fact of many
different technologies that are used within DChart.
Figure 2.10 on page 65 shows a capture image of the DChart user inter-
face. A larger capture image of this CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal can also be
found in the appendix at section A.3 on page 124. Data visualized in this cap-
ture image was derived from the numerical model output data of GRAPES.
This is a non-hydrostatic numerical weather prediction model and stands
for Global/Regional Assimilation and Prediction System, developed by the
China Meteorological Administration (Menenti et al., 2010; CEOP-AEGIS
Inc. 2010; Zhang & Shen, 2008). GRAPES data is used within the CEOP-
AEGIS project by algorithms to calculate the surface energy balance index
(see Faivre, Colin, Jia, & Menenti, 2010)
2.4.3 System architecture
By the reason of the continuing development of web browser technologies
such as JavaScript, DOM, XML or XSLT that are used within DChart, Sirott
(2006b, n.d.c) states that it was possible to create a web interface with richer
functionalities as traditional technologies would permit. DChart is accessible
trough a web browser, but the functionality is similar to a desktop application
(Sirott, n.d.c).
The DChart technology is – like for example also Google Earth – based
on an AJAX (Asynchronous Java and XML) user interface – a JavaScript
remote scripting technology that is using asynchronous requests to commu-
nicate with the web server (Sirott, 2002, n.d.c). By the use of this remote
scripting technology, DChart obtains web access to the requested in-situ or
gridded data collections (Sirott, n.d.c). Sirott (2009, n.d.b) explains that the
AJAX user interface implemented in DChart uses portions of Yahoo’s UI
JavaScript Library as well as of the Prototype JavaScript library for gener-
ating a dynamic web application.
The web browser user interface DChart (that was designed by the use of
the JavaScript technology) communicates via XML with the DChart servlet.
So called XmlHttpRequest objects are used by JavaScript to request data from
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Figure 2.10: Capture image of the browser-based OPeNDAP user interface
DChart for accessing data from the Dapper OPeNDAP data server. A larger
image can be found in the appendix at section A.3 on page 124
the server asynchronously via XML. In return, when the browser is receiving
the requested data, these requests are transformed to HTML fragments via
the XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language T ransformations) technology, a
XML-based language for the transformation of XML documents. In this
regard, a HTML Document Object Model (DOM) is used to insert these
HTML fragments in the HTML page, as detailed by Sirott (2002).
The open-source Java chart library JFreeChart in combination with the
SGT library developed by NOAA allows the visualization of charts within
DChart. JFreeChart serves for station plots, and a modified version of SGT
for gridded plots. The Java library GeoTools is used by DChart to process
shapefiles (Sirott, 2009, n.d.b).
Figure 2.11 on page 66 illustrates the architecture of DChart (Sirott,
2002), as it was explained before.
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Figure 2.11: System architecture of the OPeNDAP client DChart (Sirott,
2002)
2.5 Dapper and DChart configuration
The file etc/dapper.properties sets the properties to configure the Dapper
servlet, such as a password protected user account for accessing the Dapper
database, the hostname and port number of the MySQL server, the location
of the aggregation file, and the names of the CDP databases served to OPeN-
DAP through the CDP-service as well as the directory of the NetCDF data
served to OPeNDAP by the NetCDF-service. Listing A.2 on page 127 in the
appendix documents the actual version of this configuration file.
The DChart servlet is configured by the XML file dchart/etc/config.xml
that is defining which datasets and which elements of these datasets to in-
clude in DChart, their URL defining the location of these dataset so that
they can be streamed, the type of each dataset, and some additional settings.
The actual version of this configuration file is documented in listing A.2 on
page 127 of the appendix.
Aggregation of multiple NetCDF files within Dapper into one logical file
can be optionally configured by the use of the XML file etc/aggs.xml. Its
location is defined in the Dapper properties file.
Additional documentation about how to set the properties of these con-
figurations files, about how to install the Dapper package and about how
to manage data within Dapper can be found at the actual web page (see
Sirott, 2009) of Dapper and DChart. Any additional data related to Dapper
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and DChart can be accessed in a digital form and is provided as part of a
CD-ROM that is attached to the appendix at section A.1 on page 119.
2.5.1 License and release notes
DChart and Dapper are under the license of NOAA’s EPIC software license.
This license grants users “[. . . ] the royalty-free, nonexclusive, nontransfer-
able, and worldwide rights to reproduce, modify and distribute EPIC Soft-
ware [. . . ]”, including these products (U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC),
2006). All components of Dapper are open-source (Sirott, 2002).
The first public release was version 0.5, and the latest version of the
Dapper and DChart package is version 2.2.0 that was released on October
3, 2009 (Sirott, 2009). Sirott (2009) announced with the release of Dapper
version 1.0.0RC1 that the Climate Data Portal server is – from that ver-
sion – integrated in Dapper, with the result that the Dapper CDP service
– in contradiction to the previous versions - does no more using CORBA
for accessing in-situ data. From Dapper version 2.0.0, optional OPeNDAP
proxying is supported for NetCDF files that can be accessed via HTTP, what
allows the translation of NetCDF files to OPeNDAP in case that the remote
server has not OPeNDAP installed (Sirott, 2009). The latest release notes
can be checked at the actual web page of Dapper and DChart (see Sirott,
2009).
2.5.2 Dapper and DChart system requirements
Sirott (2009, n.d.b) mentions that Dapper and DChart runs on computers
having Unix or Linux installed as operating system, and that the function-
ality was tested under Fedora Core 4 and Red Hat Enterprise 3. A SDK or
Java runtime environment is compulsory to run Dapper and DChart, and in
case that in-situ data should be served by using the Dapper CDP-service,
an installation of MySQL is additionally required. The Dapper web server is
achieved by the use of an Jakarta (Apache) Tomcat servlet container that is
implementing the Java servlet API and running on port 8080 for HTTP and
on port 8005 for shutdown notices(Sirott, n.d.a, 2009, n.d.b). By the use of
HTTP with its port 8080, data can also be accessed through Firewalls.
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Chapter 3
Implementation
Hankin et al. (2009) call data standards a “bedrock” upon which interop-
erability builds. To achieve interoperability, it is important in a project
such as CEOP-AEGIS to develop data models that agree upon international
standards and conventions. This is not only important to achieve inter-
operability among the scientific community that will take advantage of the
CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface, but also to ensure compatibility and function-
ality with the technologies of OPeNDAP, Dapper and DChart, on that the
CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface relies. The content of this chapter is based
on the theoretical backgrounds that were gained in the previous chapter 2
about NetCDF, OPeNDAP Dapper and DChart. Out of this knowledge, a
suitable NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS project data which is based
on a data model, a data format, and a convention, is discussed and deter-
mined in this chapter. This NetCDF data model, that aims at maximizing
the compatibility and functionality within the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal,
was implemented as component of a data interface program, designed to con-
vert heterogeneous input data of project partners to standardized NetCDF
output files. A documentation of this interface program is also part of this
chapter. In addition, a short section in this chapter refers to the creation
of several cartographic products that could be finally produced by taking
advantage of standardized CEOP-AEGIS output data.
3.1 Scientific data types
Within the CEOP-AEGIS project, a large amount of multidimensional earth
observation datasets in the form of array-oriented gridded data from remote
sensing products and model outputs as well as in-situ measurements from
ground stations are collected and evaluated, as declared in the problem state-
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ment of this thesis (see section 1.2 on page 5). The distinction between grid-
ded data and point observation (in-situ) data is made on the basis of how
data points are connected to each other (Nativi et al., 2008). Hence both
types of scientific data need to be differentiated in order to correctly design
NetCDF files.
3.1.1 Gridded data
Gridded data is in general multidimensional and consists of the three spatial
dimensions longitude, latitude and height, as well as the time dimension, as
defined by Nativi et al. (2008). Each dimension is defined by a coordinate
axis in a cartesian coordinate system and has separate coordinates. The
coordinates of the points are implicitly specified by an algorithm and can
for example consist of equal increment values for all dimensions out from a
starting point. Since all dimensions are connected to each other, neighbors
in index space of the dimensions are also neighbors in coordinate space.
Subsequently, coordinate values are not explicitly specified for each point, as
it is the case for point observation data (Caron, 2008, 2009, 2010; Nativi et
al., 2008). An example for gridded data is illustrated in figure 3.1 on page 70
(Caron & Domenico, 2006).
Figure 3.1: Example of gridded data (Caron & Domenico, 2006)
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3.1.2 In-situ data
Point observations are collections of measurements taken at a specific point
in space and time. Nativi et al. (2008) describe in-situ data as point obser-
vations with explicitly specified space and time coordinates that are in the
general case irregular and not connected to each other. This explicit defi-
nition of the typically irregular, fixed and unconnected coordinate values of
in-situ data stands in contradiction to the definition of gridded data (Caron,
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011; Nativi et al., 2008).
Sirott (2006a) demonstrates that such data may exist in the form of time
series – like for example data collected at weather stations as a function
of time – or in the form of profiles, as it may be the case for atmospheric
pressure and temperature measurements as a function of the height. Time
series observations are collected at stations with defined X, Y and Z coor-
dinates, but consecutive time coordinates for each subsequent observation.
Profile observations are defined by fix X and Y coordinates as well as fix time
coordinates, but consecutive height respective depth coordinates for each
subsequent measurement (Nativi et al., 2008; Sirott, 2009).
Sirott et al. (2004a) mention in addition that the handling of in-situ data
can become challenging due to the fact of the irregularity of multiple obser-
vation datasets in that mostly not all variables with the same dimensions are
available. Out of this statement the authors conclude that the aggregation
and the access to such datasets may result in problems.
3.2 CEOP-AEGIS NetCDF implementation
NetCDF data should be self-describing without the need of external infor-
mation to interpret it. In this regard, international standards in form of
metadata conventions should be respected in order to achieve extensibility
and interoperability for data of different sources (Balaji et al., 2008; Gregory,
2003, 2005). This is also of particular interest in regard of interoperability in
between Geographic Information Systems and the NetCDF community, as
Nativi et al. (2008) remark.
One objective of this thesis, as determined in section 1.3 on page 8, is
the determination and implementation of a NetCDF data model for CEOP-
AEGIS project data. NetCDF is a data format for array-oriented scientific
data and consists also of software libraries with associated APIs (see sec-
tion 2.1 on page 14). This NetCDF implementation, consisting of a NetCDF
data model and data format, should be conformal to an established NetCDF
convention. The employed NetCDF convention must be suitable for the needs
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of the CEOP-AEGIS project as well as fulfill the requirements of the Dapper
OPeNDAP web server and the DChart user interface as well.
Since there are two different kinds of scientific data types existent in this
project, conventions are needed for both array orientated gridded data from
remote sensing products and model outputs as well as for in-situ measure-
ments collected at ground stations (see section 1.2 on page 5). In the end,
the largest part of CEOP-AEGIS project products will consist of hydrological
and climatological data of the Tibetan Plateau, as listed in the CEOP-AEGIS
project dataset deliverables in table 1.1 on page 11.
The standardized NetCDF datasets will be feed to the CEOP-AEGIS
Data Portal that consists of an OPeNDAP back-end data server for data
storage and of a front-end web-based user interface for data access. This
CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal as part of a contribution to the Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) initiative is implemented by the
use of the applications Dapper and DChart, that are based on the OPeN-
DAP technology. OPeNDAP is an open-source standard data format and
protocol to access remote distributed scientific data such as NetCDF over
the internet and was discussed in section 2.2 on page 39. The functionali-
ties of Dapper were explained in section 2.3 on page 56 and of DChart in
section 2.4 on page 62. The configuration of both Dapper and DChart is
outlined in section 2.5 on page 66. Individual gridded NetCDF files that are
served by Dapper’s NetCDF-service can be of any convention that is sup-
ported by Unidata’s Java NetCDF library. However, Dapper only supports
a limited set of conventions for serving in-situ data with its CDP service
(see subsection 2.3.4 on page 61). Subsequently, the range of conventions for
in-situ data is limited to ARGO GDAC NetCDF, ARGO NODC NetCDF,
PMEL-EPIC NetCDF and Sequence data OPeNDAP. These conventions for
in-situ data supported by Dapper are listed in table 2.4 on page 62.
Most NetCDF conventions depend on specific scientific disciplines, with
the intention to fully describe data for their special needs. Currently estab-
lished conventions for NetCDF3 are registered at Unidata’s conventions web
page (see Unidata Inc. n.d.c) and were mentioned in subsection 2.1.12 on
page 36. A complete list of these conventions can be found in table 2.1 on
page 40. By the reason that most of them are related to scientific disciplines,
a convention is needed that is suitable to constrain hydrological and climato-
logical array orientated as well as in-situ data, by respecting the requirements
of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal.
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3.2.1 CF Climate and Forecast Convention
NetCDF, OPeNDAP and the CF Climate and Forecast convention as well
were developed out of the special needs of the scientific research commu-
nities climatology, meteorology and oceanography (see CF Metadata Inc.
n.d.b). NetCDF files compliant to the CF Climate and Forecast convention
and in combination with the OPeNDAP protocol form a trio of standards
that, according to Hankin et al. (2009), have passed the tests of sceptical and
pragmatic evaluation by reaching a high level of interoperability for gridded
data from satellite products, model outputs and climatological analyses. The
CF metadata convention describes encoding rules for oceanographic, atmo-
spheric and climatological data within the discipline-neutral NetCDF data
model, by making it readable for both humans and machines (Hankin et al.,
2009). This convention – originally created for data generated from model
outputs – provides sufficient information for representing four-dimensional
data in a uniform way. It is, as Balaji et al. (2008) remark, also extensi-
ble and allows to include specific community related metadata that is not
defined by this convention. The backwards compatibility to the COARDS
convention guarantees that applications supporting the CF convention can
also process data that was constrained by the COARDS convention. In this
context, the COARDS convention can be considered as subset of the CF
convention. Balaji et al. (2008) state that data stored in the NetCDF file
format which is conformal to the CF Climate and Forecast convention can be
accessed by many applications that provide facilities for visualizing, analyz-
ing, subsetting and aggregating multidimensional scientific data, such as for
instance the application ArcGIS of ESRI1 (see ESRI Inc. 2009; University of
Texas at Austin, 2006). The CF convention is not only widely employed and
accepted within the climate and forecast community, but also by scientists
that are working with atmospheric, oceanographic, and surface data (Balaji
et al., 2008; Gregory, 2003, 2005). A full list of all projects and groups that
adopted this convention or that encourage the use of it as a standard can be
found at the web page of the CF convention group2 (see CF Metadata Inc.
n.d.b)
Gridded data of the CEOP-AEGIS project is derived from remote sens-
ing products and model outputs and consists of datasets of the hydrology
1What is NetCDF, and why is it important? Retrieved 22 March 2011, from ESRI Inc.:
http://events.esri.com/uc/QandA/index.cfm?fuseaction=answer&conferenceId=
D396D1B1-C04F-B070-2433249136G0A1D4&questionId=1279
2Projects and Groups Adopting or Encouraging the CF-Conventions as a Standard -
CF Metadata. Retrieved 22 March 2011, from CFMetadata Inc.:http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.
gov/projects-and-groups-adopting-the-cf-conventions-as-their-standard
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and climatology of the Tibetan Plateau (see section 1.1 on page 3). Since
the CF Climate and Forecast convention was particularly designed for such
kind of data, it was chosen as the recommended convention for standardiz-
ing NetCDF output data of the CEOP-AEGIS project. Consequently, the
elements of this convention were implemented as part of the upstream data
interface that intends to convert data of project partners to standardized
NetCDF output datasets (see section 3.3 on page 93). Beside of the suitabil-
ity of this convention regarding the type of CEOP-AEGIS project data, there
are other obvious reasons that lead to this decision: The CF convention is
one of the most popular conventions within NetCDF3 and recommended – if
applicable – by Unidata, the developer of NetCDF. It is a recommended and
accepted international standard which is widely adopted by many organiza-
tions and supported by most NetCDF applications. Regarding these facts –
mentioned in subsection 2.1.12 on page 36 – a high level of interoperability
for CEOP-AEGIS data and a maximum of compatibility and functionality
within the users applications can be guaranteed.
The specifications of the CF Climate and Forecast convention with its
version 1.4 from 27 February 2009 are composed by Eaton et al. (2009)
and discussed in their publication at a full length. A complete list of all
specified attribute names with possible values is also documented by Eaton
et al. (2009, Appendix A). To check if a NetCDF file conforms with the CF
convention, a web based file checking application is implemented as part of
the CF Metadata website (see CF Metadata Inc. n.d.b). A short overview
of the most important elements of this convention are mentioned in this
thesis document in order to obtain enough knowledge on how to produce
CF conformal NetCDF datasets for CEOP-AEGIS. In this regard, listing 3.1
on page 79 shows a NetCDF CDL representation of a NetCDF dataset that
is containing gridded data. This NetCDF file is implemented conformal to
the CF Climate and Forecast Convention version 1.4 and translated to the
OPeNDAP Grid data type.
Data provenance
Several optional attributes with string values were defined as part of the CF
convention to provide basic discovery information about the origin and treat-
ment of data for human readers. These optional but recommended attributes
are listed in table 3.1 on page 75 and can be attached globally to a dataset
as well as partly also locally to variables (Balaji et al., 2008; Eaton et al.,
2009; Gregory, 2003).
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Attribute Use Description
title Global Content description of the dataset
institution Global and local Place where the original data was pro-
duced
source Global and local Processing and production information of
the original data
history Global Audit trail of modifications of the origi-
nal data. Should contain date, day time,
user name, program name and command
arguments
reference Global and local Publications or other references
comment Global and local Miscellaneous
Conventions Global Convention that is employed (here value
CF-1.4)
Table 3.1: Attributes of the CF Climate and Forecast convention to describe
the provenance of data in a NetCDF file (Eaton et al., 2009)
Data description
Several local attributes were defined within this convention for data identifi-
cation. The most important of them are described below:
Units The units attribute specifies the scientific data unit of a coordinate
and data variable. The value of the units attribute should be a udunits con-
formal string (Caron, 2004, 2011). Udunits is a software library developed
by Unidata to convert units between binary and text representations in or-
der to perform units algebra, as remarked by Hartnett (2009), Unidata Inc.
(2009). The units attribute is highly recommended by most conventions,
and mandatory within the CF convention for all variables that represent di-
mensional quantities (Caron, 2011; Eaton et al., 2009). As a result, if no
units attribute is attached to variable, it is assumed to be dimensionless. If
despite of the fact that a variable contains dimensionless quantities an units
attribute is attached to variable, the value should be 1 so that it can be
recognized as dimensionless by the udunits software library. Physical quan-
tity of data is not identified by the units attribute. This information can
be provided by employing the standard_name attribute (Eaton et al., 2009;
Gregory, 2003).
Descriptive names The content of a variable can be described by the
use of the standard_name and the long_name attributes. The optional
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standard_name attribute for coordinate and data variables serves as identi-
fier for quantities and is readable by both machines and humans with the idea
of being self-explanatory. The string value of the attribute is an entry from
a standard list of names, provided by the CF Convention standard name ta-
ble (Caron, 2011; Rew, 2004). This standard name table is published on the
web site of the CF Metadata Convention and available from CF Metadata
Inc. (2010). The entries in this table consist of standard names combined
with canonical units and descriptive help text. They do though not include
processing and coordinate information. In this regard, the units attribute
value must be coherent with the corresponding standard_name attribute en-
try. The information in the standard_name attribute is assumed to be precise
enough so that particular physical dimensions can be supposed to be implied
within a variable, as Eaton et al. (2009) state. If needed and in order to get
them registered, new standard names can be requested from the CF commu-
nity, since it is desirable to compare data from different sources by the use of
the standard_name attribute with its standardized values. The long_name
variable attribute is highly recommended by most conventions to provide a
long descriptive, but not standardized name for coordinate and data vari-
ables. To achieve backwards compatibility with COARDS, this attribute is
optional, but highly recommended. At least either the standard_name or
the long_name attribute should be present within a variable to make it self-
describing. This attribute may also be used by NetCDF applications (such
as DChart) to name variables (Balaji et al., 2008; Caron, 2011; Eaton et al.,
2009; Gregory, 2003, 2005).
Missing values The attribute _FillValue indicates a missing or unde-
fined data value within a NetCDF variable. The scalar fill value that is
defined by this attribute must be of the same type as the data variable and
should not reside within the valid range. The missing_value attribute is
declared as deprecated in the CF convention, but recognized in order to ob-
tain backward compatibility with the COARDS convention. Multiple miss-
ing data variable values can be defined as lying outside of a valid range.
This range can be determined by employing the attributes valid_max and
valid_min or valid_range. Values that are declared as missing are set to
NaN in order to make post-processing more efficient (Caron, 2004; Eaton et
al., 2009; Gregory, 2003; Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010).
Compression The attributes scale_factor and add_offset may be em-
ployed to provide information about data compression, achieved by pack-
ing floating point data to smaller integer data types. The scale_factor
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attribute consists of a factor that is used to multiply values of a data vari-
able after it was read by an application. The add_offset value has to be
added to data variable values after an application read the data. If both
attributes are present, the data is first scaled and then the offset is added.
The scale_factor default value is 1.0 and the add_offset default value is
0.0, with the following standard formula to unpack data: unpacked_values
= scale_factor * packed_value + add_offset (Caron, 2004; Eaton et al.,
2009).
Dimensions
To specify the shape of a variable, any arbitrary number of dimension –
including zero – is generally allowed by this convention. The functionality
of dimensions was explained in the previous chapter at subsection 2.1.3 on
page 17. All dimensions must have different names and can also be others
as space and time. The COARDS convention requires that dimensions are
arranged in the order time, height (depth), latitude and longitude. The CF
conventions only recommends the use of this order and advises not to imple-
ment more than these four dimensions. The coordinate dimensions should
have the interpretation names date or time for the temporal dimension as
well as height respective depth, latitude and longitude for the spatial
dimensions, arranged in this order (Eaton et al., 2009; Gregory, 2003).
Coordinate Variables
Coordinate variables must have correspondent coordinate dimensions that
should ideally have the same name (see subsection 2.1.4 on page 19). Lati-
tude and longitude variables must have an explicit units attribute with the
recommended entry degrees_north respectively degrees_east, conforming
to the udunits library of Unidata. The attribute standard_name may addi-
tionally be set to the values latitude respective longitude to ensure the
correct association of the coordinate variables with the corresponding coor-
dinate axes. The same scope can be achieve by employing the attribute axis
and its values Y respective X (Eaton et al., 2009; Gregory, 2003).
A vertical coordinate variable can be recognized by its units attribute
that is having the value pressure. The attribute positive with its allowed
string values up or down is determining the direction of the increasing verti-
cal coordinate values and is mandatory for coordinate variables that contain
vertical coordinate data which can not be determined by such an units at-
tribute with value pressure. Dimensionless vertical coordinate data does
not require an units attribute. If anyhow this attribute is used, it should
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have the value 1 that specifies udunits conformal dimensionless data. In
addition, the units attribute values layer, level and sigma_level are
allowed for dimensionless vertical coordinate variables to ensure backward
compatibility with the COARDS convention. However, these values are de-
clared as deprecated in the CF convention since they are not conformal to
udunits. A vertical coordinate variable can in addition be made identifi-
able by setting the attribute axis with the value Z. If the vertical axis is
representing an altitude, the value of the units attribute should be meter,
referenced to mean sea level. To clarify the reference surface, an appropriate
standard_name attribute value should be chosen. Such values are for exam-
ple altitude (height above geoid), height (vertical distance above surface),
height_above_reference_ellipsoid, or geopotential_height (Eaton et
al., 2009; Gregory, 2003).
A reference time and a time unit is required to describe the temporal
coordinate variable. Given from this indication and considering the cal-
ender type that is chosen, a new date out of the values of the temporal
coordinate variable is calculated for each subsequent dataset. The refer-
ence time and the time unit are both specified within the units attribute
of a temporal coordinate variable as udunits conformal string in the form
CCYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss, corresponding to the statement time_unit since ref-
erence_time (Caron, 2004, 2011; Gregory, 2003). The string hours since
1970-01-01 00:00:00 would for example be a valid value for such a units
attribute. Most common are the time units day, hour, minute and second.
The time unit year is not recommended due to the occurrence of leap years.
A similar problem would be subject to the time unit month. The default
value is 00:00:00 UTC if both the time zone and the time are omitted. It is
necessary to differentiated between the standard calender (value gregorian)
and other calendars, such as the 360-day calender (twelve 30-day months).
This specification is determined by the calendar attribute. COARDS only
supports the standard calender, while CF allows a wide selection of other
calenders. Additionally, the standard_name attribute with an appropriate
value and the axis attribute with its values T can be employed to guarantee a
correct association of the temporal coordinate variable with the correspond-
ing coordinate axis (Eaton et al., 2009; Gregory, 2003).
Scalar coordinate variables only contain one single coordinate value, such
as a single time value, and have as a result no dimensions associated. An aux-
iliary coordinate variable contains coordinate data, but is not a coordinate
variable in a narrower sense, since there is no relationship between the vari-
able name and the name of its associated dimensions. Subsequently, scalar
and auxiliary coordinate variables have to be associated to the relevant data
variables by the use of the coordinates attribute string. The axis attribute
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is not allowed for auxiliary coordinate variables and should only be attached
to coordinate variables (Eaton et al., 2009; Gregory, 2003).
Spatial reference
In regard of the spatial reference, the CF convention does not indicate how
to include the datum information in a NetCDF file. As a result, the datum
is always assumed to be WGS84 for both data referenced to a geographic
or a projected coordinate system. The determination of the spatial reference
of a NetCDF file is based on the values of the units attributes of the Y
and X coordinate variables as well as of the existence of a grid_mapping
attribute. If its units attribute values are latitude respective longitude,
data is assumed to be referenced in a geographic coordinate system (GCS). If
its standard_name attributes contain the values projection_y_coordinate
respectively projection_x_coordinate and in case that a grid_mapping
attribute containing parameters such as projection name and type is exis-
tent, data is assumed to be referenced to a projected coordinate systems
(PCS). For doing so, the grid_mapping attribute may be attached to data
variables in order to determine by its string value the name of another vari-
able which provides by its attributes the mapping description. In case that
the coordinate variables of a data grid are not latitude and longitude, it is
necessary to provide the true latitude and longitude coordinates by employ-
ing the coordinates attribute to data variables (Eaton et al., 2009; ESRI
Inc. 2009).
,
{
dimensions :
time = UNLIMITED ; // (289 currently )
height = 1;
latitude = 100;
longitude = 200;
variables :
byte waterwatch_flood_occurrence (time =289 , height =1,
latitude =100 , longitude =200);
: _FillValue = 1b; // byte
:units = "1";
: long_name = "flood occurrence ";
: comment = "0 = no data , 1 = not flooded , 2 = wet , 3 =
flooded ";
double time(time =289);
:units = "hours since 1970 -01 -01 00:00:0.0";
: long_name = "time ";
: standard_name = "time ";
: calendar = " gregorian ";
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:axis = "T";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "Time ";
double height ( height =1);
:units = "1";
: long_name = "level ";
: positive = "up";
:axis = "Z";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "GeoZ ";
: _CoordinateZisPositive = "up";
double latitude ( latitude =100);
:units = " degrees_north ";
: long_name = " latitude ";
: standard_name = " latitude ";
:axis = "Y";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "Lat ";
double longitude ( longitude =200);
:units = " degrees_east ";
: long_name = " longitude ";
: standard_name = " longitude ";
:axis = "X";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "Lon ";
: Conventions = "CF -1.4";
:title = " Waterwatch flood occurrence ";
: institution = "LSiiT , University of Strasbourg , France ";
: source = "No information available ";
: history = "Ncml creation date: Mon Mar 7 17:14:17 2011";
: references = "No information available ";
: comment = "No information available ";
}
Listing 3.1: NetCDF CDL representation for a typical NetCDF gridded
dataset that can be converted to the OPeNDAP Grid data type in respect
of the CF Climate and Forecast Convention (version 1.4)
3.2.2 Dapper In-situ Convention
The focus of the CF Climate and Forecast convention is typically set on
gridded data defined in a cartesian coordinate system, but standardization
for simple observational datasets is also supported. However, the conven-
tion definitions for more complicated in-situ data is sparse and not sufficient
to completely constrain such kind of data (see Eaton et al., 2009). As a
result, it is presently recommended by Unidata to employ the Unidata Ob-
servation Dataset Conventions until a new CF Discrete Sampling Convention
for observational and point data will be released (see subsection 2.1.12 on
page 36). This convention though and neither the actual CF Climate and
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Forecast convention is supported by the Dapper OPeNDAP server for in-
situ data, served by the CDP-service. Only the conventions ARGO GDAC
NetCDF, ARGO NODC NetCDF, PMEL-EPIC NetCDF and Sequence data
OPeNDAP can be employed to constrain in-situ NetCDF data in the case
that the Dapper / DChart technology should be used to realize the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Portal (see subsection 2.3.4 on page 61). The ARGO GDAC
NetCDF, ARGO NODC NetCDF and PMEL-EPIC NetCDF conventions
were initially designed to standardize oceanographic related in-situ data for
a specific purposes. They do subsequently not fulfill the requirements that are
needed to standardize hydrological and climatological CEOP-AEGIS project
data. Moreover, it is very desirable to employ the CF convention for CEOP-
AEGIS output data by the reason of its multiple benefits – in contradiction
to other conventions (see subsection 2.1.12 on page 36 and subsection 3.2.1
on page 73). Due to the fact that the CF convention is extensible, it also
allows to include specific community related metadata that is not defined
by this convention. As a result, by adding several elements to this conven-
tion, there is a possibility to obtain also conformance to the Dapper In-situ
Convention. Hence this fourth possibility for CDP-served in-situ data within
Dapper is employed to standardize CEOP-AEGIS related point observation
measurements in this project.
The Dapper In-situ Convention for representing remotely accessible in-
situ data via OPeNDAP was developed by the EPIC group at NOAA/PMEL
and is implemented within the Dapper OPeNDAP server (Sirott, 2006a). This
convention was developed to face the differences of in-situ data relative to
gridded data, as determined in subsection 3.1.2 on page 71. In this regard,
Sirott (2006a) asserts that the established conventions, as they were devel-
oped for handling gridded data, are not applicable to constrain point obser-
vation data. This fact does, according to Sirott (2006a), legitimize the estab-
lishment of the Dapper In-situ Convention that was developed by respecting
the OPeNDAP standards in consistency with the GrADS in-situ data server
(GDS) implementation (Sirott, n.d.a). The realization of the Dapper In-situ
Convention for OPeNDAP represents a new standard for specifying in-situ
data, as Sirott (2006a) remarks. A documentation about this OPeNDAP
in-situ convention with additional information in matters of the properties is
published by Sirott (2006a).
Data representation in OPeNDAP
As Sirott (2006a, n.d.b, 2009) documents, datasets respecting the Dapper
In-situ Convention must consists of an OPeNDAP Sequence type with an
inner sequence that is nested in an outer sequence.
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Sirott (2009) explains that the correct assignment of coordinate variables
defining the axes is realized by Dapper via the use of heuristics, based on the
names of variables as well as the entries of their units and axis attributes.
The axis attribute value for the time coordinate variable must be T, for the
height respective depth coordinate variable Z, and the latitude and longitude
coordinate variables must have as their axis attribute the values Y respec-
tive X (Sirott, 2006a, 2009, n.d.b). The existence of the axis attribute with
this specific settings is mandatory for specifying coordinate variables (Sirott,
2006a).
The spatial variables latitude, longitude and height respective depth, as
documented by Sirott (2006a), must all be of the same data type that is
allowed to be either float32 or float64 (double). The time variable must
be of the data type float64 (double) and should – for ensuring a maximum
of compatibility – define the time as a number of milliseconds since the UNIX
epoch by its units attribute, referred to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). All
measured data variables must be either of the type float32 or float64
(Sirott, 2006a).
OPeNDAP requires an identification variable that must contain unique
values for each dataset as constraint expression for querying one or multiple
inner sequences from a server, in order that the complete dataset does not
need to be read, as Sirott (2006a) explains. This variable must be specified
by a 32-bit integer data type and has to be named _id (Sirott et al., 2004a;
Sirott, 2006a).
The Dapper In-situ Convention defines several mandatory global attributes
within an OPeNDAP Sequence to guarantee compatibility of translations
from OPeNDAP to NetCDF (see Sirott, 2006a). Attributes of coordinate
and data variables are conformal to the COARDS convention (Sirott, 2006a).
Listing 3.2 on page 83 illustrates a full OPeNDAP Dataset Descriptor Struc-
ture (DDS) and listing 3.3 on page 84 a full OPeNDAP Data Attribute
Structure (DAS) for an in-situ data collection in form of time series, by em-
ploying the OPeNDAP Sequence data type and respecting the Dapper In-situ
Convention.
Outer sequence The outer sequence contains, as Sirott (2006a, 2009,
n.d.b) defines, the latitude and longitude variables, the identification variable
with an unique number for each entry of the outer sequence, and the third
coordinate variable that is not connected to each individual measurement of
the observations. This is either the depth respective height variable in case
that the dataset contains time series, or the time variable in case that the
dataset contains profiles (Sirott, 2006a, 2009, n.d.b). The identification vari-
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able must be located in the outer sequence of the OPeNDAP Sequence data
type, so that a unique identification of each individual entry can be achieved
(Sirott et al., 2004a).
Inner sequence Sirott (2006a, 2009, n.d.b) explains that the inner se-
quence contains all measurement variables as well as their corresponding
spatial or temporal coordinates on that each measurement instance depends.
These coordinate values are determined by either the depth respective the
height coordinate variable in case of profile data, or the time coordinate vari-
able in case of time series data. If the time coordinate variable is located in
the inner sequence, then the outer sequence must contain the height respec-
tive depth coordinate variable, and vice versa (Sirott, 2006a, 2009, n.d.b).
,
Dataset {
Sequence {
Float32 elev;
Float32 longitude ;
Float32 latitude ;
Int32 _id;
Sequence {
Float64 time;
Float32 Reflected ;
Float32 Atmo;
Float32 Surface ;
Float32 Global ;
} time_series ;
Structure {
String history ;
String title;
String references ;
String Conventions ;
String source ;
String comment ;
String institution ;
} attributes ;
Structure {
Structure {
Float64 valid_range [2];
} time;
} variable_attributes ;
} location ;
Structure {
Float32 lon_range [2];
Float32 lat_range [2];
Float32 depth_range [2];
Float64 time_range [2];
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} constrained_ranges ;
} dataset_station_time_series ;
Listing 3.2: OPeNDAP DDS for a typical in-situ time-series collection
represented in the Sequence data type and respecting the Dapper In-situ
Convention
,
Attributes {
NC_GLOBAL {
Int32 max_profiles_per_request 1000;
Int32 total_profiles_in_dataset 1;
String version "1.1.0";
String owner "";
String contact "";
String Conventions "epic -insitu -1.0";
Float64 lon_range 91.0317764281227 , 91.0317764283227;
Float64 lat_range 29.6446933745338 ,
29.644693374733798;
Float64 depth_range 3635.9999999999 , 3636.0000000001;
Float64 time_range 1.2702744 E12 , 1.2747582 E12;
}
location ._id {
String long_name " sequence id";
Int32 missing_value 2147483647;
String units "";
}
location . time_series .time {
String units "msec since 1970 -01 -01 00:00:00 GMT ";
String long_name "time ";
Float64 missing_value NaN;
String axis "T";
}
location . time_series . Reflected {
String units "w m -2";
String long_name " reflected data for albedo ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
}
location . time_series .Atmo {
String units "w m -2";
String long_name " radiation measurement direction
atmosphere ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
}
location .elev {
String units "m";
String long_name " altitude ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
String axis "Z";
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}
location . time_series . Surface {
String units "w m -2";
String long_name " radiation measurement direction
surface ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
}
location . longitude {
String units " degrees_east ";
String long_name " longitude ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
String axis "X";
}
location . latitude {
String units " degrees_north ";
String long_name " latitude ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
String axis "Y";
}
location . time_series . Global {
String units "w m -2";
String long_name " global data from albedo ";
Float32 missing_value NaN;
}
}
Listing 3.3: OPeNDAP DAS for a typical in-situ time-series collection
represented in the Sequence data type and respecting the Dapper In-situ
Convention
Implementation of the Dapper In-situ Convention in NetCDF
The translation of NetCDF to OPeNDAP works correctly for NetCDF files
conformal with the conventions that are supported by Dappers CDP-service
(see subsection 2.3.4 on page 61). However these conventions were developed
for specific purposes and may also include technical data and key values, as it
is the case for Dappers supported in-situ NetCDF conventions ARGO GDAC
NetCDF, ARGO NODC NetCDF and PMEL-EPIC NetCDF. These con-
ventions were primarily designed to store in-situ measurements of NOAA’s
ARGO profile floats that measure the temperature and salinity of the ocean
(PMEL/EPIC Inc. n.d.).
In case that a NetCDF file should be made conformal to the Dapper
In-situ Convention, the properties as they were previously mentioned for
OPeNDAP streamed Sequence data must be respected for NetCDF as well.
This is to achieve compatibility in regard of the translation from NetCDF
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to the OPeNDAP Sequence data type via Dapper and affects in particular
the properties of the data types and shapes of the NetCDF variables (see
subsection 3.2.2 on page 80). An implementation of such a NetCDF data
model could be realized thanks to the grateful help of Joe Sirott, developer of
Dapper and DChart, by modifying Dappers supported PMEL-EPIC NetCDF
convention in a way that conformance with the CF Climate and Forecast
convention and correct translations to an OPeNDAP stream constrained by
Dappers In-situ Convention could be obtained.
Listing 3.4 on page 87 is a NetCDF CDL representation of a NetCDF
in-situ file that is correctly translated to an OPeNDAP stream respecting
the Dapper In-situ Convention. After several successful tests were employed
and by the reason that the translation to an OPeNDAP Sequence stream
works correctly, the following properties for a NetCDF-file have been found
suitable to implement the Dapper In-situ Convention within NetCDF.
File structure properties Each in-situ dataset – as for example time
series data from a ground measurement station – is defined by one sin-
gle NetCDF file, because no multi-station data is supported (Sirott, 2009,
n.d.b). In comparison to several other point observation dataset conventions
for NetCDF, data variables within this convention are not modeled by a
function of for example a station variable at the outer dimension and an
observation variable at the inner dimension, as it may be the case for time
series data. The Unidata Observation Dataset Convention as Unidata’s rec-
ommended convention for in-situ data provides various possibilities on how
to structure NetCDF files for such kind of data. For point observation data,
the structure may consist of a linked list of record numbers. By doing so,
both data and coordinate variables are using the same single dimension that
is the observation respective time dimension. Observations may be associ-
ated with their corresponding stations by the use of linked or contiguous lists,
or by employing multidimensional structures. Additional information about
the design of such NetCDF file structures for in-situ data can be found at the
entry of the Unidata Observation Dataset Convention at Unidata’s conven-
tions web page (see Unidata Inc. n.d.c), and furthermore in publications doc-
umented by Caron (2005), ESRI Inc. (2009) and Unidata Inc. (n.d.a, n.d.b).
However in matters of the implementation of the Dapper In-situ Conven-
tion, Data variables are specified – same as gridded data – as a functions of
time and a function of the three spatial coordinates axes height (respective
depth), latitude and longitude (PMEL/EPIC Inc. n.d.), in accordance to the
Climate and Forecast (CF) NetCDF Convention (J. Sirott, pers. comm., 9
September 2010).
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Generally, one or more of these four axes can be collapsed into one single
point, as it is the case for storing in-situ datasets (PMEL/EPIC Inc. n.d.). In
this regard, the coordinate variables of the OPeNDAP outer sequence are rep-
resented by a dimensionless scalar coordinate variable within NetCDF. For
time series data, the spatial height, latitude and longitude coordinate vari-
ables are scalar, with a one-dimensional temporal coordinate variable having
subsequent time values for each corresponding measurement. Profile data is
represented by scalar longitude, latitude and time coordinate variables, and
a one dimensional height respective depth coordinate variable. There should
be no station dimension used for the data representation (J. Sirott, pers.
comm., 9 September 2010).
As furthermore communicated by J. Sirott (pers. comm., 9 September
2010), data variables are conform to the CF convention, but coordinate vari-
ables are not. The height (respectively depth) variable of a NetCDF dataset
must be named elev by the reason of a “glitch” in the Dapper database
loader program, as J. Sirott explains (pers. comm., 9 September 2010).
Otherwise the NetCDF file with in-situ data won’t be loaded correctly to a
Dapper dataset by the CDP-service.
A dimensionless (scalar) identification variable represented by a 32-bit
integer data type and named id_ must have a unique identification value for
each in-situ NetCDF dataset, as the Dapper In-situ Convention for OPeN-
DAP requires.
The additional existence of the local attribute coordinates at each data
variable, as it is defined by the CF Convention, appeared to be useful to
clearly define the coordinate axis.
,
netcdf file: CR10_Lhasa_All2010_time_series .nc {
dimensions :
time = UNLIMITED ; // (2492 currently )
elev = 1;
latitude = 1;
longitude = 1;
variables :
float Global (time =2492 , elev =1, latitude =1, longitude =1);
: _FillValue = -9999.0f; // float
:units = "W m -2";
: long_name = " global data from albedo ";
: standard_name = " toa_net_downward_radiative_flux ";
: coordinates = "time elev latitude longitude ";
float Reflected (time =2492 , elev =1, latitude =1, longitude
=1);
: _FillValue = -9999.0f; // float
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:units = "W m -2";
: long_name = " reflected data for albedo ";
: standard_name = " toa_cloud_radiative_effect ";
: coordinates = "time elev latitude longitude ";
float Atmo(time =2492 , elev =1, latitude =1, longitude =1);
: _FillValue = -9999.0f; // float
:units = "W m -2";
: long_name = " radiation measurement direction atmosphere
";
: standard_name = " surface_net_downward_radiative_flux ";
: coordinates = "time elev latitude longitude ";
float Surface (time =2492 , elev =1, latitude =1, longitude =1);
: _FillValue = -9999.0f; // float
:units = "W m -2";
: long_name = " radiation measurement direction surface ";
: standard_name = " surface_net_upward_radiative_flux ";
: coordinates = "time elev latitude longitude ";
int _id;
: long_name = " station id variable ";
double time(time =2492) ;
:units = "hours since 1970 -01 -01 00:00:0.0";
: long_name = "time ";
: standard_name = "time ";
: calendar = " gregorian ";
:axis = "T";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "Time ";
float elev(elev =1);
:units = "m";
: long_name = " altitude ";
: standard_name = " altitude ";
: positive = "up";
:axis = "Z";
: _CoordinateAxisType = " Height ";
: _CoordinateZisPositive = "up";
float latitude ( latitude =1);
:units = " degrees_north ";
: long_name = " latitude ";
: standard_name = " latitude ";
:axis = "Y";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "Lat ";
float longitude ( longitude =1);
:units = " degrees_east ";
: long_name = " longitude ";
: standard_name = " longitude ";
:axis = "X";
: _CoordinateAxisType = "Lon ";
: Conventions = "CF -1.4 , epic -insitu -1.0";
:title = " CR10_Lhasa_All2010 ";
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: institution = "LSiiT , University of Strasbourg , France ";
: source = "No information available ";
: history = "Ncml creation date: Tue Jan 18 14:48:23 2011";
: references = "No information available ";
: comment = "Kipp & Zonen CM14 pyranometer ; 2x Kipp & Zonen
CGR4 pyrgeometer ";
}
Listing 3.4: NetCDF CDL representation for a typical NetCDF in-situ time-
series dataset that can be converted to the OPeNDAP Sequence data type
in respect of the Dapper In-situ Convention
3.2.3 NetCDF implementation for CEOP-AEGIS
Data modeling, as stated by Nativi et al. (2008), implies a development pro-
cess from abstract models to logical and physical schemes. The implementa-
tion of an abstract data model depends on the data manipulation technology
that is used, such as an API that is serving as interface to a data model
for a particular programming language. Different models may be produced
within the same scientific domain, but it may become challenging to achieve
interoperability between data systems in case that these models differ too
significantly (Nativi et al., 2008).
The implementation of a NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS is based
on the knowledge of the technologies NetCDF, OPeNDAP and Dapper /
DChart that was gained in the previous chapter, as well as on the require-
ments of CEOP-AEGIS project data. Interoperability between different data
models can be achieved by employing international standards. Within the
GIS community, specifications of the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) or
the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) TC 211 (Technical
Committee on Geographic Information/Geomatics) are based on the general
feature abstract data model for storing geospatial information in GIS systems
(Nativi et al., 2004; Nativi et al., 2008). In order to develop an implementa-
tion for NetCDF, decisions have to be taken what data models, data formats
and conventions of NetCDF should be employed.
NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS
The first of these decisions to take is to chose a NetCDF data model upon
that data formats and conventions depend. Two data models exist within
NetCDF, as discussed in subsection 2.1.1 on page 16: The classic NetCDF3
model (see subsection 2.1.6 on page 21) and the enhanced NetCDF4 model
(see subsection 2.1.7 on page 27). The decision of what data model to employ
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for CEOP-AEGIS project data was taken in advantage of the NetCDF3 data
model.
This model is the first and most mature model of NetCDF. Many con-
ventions and best practices on how to generate NetCDF files by employing
this model evolved over time and multiple mature applications support it.
In addition, NetCDF3 was already proven as recommended data standard
by several well-known organizations such as the NASA. The data model of
NetCDF4 though is less mature and not widely adopted yet by the reason
of its young age. NetCDF3 is mature, stable, and widely used. These facts
make the data model of NetCDF3 much more portable than the data model
NetCDF4.
The second reason that leads to this decision is the fact that the extensions
of the NetCDF4 data model, as they are mentioned in subsection 2.1.7 on
page 29, are not necessarily needed for CEOP-AEGIS project data. If the new
functionalities of NetCDF4 were used, it would no more longer be possible to
output data in one of the two classic formats, with the result that data would
only be accessible by newer applications that already support NetCDF4.
Some important limitations exist in the data model of NetCDF3, but it
is believed to be sufficient enough to handle CEOP-AEGIS project data.
Moreover, it is simple and efficient, and will as a result allow to easily create
an application as part of the CEOP-AEGIS upstream data interface to access
and store data in this NetCDF data model.
A further important reason why to employ the NetCDF3 data model is
the following: Since the standardized NetCDF output data has to be feed
to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal, it is necessary that data can be correctly
accessed by OPeNDAP and subsequently by the applications Dapper and
DChart. It is however uncertain that correct data access can be guaranteed
if data is organized in the newer NetCDF4 data model, because much less
applications support NetCDF4. Stable access to NetCDF4 files could not be
sufficiently tested yet, and unfortunately there is also a deficit in matters of
adequate publications about the use of Dapper and DChart in combination
with NetCDF4.
Finally, it must also be mentioned that in contradiction to NetCDF3 no
established conventions for NetCDF4 do yet exist. On the other hand, nu-
merous conventions were developed for NetCDF3 (see subsection 2.1.12 on
page 36). This lack would result in problems regarding the goals to stan-
dardize data and to achieve interoperability for the case of using NetCDF4.
Hence the data model implemented in NetCDF4 with its NetCDF4 en-
hanced format and its NetCDF4 classic format, as they are documented in
subsection 2.1.7 on page 27, will not be employed to store the final CEOP-
AEGIS project data, but the NetCDF3 data model will be used.
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NetCDF format for CEOP-AEGIS
If NetCDF3 is employed, decisions have to be taken whether its model is im-
plemented in the default classic (see subsection 2.1.6 on page 22) or the 64-bit
offset format (see subsection 2.1.6 on page 23). Unidata discourages the us-
age of the NetCDF 64-bit offset format, except for the case that data is too
large to be served by the classic format by the reason that older third-party
software can’t access data in this file format. On the other hand, Unidata
recommends the NetCDF classic format for data archiving and distribution
because it is the most portable of the existing formats by the reason that
compatibility with older software is assured. Regarding these recommenda-
tions and the fact that the classic format of NetCDF3 was also chosen as
default format, it is comprehensible that this format was also determined to
store CEOP-AEGIS project data.
NetCDF convention for CEOP-AEGIS
The previous discussion about what NetCDF data model and data format
to use depends in another point of view also in the question of what conven-
tion to employ. As already largely discussed in this section, decisions were
taken to employ the CF Climate and Forecast convention for gridded data
(see subsection 3.2.1 on page 73) and the Dapper in-situ convention for point
observation data (see subsection 3.2.2 on page 80). Recently (October 2010)
(see CF Metadata Inc. n.d.b), version 1.5 of the CF convention was released.
However the older version 1.4 of this convention was employed within this
project due to the fact that much documentation and program code devel-
opment for the upstream data interface that implements the NetCDF data
model was already produced at the date of release of this newer version.
In addition, no NetCDF compliance checker for the newer CF convention
version 1.5 was available at this date.
In matters of data model design compliant to the CF convention for stan-
dardized NetCDF3 classic datasets containing CEOP-AEGIS project data,
the restrictions already discussed in this section should be considered. Best
practices in how to write CF compliant NetCDF3 classic files were published
by both Unidata (see Unidata Inc. n.d.d) and CF Metadata (see CF Meta-
data Inc. n.d.a) and should – if possible and applicable – also be followed.
In addition, some further important key constraints should be respected in
order to maximize interoperability with the user and compatibility with the
services of the Dapper OPeNDAP data server (see subsection 3.2.2 on page 80
and in particular the publication of Sirott (2006a)):
• The file extension of a NetCDF file must be .nc.
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• All global data provenance attributes of the CF convention should be
part of a NetCDF file in order to fully provide discovery information.
If necessary, those data provenance attributes that are also allowed to
be set locally can furthermore be provided for variables (see subsec-
tion 3.2.1 on page 74).
• If applicable, all variables should have the attributes units, long_name
and standard_name attached. Values of the units attribute must be
compliant to the udunits software library of Unidata. Attribute values
of the standard_name attribute are constrained by the standard name
table of the CF metadata convention (see CF Metadata Inc. 2010) and
should be set if possible. Descriptive information should be provided by
at least one of the attributes standard_name or long_name, and the
usage of at least the long_name attribute is strongly recommended.
The correct use of the axis attribute is mandatory if data should be
served by Dapper. It should only be attached to coordinate variables
and is not allowed for auxiliary coordinate variables.
• The CF convention expects that time, latitude and longitude are spec-
ified by internationally recognized standards (Nativi et al., 2008). The
coordinate variables must have the same name as its associated dimen-
sions. The name for the time dimension should be time, for the height
dimension height, elev or depth, for the latitude dimension latitude
or lat, and for the longitude dimension longitude or lon. In case that
in-situ data is served by Dappers CDP-service, Dapper requires that
the height variable and its associated dimension is named elev.
• In order to maximize compatibility with Dapper, the time coordinate
variable should be of the type double, the height (respective depth)
as well as the latitude and longitude variables of the type double or
float32.
• The time coordinate variables of all NetCDF datasets should all be
based on the same units attribute. This is strongly recommended in
order that data can correctly be aggregated. Sirott (2006a) recom-
mends to define time as number of milliseconds since the Unix epoch
(msec since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0). Since milliseconds is not a
time unit regarded as common by the CF convention (see Eaton et
al., 2009), it is here recommended to employ the time units attribute
value hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0 on the basis of the Gre-
gorian calendar, defined by the calendar attribute.
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• If applicable, the height coordinate variable should always have a units
attribute with value m (meter) attached. In case of a dimensionless ver-
tical coordinate, its attribute value should be 1. A positive attribute
must be present.
• The latitude coordinate variable should have as its units attribute the
value degrees_north, and the longitude coordinate variable degrees_east
respectively.
• If in-situ data should be served by Dappers CDP-service, the related
instructions mentioned in subsection 3.2.2 on page 80 should be strictly
followed. This implies particularly the presence of a type int32 scalar
coordinate variable with name _id, and the renaming of the names of
the height coordinate variable and dimension to elev.
To summarize, we believe that the NetCDF implementation discussed in
this section is the most suitable for CEOP-AEGIS project data. This imple-
mentation also aims at ensuring a maximum of compatibility and functional-
ity within the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal and subsequently interoperability
within the scientific community. It consists of the NetCDF3 model with its
classic format, compliant to the CF Climate and Forecast convention for grid-
ded data and an adaption of this convention for in-situ data. The adaption
consists in an expansion of the properties of the CF convention in order to
reach conformance with the Dapper In-situ convention. This NetCDF data
model is furthermore documented in appendix A.4 at subsection A.4.1 on
page 131 for gridded data and at subsection A.4.2 on page 132 for in-situ
data.
3.3 CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface
This section documents the newly developed CEOP-AEGIS Upstream Data
Interface program that was designed to convert heterogeneous input data of
project partners to standardized and aggregated NetCDF output files. Pro-
vided input data of partners within the CEOP-AEGIS project is in general
not only heterogeneous in its content, but also in its type of storage and
its metadata description, as documented in the problem statement (see sec-
tion 1.2 on page 5). Standardized output data of this interface is feed via
OPeNDAP to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal that is based on the Dapper /
DChart technology. For doing so, the previously determined and discussed
NetCDF data model had to be implemented as part of this upstream data in-
terface. Caron (2008) states that arguably the Java programming language is
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not suitable for large scale numerical computation. Hence the CEOP-AEGIS
Data Interface was implemented by the use of the Python programming lan-
guage. This scripting language is widely used in geosciences and can fulfill
the requirements that are needed in order to develop such an interface as de-
termined in the objective of this thesis (see section 1.3 on page 8). Many tools
and libraries with associated APIs for visualizing and analyzing geospatial
raster data formats are available for use in case that programs are written in
Python. Of a particular interest is Python’s numpy package which allows to
create multidimensional array objects that can serve as container for numeri-
cal data. Moreover, multiple APIs are available in Python to take advantage
of well-known geoscience libraries such as GDAL, GrADS and NetCDF in or-
der to translate in between various geospatial raster data formats (see Numpy
Developers Inc. 2009; GDAL Inc. 2011; GrADS Inc. 2009; NetCDF4-Python
Inc. 2010).
By the use of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface, data can be converted
and aggregated in standardized NetCDF files in case that it was previously
made available within an intermediate model. This standardized interme-
diate model easily allows to modify its elements and is described in sub-
section 3.3.1 on page 95. In order to convert data into this intermediate
data model, three applications were developed as components of the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Interface. These applications use the previously mentioned
libraries GrADS, GDAL and CSV to convert various input data in this stan-
dardized intermediate form (see GDAL Inc. 2011; GrADS Inc. 2009). By the
use of the NetCDF library, compliant and consistent data of the intermedi-
ate data model can be finally converted to standardized NetCDF files (see
NetCDF4-Python Inc. 2010).
Modules and classes of this object orientated interface were designed on
the basis of a concept that separates model classes for data processing from
controller classes and the user interface. This three-part approach is called
model-view-controller concept by Bernard (2009) and allows a high level of
flexibility and modularity in order to easily modify the program code. An
automatically generated Pydoc documentation of all modules of the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Interface is published in the appendix and can be found in
section A.6 on page 147. The program code is not provided in a printed
form within this document due to the large amount of data. However it can
be accessed in a digital form and is provided as part of a CD-ROM that
is attached to the appendix at section A.1 on page 119. Any additional
documentation of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface is published in the ap-
pendix in section A.5 on page 133. This is in particular a diagram which is
illustrating the data flow within the Data Interface (see subsection A.5.1 on
page 134) and another diagram that summarizes the modules and classes in
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a loose UML conformal graphic (see subsection A.5.2 on page 135).
3.3.1 Intermediate data model
Required metadata as structured additional information about data (docu-
mented in section 3.2.3 on page 89) needs to be fully made available so that
NetCDF files compliant to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Model can be generated
out of it. The intermediate data model was developed out of the needs to
easily modify and complete metadata information of input data which was
provided from project partners. Post-processing is often necessary due to
heterogeneity not only in regard of data as well as metadata content and
organization, but also in regard of the provided file format, as mentioned in
the problem statement (see section 1.2 on page 5). By first converting files
in this intermediate data model, data and metadata elements are separated
from each other and can easily be standardized to reach conformance with the
requirements of the determined CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal (see section 3.2
on page 71). The focus in the development of this intermediate data model
was set to a data and metadata representation that easily allows the post-
processing of its elements in order to generate standardized NetCDF files in
a simple way.
Data in the intermediate data model is constrained within three compo-
nents that must all be present and consistent to each other so that NetCDF
files can be generated out of it. Together, all of this three components form a
unit and represent one single data file. These components of the intermediate
data model are summarized in table 3.2 on page 95 and must all share the
same filename, except of the filename extension.
Format Filename Description
XML (NcML) *__ncml.xml NetCDF metadata information
numpy *__data.npy Multi-dimensional numerical data
XML *__coords.xml Coordinate metadata information
Table 3.2: Components of the intermediate data model
NetCDF metadata information
The scope of metadata post-processing in a simple way could be achieved
within this data interface by storing NetCDF metadata information in NcML.
This is a representation of NetCDF metadata in form of a XML document
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format and was described in detail in subsection 2.1.11 on page 35. Employ-
ing the XML dialect NcML can solve the problem of heterogeneity by taking
advantage of its structured documentation that divides expressions from the
content of the data. Data stored in XML is readable for both machines and
humans and makes it easy to modify its elements. The filename extension
of the NcML metadata component of the intermediate data model must be
*__ncml.xml. Listing A.3 on page 136 is a NetCDF NcML representation
of a NetCDF file containing gridded data, and the NcML representation of
listing A.4 on page 137 represents a NetCDF file containing in-situ data.
Multi-dimensional numerical data
NetCDF variables are implemented in multidimensional arrays that can have
an arbitrary rank. Such arrays can also be implemented in another way than
by the use of NetCDF. Rew et al. (2010) explain that it is also possible to
employ arrays of a computing language to hold data of NetCDF variables.
In order to separate the data content from the descriptive metadata infor-
mation in the intermediate data model, the numpy file format of the Python
programming language was chosen to store the content of data variables. By
using the numpy package of Python, multidimensional array objects can be
created as container for numerical data, and linear algebra can be applied
to these data arrays. Moreover, a strict separation of data and metadata
components can be achieved, and the data elements stored in a numpy array
can be easily modified by the use of an extensive numpy Python API. Within
the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface, the filename extension of the numpy data
part must be set to *__data.npy.
The order of the dimensions is crucial for multi-dimensional data and
is depending on the storage order of the employed programming language.
There is a need to differentiate between the column major order that is for
example used by the programming language FORTRAN, and the row major
order that is employed for instance in C, Java and Python. As a result,
the outer dimension is the first dimension in C, Java and Python (usually
the time dimension), but the last dimension in Fortran. By definition in
NetCDF, the most inner axis (so the last axis in C, Java and Python) is
running from left to right (longitude), the last but one axes from the top to
the bottom (latitude in reversed order), and all the other axes with a next
higher level are ordered from the top to the bottom with an empty line in
between of each dataset of the lower dimension. The origin of the coordinate
system is the upper left corner. By the use of an index iterator, specific array
elements can be sequentially accessed in logical row-major order (see Caron,
2004, 2009, 2011; Hartnett, 2009; Rew et al., 2010).
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A numpy data array as part of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface must
generally consist of five dimensions that have the order [Variable;T;Z;Y:X].
The index values of the first dimension determine the data variables, fol-
lowed by the temporal dimension at the second position, and finally the
spatial dimensions height, latitude and longitude. In-situ data from ground
observation measurements have constant spatial coordinate values, but vary-
ing temporal coordinate values upon that one or more measurement depends
(see subsection 3.1.2 on page 71). To respond to these needs, the numpy
data array can also be two-dimensional with the order [T;Variable].
Array sections are specified by zero-based indexing, and the range of an
array is defined by an index value that determines a subset of an array. The
range of an array must correspond with the shape of the related NetCDF
variable. Following from this, the index space of the variable dimension in
the numpy data array must be the same as the number of variables defined
in the NcML NetCDF metadata file. The same condition exists regarding
the number of provided temporal and spatial coordinate metadata values.
Inconsistency will exist within the intermediate data model if this constraint
is not considered.
NetCDF record as well as fixed-length variables appear in the same order
as they were defined. An increasing numerical index determines the variable
ID value. The variable order in the numpy data array must be the same as
the order of variables appearing in the NcML metadata file. Since data in
the numpy data array and NetCDF metadata in the NcML file is read and
written in the same order, the first variable metadata entry in the NcML
file must correspond to the first dataset in the numpy data array (index =
0) and the last variable entry in the NcML file to the last dataset in the
numpy data array. Data values will be allocated to a wrong variable if this
important constraint is not considered.
Coordinate metadata information
Coordinate metadata information is necessary to describe the index values
of the multidimensional numpy array that is storing the data values. Run-
ning index values have corresponding coordinate values, and these coordinate
information is provided by this XML metadata file that is following an inter-
nal standardized schema. In the regard of NetCDF, it stores the coordinate
variable content. The filename extension is *__coords.xml within the inter-
mediate data model.
If both the min and max coordinate values are present, then they are read
in preference of the single coordinate values stores in the values attribute.
Out of the minimum and maximum coordinate values, equally spaced inter-
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mediate coordinate values will be calculated by the application in order to
obtain the same number of coordinate values as the index space of the corre-
sponding array dimension of the numpy data array. Single coordinate values
or multiple coordinate values that are not equally spaced can be stored in
the values attribute. The number of coordinate values in this field must
however be equivalent to the index space of the corresponding array dimen-
sion of the numpy data array. In case of in-situ data, a unique 32-bit integer
identification value that is serving for the scalar coordinate variable _id must
furthermore be provided. For gridded data, only coordinate information of
the temporal and the three spatial axes must be fully present in this coordi-
nate metadata file. Listing A.5 on page 138 represents a typical XML file for
storing coordinate metadata information for gridded data, and listing A.6 on
page 138 represents a similar file that is containing typical in-situ metadata
information.
3.3.2 Data Interface dependencies
The CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface benefits of multiple libraries which are ac-
cessible by APIs that were specially developed for the Python programming
language. In this regard, all components of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface
are based on open-source solutions. Some libraries are already implemented
in the standard distribution of Python with its version 2.6. These libraries are
listed in table 3.3 on page 99. Several external libraries are needed for con-
version operations in between different geospatial raster data formats. These
external dependencies that are not part of the standard Python package are
mentioned in table 3.4 on page 99. The newly developed CEOP-AEGIS Data
Interface takes advantage of the cfchecker 2.0.2 compliance checker applica-
tion, developed by Rosalyn Hatcher in the Python programming language
(see Hatcher, 2011). Within the data interface, this application checks if a
NetCDF file is compliant to the CF Climate and Forecast convention version
1.4. In addition, a progress bar application developed by Nilton Volpato is
also implemented as component of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface.
3.3.3 Data Interface usage
The functionalities of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface and its components
can be accessed by the use of several associated user interfaces (UI). These
user interfaces are based on command line parsing options which are a con-
venient and flexible way in regard of the usage of this interface. Actually
there are four user interfaces implemented within this application that are
all documented in the appendix: This is the main UI of the CEOP-AEGIS
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Library Description
csv Translator library for tabular data in the CSV format
ctypes Wrapping of C libraries in pure Python (needed for
udunits)
datetime Manipulation of dates and times
dateutil.parser Extensions to the standard datetime module of Python
decimal Decimal floating point arithmetic
logging Implementation of error logging system
optparse Command line parser for implementing data interface
APIs
os Operating system interface
sys System specific parameters and functions
struct Access strings as packed binary data
time Time access and conversions
xml.dom.minidom Lightweight DOM implementation for parsing and pro-
cessing XML documents
Table 3.3: Internal library dependencies of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface,
that are already part of the standard Python distribution (version 2.6). This
table does not list other internal library dependencies needed by the modules
cfchecks.py and progressBar.py
Library Version Description
cdms2 6.0.alpha Cdat-Lite dependency of employed Cf-Checker
application (see CdatLite Inc. 2011)
gdal 1.6.3 Translator library for geospatial raster data for-
mats (see GDAL Inc. 2011)
grads 1.1.4 Translator library for geospatial raster data for-
mats (see GrADS Inc. 2009)
netCDF4 0.9.3 Translator library for geospatial NetCDF data
format (see NetCDF4-Python Inc. 2010)
numpy 1.3.0-3build1 Multi-dimensional container for data (see Numpy
Developers Inc. 2009)
udunits 2.1.15-4 Conversion of units between binary and text rep-
resentations (see Unidata Inc. 2009)
Table 3.4: External library dependencies of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Inter-
face, that are not part of the standard Python package
Data Interface that allows data conversion from the intermediate data model
to standardized NetCDF output files (see listing A.7 on page 139) as well
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as three other user interfaces of components that were developed to convert
input data in the previously mentioned intermediate data model. These com-
ponents with its user interfaces also partly benefit of the libraries GrADS (UI
for module see listing A.8 on page 140), GDAL (UI for module in listing A.9
on page 141) and CSV (UI for module in listing A.10 on page 142) for data
translation.
The XML document interface_Settings.xml defines important setting
parameters that are related to the functionality of the interface application
and to the conversion of data as well. Attribute values of this XML doc-
ument can be modified by the user and adapted to his special needs. The
attributes of the element interface are related to the functionality of the
CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface, and the attributes of the element netcdf de-
fine default values related to the conversion of input data in the intermediate
data model. However the attributes of the element netcdf are also needed for
conformance check in matters of data conversion from the intermediate data
model to standardized NetCDF output files in case that the checking option
default is set. The content of two exemplary interface_Settings.xml
files is available in the appendix. One of these files contain typical settings
for gridded data (see listing A.11 on page 143), and the other files contain
typical settings for in-situ data (see listing A.11 on page 143). The mod-
ule interface_Settings.py reads the XML settings file and defines further
global constants and setting parameters for the entire interface (see Pydoc
documentation in subsection A.6.5 on page 170 in the appendix). The de-
fault values of this module should not be changed by the user since they are
part of the NetCDF Data Model definition for CEOP-AEGIS.
All components of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface use a flexible error
logging system to provide logging information. The same information that
is printed on the screen during data processing is also written to one sin-
gle logging file (interface.log). Logging information includes beside the
logging message also the date and time of message output, the module and
class name that wrote the message, and finally also the level of logging. This
logging level describes the importance of a message and is determined by the
hierarchy debug, info, warning, error and finally critical.
The conversion of heterogeneous input data from project partners to stan-
dardized NetCDF files by the use of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface in-
cludes several subsequent steps. Referring to these steps that are mentioned
below, the illustration in the appendix at subsection A.5.1 on page 134 clari-
fies the data flow from raw input data of project partners to standardized and
aggregated NetCDF output files. Batch files can be easily produced in order
to automate the conversion process by the reason that the user interfaces of
the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface are based on command line parsing. Such
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batch files can also be found in the appendix in the listings A.13, A.14, and
A.15.
Conversion of input data to the intermediate data model
Three applications are provided by the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface so that
data stored in different file formats can be converted to the standardized
intermediate data model and subsequently modified. These applications are
subject to constraints in regard of data organization and content of specific
datasets and must in case be modified in order to serve other kind of data
that can be accessed by the three employed translator libraries. Each of
these modules is designed according to the model-view-controller concept and
contains a controller class that controls the elements of the model class. The
functionalities of the controller class can be accesses by the user interface
that is implemented in the main function. Out of this flexible and modular
approach, the program code can be easily modified in case that it needs to
be adapted for specific kinds of other data. Data specific elements in these
modules mostly consists of metadata content in order to fully automatize the
conversion process to standardized NetCDF output files without the need to
manually add metadata information within the intermediate data model.
grads_2Interface.py
This application takes advantage of a Python API for the Grid Anal-
ysis and Display System (GrADS) to read earth science raster data
formats such as GRIB, HDF and NetCDF that can be all accessed by
the GrADS library and subsequently by this program. This applica-
tion was particularly designed to read numerical model output data
of GRAPES in the file format GRIB that is commonly used in mete-
orology. A batch file containing specific commands to automatically
convert GRAPES data available in the GRIB file format to standard-
ized and aggregated NetCDF output files can be found in listing A.13
on page 144 in the appendix. Specific elements of this application are
particularly designed to serve GRAPES data. However the program
code – due to its modularity – can easily be adapted in case that other
data should be read that is also accessible by the GrADS library. The
full functionalities of the user interface of the GrADS component of
the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface are documented in listing A.8 on
page 140 in the appendix. The Pydoc documentation for this applica-
tion is published in the appendix in subsection A.6.1 on page 148.
gdal_2Interface.py
By the of the Python API for the extensive Geospatial Data Abstrac-
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tion Library (GDAL), most of the established geospatial raster data
formats can be accessed and converted to the standardized intermedi-
ate data model in case that this module is employed. This includes
for instance data formats like JPEG, GeoTIFF, Erdas Imagine, and
much more others. Beside of the functionality to convert GDAL read-
able data formats to the intermediate data model, a reprojection tool
on the basis of this library is furthermore implemented in this compo-
nent of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface. Originally, this application
was designed to access earth observation data related to flood occur-
rence in the area of interest, provided in the GeoTIFF file format by
the organization WaterWatch. The gdal_2Interface.py component
was particularly designed for data conversion and reprojection for such
kind of earth observation data, but the application may also work fine
for other earth science raster data formats that can be accessed by the
GDAL library. For doing so, some data specific elements of this module
need probably to be adapted in case. Listing A.14 on page 145 in the
appendix is a batch file with command lines for its user interface to au-
tomatically convert flood occurrence data provided in the GeoTIFF file
format to a standardized NetCDF output file. The full UI functionali-
ties of the GDAL component are documented in listing A.9 on page 141
in the appendix. The Pydoc documentation for this application can be
found in subsection A.6.2 on page 153 in the appendix.
csv_2Interface.py
This third option to convert input data of project partners to the stan-
dardized intermediate model was particularly designed to serve the
needs of in-situ data (see subsection 3.1.2 on page 71). It converts
in-situ point observation measurements stored in a table of the CSV
file format to a conformal representation of the intermediate data model
by the use of a Python API for CSV. The generated numpy array does
not have the dimension order [Variable;T;Z;Y:X] of gridded data, but
[T;Variable] of in-situ data, since point observation measurements in
the CSV table are stored in row-major order. In-situ data of a ground
observation station located in Lhasa was available to be converted to
a standardized file by the use of this application. This component of
the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface contains as a result several data spe-
cific elements for these operations. A batch file that is allowing the
direct conversion from CSV input data to a standardized NetCDF file
is part of the appendix and can be found in listing A.15 on page 146.
All functionalities of the user interface of this module are explained in
listing A.10 on page 142, and a Pydoc documentation is provided in
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subsection A.6.3 on page 160 of the appendix.
Making intermediate data model conformal
The components of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface designed to convert
input data of project partners to the standardized intermediate data model
support a large variety of input data formats. However, these components
had to be adapted for the specific needs of the data that has to be read. This
adaption was also done by defining additional metadata information in the
program code in order to fully automatize the conversion process without
the need to modify the elements of the intermediate data model manually.
In case that this modification of program code is not done for other kind of
data and if the conversion to the intermediate model for other data works as
well, then the elements of the intermediate data model can also be modified
manually by the user so that the complete required metadata information for
conformal NetCDF generation is provided. This is possible since structured
metadata information is stored in the XML file format that is both readable
for machines and for humans (see subsection 3.3.1 on page 95). In order
to obtain correctly aggregated NetCDF files, it is also important that all
time values of the temporal coordinate variables of the NetCDF datasets are
based on the same time unit and the same reference time. All elements of the
intermediate data model must be compliant to the NetCDF Data Model for
CEOP-AEGIS before they can be converted to NetCDF (see subsection 3.2.3
on page 89).
Conversion of intermediate data model to NetCDF
The data and metadata information of the intermediate model must be con-
formal to the determinations of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Model before it can
be converted to NetCDF, as documented in subsection 3.2.3 on page 89.
This conversion is based on a Python API for the NetCDF library and can
be controlled by the main UI of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface that is
implemented in the module interface_Main.py. All functionalities of this
user interface are documented in listing A.7 on page 139, and a Pydoc docu-
mentation of this module is provided in subsection A.6.4 on page 165 of the
appendix. The conversion from the intermediate data model to standardized
NetCDF files was developed in a general way and independent from the con-
strains of specific data formats. This generality could be achieved due to the
fact that data is already standardized in the intermediate data model.
Data access to NetCDF3 can be improved if data is read in the same
order as it was written. The storage of data in both the fixed-length data
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part and the record data part of a NetCDF file is done contiguously and
in the same order as the variables were defined. The order of the variables
in the data part is the same as they appear in the header. Based on these
facts, the intermediate data model is based on the same idea, and it is thereof
once again important to mention that data variables in the numpy data array
must be stored in the same order as the corresponding variables in the NcML
metadata file appear. Otherwise metadata will be allocated to wrong data
values. Data access within the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface is achieved in
a serial way by reading data sequentially, as it is also done for NetCDF3. If
doing so, the performance of data access can be improved, because the best
data access can currently be achieved in a sequential way.
After data is considered as compliant to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Model,
it can be converted to NetCDF. Several internal checking applications proof
if this conformity is given:
• While the intermediate data model is read to the internal data model of
the data interface program, it is proven if conformance and consistency
in between the three components of the intermediate data model is
given and if enough and correct information is provided in order to
generate a non-standardized executable NetCDF file. If this mandatory
check fails, no NetCDF output data will be generated.
• In case that the checking option default is chosen, a comparison check
in between the elements of the internal data model of the data interface
and the default settings defined in the XML file interface_Settings.xml
will be employed.
• If furthermore the checking option cf is chosen, a compliance check to
the CF Climate and Forecast convention (version 1.4) will be employed.
The compliance check relies on an application developed by Rosalyn
Hatcher and is implemented as component of the CEOP-AEGIS Data
Interface. It requires that the tables cf-standard-name-table.xml
and area-type-table.xml of the CF convention are present (here in
the folder etc) as well as that the udunits library of Unidata is installed.
• Compliance to the adapted CF convention that stands in accordance to
the employed Dapper In-situ Convention can be checked if the checking
option station is activated. This is strongly recommended for in-situ
data in case that it is served by Dappers CDP-service, but not for
gridded data.
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Aggregation of standardized NetCDF files and more
The CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface was designed as an upstream data inter-
face to convert heterogeneous input data of project partners to standardized
NetCDF output files. This can be achieved by first converting input data
with its associated metadata to the intermediate data model, and subse-
quently – after it was made compliant to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Model – to
standardized NetCDF output files. Beside of the upstream functionality, this
data interface does also allow to read NetCDF files that are compliant to the
CEOP-AEGIS Data Model. Following from this, time series of subsequent
datasets that are stored in multiple NetCDF files can be aggregated over time
in order to obtain one single aggregated NetCDF file. Correct aggregation
can only be achieved in case that all time values of the temporal coordinate
variable of a NetCDF dataset to aggregate are based on the same time unit
and reference time.
Beside of the aggregation functionality, it is also possible to read confor-
mal NetCDF files by the use of this data interface and to convert them to the
intermediate data model. This is of a particular interest in case that the data
or metadata content of a NetCDF file should be modified. Such a modifica-
tion is possible in a very easy way due to the simplicity of the intermediate
data model and its strict division of data and metadata content. Moreover,
this interface also allows to dump data and metadata content on the screen
and to write this information to the logging file. This is possible from either
the intermediate data model or from the standardized NetCDF file format,
since both forms of data storage can be accessed by the CEOP-AEGIS Data
Interface.
The CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface and its intermediate data model make
it easy to convert various geospatial datasets to standardized and aggregated
NetCDF output files. A powerful and useful upstream data interface for
CEOP-AEGIS related project data is provided with this interface applica-
tion, because it can read, write, check and print standardized NetCDF output
files as well as data in the intermediate data model in case that conformance
is given to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Model. These features make this pro-
gram to an upstream and downstream data interface with similar features as
the ncdump and ncgen functionalities of NetCDF (see subsection 2.1.10 on
page 34).
3.3.4 Data Interface modules
This subsection summarizes in a full list all modules that in their combination
form the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface. The modules and classes of this
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object orientated interface rely to a concept that separates model classes for
data processing from controller classes and the user interface. This three-
part approach is called model-view-controller concept and allows a high level
of flexibility and modularity. A diagram that summarizes all modules and
classes in a loose UML conformal graphic can be found in subsection A.5.2
on page 135) of the appendix.
grads_2Interface.py
To convert input data readable by the GrADS library to the intermedi-
ate data model, this module can be employed. It is explained with its
user interface in subsection 3.3.3 on page 101. A Pydoc documentation
can be found in the appendix at subsection A.6.1 on page 148. The user
interface is explained in subsection A.8 on page 140 of the appendix.
gdal_2Interface.py
This module converts a GDAL readable dataset to the intermediate
data model and is explained with its UI in subsection 3.3.3 on page 101.
A Pydoc documentation can be found in the appendix at subsection A.6.2
on page 153. The user interface is explained in listing A.9 on page 141
of the appendix.
csv_2Interface.py
CSV point observation datasets can be converted to the intermediate
data model by the use of this module. It is explained with its UI in
subsection 3.3.3 on page 101. A Pydoc documentation can be found
in the appendix at subsection A.6.3 on page 160. The user interface is
explained in listing A.10 on page 142 of the appendix.
interface_Main.py
This module represents the user interface and provides specific func-
tions for operations on data that can be executed by the user. It is
explained in subsection 3.3.3 on page 103. A Pydoc documentation can
be found in the appendix at subsection A.6.4 on page 165. The user
interface is explained in listing A.7 on page 139 of the appendix.
interface_Settings.py
Default settings and constants for the whole data interface program are
handled in this module. A Pydoc documentation can be found in the
appendix at subsection A.6.5 on page 170.
interface_Control.py
This module contains all possible operations that can be employed
within the data interface, expect for the modules grads_2Interface.py,
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gdal_2Interface.py and csv_2Interface.py. A Pydoc documenta-
tion can be found in the appendix at subsection A.6.6 on page 173.
interface_Model.py
This module contains classes to handle operations on data and is con-
trolled by module interface_Control.py. A Pydoc documentation
can be found in the appendix at subsection A.6.7 on page 177.
interface_ModelUtilities.py
Utility classes to employ additional operations that are related to the
data interface can be found in this module. It is controlled by module
interface_Control.py. A Pydoc documentation can be found in the
appendix at subsection A.6.8 on page 183.
interface_Data.py
Data storage during the conversion process from the intermediate data
model to standardized NetCDF files is achieved in this module that
represents the internal data model. A Pydoc documentation can be
found in the appendix at subsection A.6.9 on page 187.
interface_ProcessingTools.py
This module contains classes as tools for processing interface related
data and is used by several modules. A Pydoc documentation can be
found in the appendix at subsection A.6.10 on page 189.
3.4 Final products
After the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface that implements the determined
NetCDF data model as part of its component was finally designed and de-
veloped, it was now possible to post-process the already available CEOP-
AEGIS geodata inventory in order to obtain standardized and aggregated
NetCDF output files. These output files were subsequently published within
the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal which was realized by the use of the Dap-
per / DChart technology (see previous chapter in section 2.3 on page 56 for
Dapper and section 2.4 on page 62 for DChart). By taking advantage of
this data portal, CEOP-AEGIS project data is now accessible for the whole
scientific community that benefits from an easy access to a large amount
of standardized scientific datasets in order to create further high-valuable
products.
As part of this thesis, some cartographic products in the form of maps
and animations were also generated out of such standardized data. These
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products were produced by employing functionalities of GIS programs such as
the open-source application Quantum GIS or the software ArcGIS of ESRI.
Maps were created out of earth observation datasets about the flood occur-
rence in south-east Asia in 2010, provided by the organization WaterWatch
(see CEOP-AEGIS Inc. 2009). Figure 3.2 on page 109 is a such a map that
shows the flood occurrence in the region of interest on May 25, 2010. Two
complete time series of maps representing the flood occurrence from May 25
to June 1, 2010 and from August 3 to August 10, 2010 were furthermore
created as part of this thesis. They are part of the appendix in section A.2
on page 121.
In addition of these maps, three animation movies were generated out of
several time series of data that was made available in the CEOP-AEGIS Data
Portal. One of these animations is based on the same data that also served
for the previously mentioned map creation and show the flood occurrence in
south-east Asia from January to October 2010. Another animation visualizes
the routed river discharge in the Himalayan mountains for the all of the year
2009, and a third animation is about the specific runoff of surface water in
this area for the year 2000. These animations were all generated out of data
provided from CEOP-AEGIS project partners.
All maps and video animations which were generated within this thesis
out of standardized data that was made accessible in the CEOP-AEGIS
Data Portal are stored on a CD-ROM that can be found in the appendix at
section A.1 on page 119.
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Figure 3.2: Map of the flood occurrence in south-east Asia on May 25, 2010.
This map was generated out of CEOP-AEGIS project data
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
The objective of this thesis was to respond to the needs of the CEOP-AEGIS
project in matters of standardization of heterogeneous input data of project
partners. Any provided foreground product of CEOP-AEGIS will be con-
verted in a NetCDF data model that was determined as part of this thesis.
After the standardization process, data can be published within the online
data repository of CEOP-AEGIS which is a contribution to the Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) initiative. This chapter sums up
the results of this work with the scope to achieve standardized NetCDF out-
put datasets on the basis of a newly developed data interface application
which implements the determined NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS.
An outlook about possible further developments is finally provided in the
last section of this chapter.
4.1 Results
The currently implemented CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal is based on the Dap-
per / DChart distribution 2.2.0. Dapper is a back-end data server based on
the OPeNDAP technology and has the capability to stream conformal sci-
entific data stored in the NetCDF file format (see section 2.3 on page 56).
NetCDF consists of a set of machine-independent data formats and software
libraries with associated APIs that were specially designed for the creation,
access, and sharing of array-oriented geospatial data, as explained in sec-
tion 2.1 on page 14. OPeNDAP is an open-source standard data format and
protocol to access remote distributed scientific data over the internet and is
explained in detail in section 2.2 on page 39. The front-end of the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Interface is a user-friendly and browser based web interface
that takes advantage of the OPeNDAP enabled client program DChart (see
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section 2.4 on page 62). The combination of NetCDF, OPeNDAP, Dapper
and DChart form a powerful combination that allows to reach the objectives
of this thesis, as they are defined in section 1.3 on page 8. However, they
also need to be understood in order to employ them.
The newly developed CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface implements a NetCDF
data model that is considered as adequate for storing final project output
data. This data model must however not only be adapted to the needs of
CEOP-AEGIS project partners with their specific data, but also to the re-
quirements an constraints of the technologies NetCDF, OPeNDAP, Dapper
and DChart as well. In consideration of their importance within this work,
a profound evaluation of the technical foundations of these four technolo-
gies was acquired in chapter 2. Publications of authors that developed these
technologies form the basis of the literature survey of this chapter.
Out of the knowledge gained in chapter 2, a NetCDF implementation
adapted to the requirements of the evaluated technologies and adapted to the
needs of CEOP-AEGIS project data was subsequently derived. The NetCDF
implementation for CEOP-AEGIS project data consists of a NetCDF3 data
model with its classic format, conformal to the CF Climate and Forecast con-
vention for gridded data and conformal to an adaption of this convention for
in-situ data. The adaption of several elements of the CF convention for in-
situ data was necessary due to the limited number of supported conventions
by Dapper for such kind of data. It consists in an expansion of the prop-
erties of the CF convention in order to reach conformance with the in-situ
convention of Dapper. The discussions that led to this decision as well as the
properties of the NetCDF implementations for both gridded and in-situ data
were documented at a full length in section 3.2 of chapter 3 (page 71). The
same section contains a documentation of both the CF Climate and Fore-
cast convention as well as the Dapper In-situ Convention. NetCDF models
and formats with their capabilities and constraints are documented in the
previous chapter 2.
The determined NetCDF data models for CEOP-AEGIS were imple-
mented as part of a newly developed data interface application, as described
in section 3.3 on page 93. This program was written by employing the Python
programming language and is completely based on open-source solutions. It
follows international standards to convert and aggregate heterogeneous input
data of project partners to standardized NetCDF output files. On the basis
of multiple standardized project datasets converted by the use of this data
interface, several maps and animations were finally produced as part of this
thesis (see section 3.4 on page 107). User interaction with the data interface
application is achieved on the basis of convenient and flexible command line
parsing options that also easily allow to be automatically controlled by the
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use of batch files. A XML settings file defines default values in matters of
the functionality of the interface application and of the conversion of data as
well. All components of the program employ a flexible error logging system
to provide logging information to one single file.
Input data of project partners is first converted to a newly introduced in-
termediate data model. It consists of three elements that all together form an
unit and that must all be consistent to each other: A multidimensional array
object saved as numpy file serves as container for numerical data. NetCDF
related metadata is stored in the XML document format of the NetCDF
Markup Language (NcML). The third element is a XML file to store co-
ordinate information that describes the index values of the corresponding
multidimensional numpy array.
This standardized intermediate data model strictly divides metadata from
data content and easily allows by the use of various Python APIs to modify
its elements in order to reach conformance with the requirements of the
determined CEOP-AEGIS Data Model for NetCDF. Structured metadata
information can also be easily completed by the user, since it is stored in the
machine-independent XML file format that is both readable for machines
and humans. Nearly any established geospatial raster data format as well
as in-situ data stored in a CSV table can be accessed and translated to
this intermediate data model within the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface by
taking advantage of Python APIs designed for the translator libraries GDAL,
GrADS and CSV.
After a dataset in the intermediate model was made conformal to the
determinations of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Model, it can be converted to
standardized NetCDF output files by the use of this interface program. By
doing so, the application takes advantage of a Python API for the NetCDF
library. During the conversion process, several internal checking applications
proof if conformity is given. A conformance and consistency check for input
data is mandatory so that a NetCDF file can be produced out of the interme-
diate data model. Additionally it is possible to employ compliance checks to
the CF Climate and Forecast convention for gridded data and to an adaption
of this convention in accordance with the Dapper In-situ Convention for in-
situ data. The compliance checker for the CF convention is implemented as
a component of this application. Following the data conversion process from
a time series of input datasets to multiple standardized NetCDF output files,
subsequent time series of NetCDF datasets can be optionally aggregated over
time in order to obtain one single NetCDF file.
The CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal as well as the newly developed CEOP-
AEGIS Data Interface are completely based on open-source solutions. By
the use of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface and its intermediate data model,
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various geospatial datasets can be converted to standardized and aggregated
NetCDF output files. Moreover, this application can read, write, check and
print standardized NetCDF files as well as data in the intermediate data
model in case that conformance is given to the CEOP-AEGIS data model.
These features make the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface a powerful and useful
upstream application for CEOP-AEGIS related project data.
4.2 Discussion
The working results of this diploma thesis are an important contribution to
the CEOP-AEGIS project. The research field of this project is the hydrology
and meteorology of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau with the scope to further
understand its role in climate, monsoon and extreme meteorological events.
Related to this project, the achieved results of this thesis play an important
key role as part of the eighth work package that is defined under the topic of
Monitoring the water balance and water yield of the Plateau (WP8). The goal
of this work package is also to share project results and information within the
scientific community by the implementation of a CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal
as a database management system to support the hydrological monitoring
of the Plateau. This database management system is a component of the
Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS). The open access of
standardized project related data in GEOSS is of a primary interest for the
related scientific community, for water resource management institutions, and
for human societies as well. This CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal is based on the
technologies NetCDF, OPeNDAP, Dapper and DChart that are documented
within this thesis at a full length.
Data modeling with NetCDF requires base knowledge about its technical
capabilities and its elements. NetCDF relies on data models, data formats
and conventions, and upon these elements the possibilities and limitations
for NetCDF data modeling depend. The duo of Dapper and DChart form
a rather complicated technology that is not easy to understand and that
depends on various components. Dapper as OPeNDAP enabled web server
has some important limitations in regard of supported NetCDF data model
implementations. This is in particular the case for in-situ data that needs to
be served by Dapper’s CDP service. The web based user interface DChart
can only visualize data in case that it is correctly streamed via OPeNDAP.
This requires however a correct translation from a NetCDF file to an OPeN-
DAP stream, which is accomplished by the Dapper OPeNDAP server. The
functionality of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal depends thereof on the cor-
rect interaction of the four technologies NetCDF, OPeNDAP, Dapper and
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DChart. The correct interaction and functionality of these components de-
pends though ultimately on the implemented NetCDF data model that is
employed. Consequentially it was essential to first evaluate the important
theoretical backgrounds of these components before a suitable implementa-
tion of NetCDF was developed. These backgrounds are fully provided in
chapter 2 and give a detailed overview of the technologies NetCDF, OPeN-
DAP and Dapper / DChart as well as their interaction with each other. The
sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 of this chapter serve also as useful documentation
about the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal that is based on the Dapper / DChart
technology. By the use of this detailed documentation it was possible to con-
figure the data portal for the already standardized NetCDF output data in
order to publish this data online. The actual configuration files for Dapper
and DChart are printed in the appendix at subsection A.1 (page 126) and
A.2 (page 127). These configuration files can be easily expanded in case that
more data should be feed to the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal.
The focus of the decision making process for NetCDF modeling was in-
fluenced by the goal of generating highly interoperable output datasets for
the related scientific community. A NetCDF implementation consists in de-
terminations in matters of what data model, data format and convention of
NetCDF to employ. CEOP-AEGIS project data consists of a large amount
and variety of multidimensional array-oriented gridded data from remote
sensing products and model outputs as well as of in-situ measurements from
ground observation stations (see section 1.2 on page 5). Well established
NetCDF conventions are existing for gridded data, but not for in-situ data.
One of these conventions is the CF Climate and Forecast convention that
was employed within this project for many good reasons, as discussed in
subsection 3.2.3 on page 89. The CF convention is one of the most popular
conventions for sharing and processing NetCDF files and achieved primacy
among the other conventions for data stored in the NetCDF3 classic data for-
mat. It defines precise descriptions about the data content of a variable and
specifies spatial and temporal properties. The focus of the CF convention is
set on gridded data. The definitions of this convention are indeed sparse and
unfortunately not sufficient to completely constrain in-situ data. The lack
of a suitable and well established convention for point observation data is a
real problem in matters of data model design with NetCDF. For storing such
data in NetCDF, Unidata recommends the use of its Observation Dataset
Convention. On the other hand, this convention though is declared as depre-
cated in favor of a new CF Convention for Point Observations. However, the
CF Convention for Point Observations does actually only exist in the form
of proposals and drafts and is not an established convention yet. This deficit
of standardization becomes also obvious in terms of dataset representation
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within NetCDF. Various forms of how to structure data in NetCDF exist
for in-situ data. Among others, the data organization may be implemented
in the form of a linked list of record numbers, in the form of contiguous
lists, or as multidimensional nested structures. NetCDF3 though does only
support limited capacities to implement such proposed structures. In addi-
tion, the order of dimensions for data variables is neither standardized. In
the end, these problems caused much trouble in terms of the development
of a suitable NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS in-situ data with the
condition of conformance to the CF Climate and Forecast convention and
the condition of respect of the constraints of the CDP-service of the Dapper
OPeNDAP server. Anyhow, thanks to additional information provided from
the developer of Dapper and DChart, such a NetCDF data model for in-situ
data could be determined within this thesis. It expands the CF convention
to reach conformance with the Dapper In-situ convention and as a result
functionality within Dapper. Nevertheless, it was remarked within this the-
sis that more documentation of the technical details of Dapper and DChart
would be needed in order to fully benefit of this powerful and very useful
open-source technology.
Any foreground project data that is going to be published in the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Portal must be standardized and follow international conven-
tions. This is important not only in consideration of interoperability among
the scientific community, but also in regard of functionality within the CEOP-
AEGIS Data Portal. Universal input data that is conformal to one single and
suitable standard is however in the general case not given. This is because
of the large amount of data and due to the heterogeneity in regard of con-
tent, storage and metadata description. The results of this thesis respond
to these problems by the introduction of a newly developed upstream data
interface application which can convert heterogeneous input data of project
partners to standardized NetCDF output files. The determined data model
for CEOP-AEGIS is implemented within this application and constrains the
output data in the desired form. Conformance is checked by several internal
routines. If conformance for a dataset is not given, it can be easily modified
within the determined intermediate data model. The goals of a properly de-
signed data interface to convert heterogeneous input data of project partners
in standardized and aggregated NetCDF output data files could be achieved
by the development of this data interface application. The NetCDF out-
put files of this CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface are based on a standardized,
consistent and adequate data and metadata model that ensures maximal
compatibility and interoperability.
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4.3 Outlook
Unfortunately, several elements of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal do cur-
rently not work correctly with the employed Dapper / DChart distribution
2.2.0, released on October 3, 2009.
One of these problems concern the feature of DChart to center the interac-
tive map at a specific location. This is realized by the GeoNames geographical
database that is available as a web service for DChart. Due to a change of
the URL of GeoNames, its database can no longer be accessed without an ad-
ditional modification of the program code of DChart. To solve this problem,
the entry ws5.geonames.org in the DChart file dchart/html/js/dchart.js
must be changed to the value ws.geonames.org (J. Sirott, pers. comm., 22
March 2011).
Another problem concerns the download functionalities of DChart in case
that gridded data is served by Dapper’s NetCDF service. The structure of
downloaded NetCDF files as well as the values of the data variables remain
correct, but the values of the coordinate variables become incorrect and cor-
rupt the extent. Despite of correct data visualization in DChart and the fact
that all data is conformal to the CF Climate and Forecast convention which is
also supported by Dapper, this problem does occur for all kind of downloaded
gridded data. According to J. Sirott (pers. comm., 4 February 2011), the
released version of DChart that is employed as CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal
(version 2.2.0) might have a bug that causes this problem. As Sirott informs,
there does to be appear a difference in between the latest released version of
Dapper / DChart and a newer version that is going to be published in the
near future (J. Sirott, pers. comm., 4 February 2011). Following from this
communication with the developer of Dapper and DChart, it is assumed that
the download problems for gridded data served by Dappers NetCDF service
will be solved as soon as the newer distribution of Dapper and DChart is
published.
Several minor problems in matters of data type conversion have still to
be solve within the data interface application. This concerns in particular
some type conversions in between NetCDF and numpy. The external data
types of NetCDF are independent from the internal data types of a particular
programming language such as Python. Data within the CEOP-AEGIS Data
Interface is translated in between internal and external data types for reading
and writing processes from the intermediate data model to NetCDF and vice
versa. Problems do in this regard occasionally occur in case that a data type
of one representation does not clearly conform to the corresponding data
type of another representation. Such problems exist within floating point
data types of numpy that at some point need to be rounded in order to
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obtain equally spaced values.
There is still a high potential in matters of expansion of the already avail-
able functionalities of the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface. Such an expansion
would concern the capability to convert non-conformal NetCDF files to the
intermediate data model. The current CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface allows
to convert data in between the intermediate data model and the NetCDF file
format, as long as conformance is given in respect to the determined CEOP-
AEGIS data model. An additional functionality to convert non-conformal
NetCDF files to the intermediate data model would be of a particular inter-
est in regard of the provided input data obtained from CEOP-AEGIS project
partners. Non-conformal NetCDF files could in such a case be easily made
conformal by the use of the data interface application without of the need
to first employ the translator libraries GDAL or GrADS. This might for ex-
ample be desirable if NetCDF files store in-situ data and are already fully
described in regard of their metadata content, but not structured conformal
to the determined data model. Several approaches were already successfully
employed to implement such a conversion tool within the CEOP-AEGIS Data
Interface. Another interesting additional expansion would concern the print-
ing functionalities of the data interface application. It is currently possible
to print the complete NetCDF metadata as well as the complete content of
the coordinate and data variables on the screen. In this regard it would be
desirable if also specific content elements could be chosen for printing.
As soon as the successor of the actual compliance checker application for
the newer CF Climate and Forecast convention version 1.5 will be released,
it can be used to replace the current checker application that is implemented
in the CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface. The employed version of this program
can only check compliance against the older CF convention version 1.4. Due
to the fact that no compliance checker application for the already released
CF convention version 1.5 is available by now, the older version 1.4 of the
CF convention was employed as part of the data model determination for
CEOP-AEGIS.
To finally conclude, we believe that we can say that the current version of
the newly developed CEOP-AEGIS Data Interface – which implements the
determined CEOP-AEGIS data model for NetCDF – is a properly designed
solution to achieve a maximum of compatibility within the CEOP-AEGIS
Data Portal and subsequently interoperability within the interested scientific
community. It is based on the open-source technologies NetCDF, OPeNDAP,
Dapper and DChart that allow in their combination and by the use of the
resulted work to fulfill the objectives of this thesis.
Appendix A
Appendix
Additional documentation as mentioned in the previous chapters can be
found in this appendix.
A.1 CD-ROM of project data
A CD-ROM that is containing all relevant project data is attached to this
thesis document. The content of this CD-ROM is organized by the use of
the following folders:
Data
This folder contains the relevant project data that was produced as
determined within this thesis. This is in particular:
• Program code of the CEOP-AEGIS upstream data interface to
convert heterogeneous input data of project partners to standard-
ized NetCDF output files, implemented in the Python program-
ming language.
• Actual configuration files for the CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal, based
on the Dapper / DChart technology.
• Cartographic products of CEOP-AEGIS project data in form of
maps and video animations.
Thesis Document
This diploma thesis document with its associated files, as well as the
bibliography database can be found in this folder.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous data is stored in this folder.
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A.2 Flood occurrence maps
A short time series of maps that are generated out of CEOP-AEGIS project
data is part of this thesis and is documented in this section. They show the
flood occurrence in the region of interest from May 25 to June 1, 2010 and
from August 3 to August 10, 2010. Further generated video animations of
other data is stored on a CD-ROM that is also part of this appendix (see
section A.1 on page 119).
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A.3 CEOP-AEGIS Data Portal
This section of the appendix contains a capture image of the CEOP-AEGIS
Data Portal that is based on the Dapper / DChart technology, as explained
in chapter 2 at section 2.4 on page 62. Furthermore, both configuration files
of Dapper and DChart are part of this appendix as well, as mentioned in
section 2.5 on page 66.
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A.3.2
Listing A.1: Actual version of the Dapper configuration file for CEOP-AEGIS
project data, as mentioned in section 2.5 on page 66
,
1 # MySQL databases to use ( required )
2 dapper . cdp_databases = dapperexample
3
4 # Max profiles to serve in a request ( optional )
5 # dapper . max_profiles =1000
6
7 # Directory containing raw netCDF files
8 dapper . netcdf_directory = test/data
9
10 # Disable caching of access to Opendap datasets
11 # dapper . disable_cache = false
12
13 # MySQL user name to use ( required )
14 dapper .user =###
15
16 # MySQL password to use ( required )
17 dapper . password =###
18
19 # Host name of MySQl server ( optional )
20 # dapper . dbhost = localhost
21
22 # Port of MySQL server ( optional )
23 # dapper . dbport = 3306
24
25 # Maximum amount of time to spend reading data from db ( optional )
26 # dapper . timeout = 60
27
28 # Disable OPeNDAP proxying of remote netCDF datasets
29 # dapper . disable_proxy = false
30
31 # Configuration file for aggregating data
32 dapper . aggconfig = etc/aggs.xml
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A.3.3
Listing A.2: Actual version of the DChart configuration file for CEOP-
AEGIS project data, as mentioned in section 2.5 on page 66
,
1 <scichart >
2 <title >
3 <![ CDATA [
4 <h1 >CEOP - AEGIS Data Repository </h1 >
5 <h2 > Hydrology and Climatology of the Tibetan Plateau </h2 >
6 ]] >
7 </ title >
8 <property name=" opendap . cache . expires " value ="3600"/> <!−− Max cache
age in second −−>
9 <property name=" opendap . cache . capacity " value =" 100000 " /> <!−− Max
number o f i tems in cache −−>
10 <datasets default_category = " Atmosphere ">
11 <dataset category =" Atmosphere " name="NCAR Reanalysis " url=" file: //
test/data/agg/air .2006.0.2. nc" type="grid" >
12 <description >
13 Gridded data example
14 </ description >
15 </ dataset >
16 <dataset category =" Atmosphere " name=" Regional Low - resolution
Reanalysis " url=" file: // test/data /2003 - Nov.nc" type="grid" >
17 <description >
18 NWPM Reanalysis
19 </ description >
20 </ dataset >
21 <dataset category =" Hydrology " name="PCRGLOB -WB Model 2008" url="
file: // test/data/specific - runoff .nc" type="grid" >
22 <description >
23 Gridded data example from specific runoff data
24 </ description >
25 </ dataset >
26 <dataset category =" Hydrology " name="PCRGLOB -WB Model 2009" url="
file: // test/data/river - discharge .nc" type="grid" >
27 <description >
28 PCRGLOB -WB Model from river discharge data
29 </ description >
30 </ dataset >
31 <dataset category =" Hydrology " name=" Flood Occurrence " url=" file: //
test/data/ waterwatch_floodoccurrence_2010_doy1_289_all_repr .nc"
type="grid" >
32 <description >
33 <![ CDATA [
34 Waterwatch flood occurrence
35 <div class =" sectiontitle " >Data </div >
36 The following data can be found in this file:
37 <ul >
38 <li > waterwatch_flood_occurrence: 0 = no data , 2 =
wet , 3 = flooded , (1 = not flooded ) </li >
39 </ul >
40 <div class =" sectiontitle " >Additional information </div >
41 Please find more information here (<a href =" http: // www.
ceop - aegis .org">info </a >)
42 ]] >
43 </ description >
44 </ dataset >
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45 <dataset category =" Atmosphere " name=" GRAPES all 2008" url=" file: //
test/data/post. ctl_2008 .nc" type="grid" >
46 <description >
47 <![ CDATA [
48 GRAPES data from GRIB file format . All datasets from the
defined sequence of the year 2008
49 <div class =" sectiontitle " >Data </div >
50 The following data can be found in this file:
51 <ul >
52 <li >glw: Long -wave radiation </li >
53 <li >gsw: Short -wave radiation </li >
54 <li > p_pbl: Pressure at the height of boundary layer
</li >
55 <li > pblh: The atmospheric boundary layer height </li >
56 <li >ps: Surface pressure </li >
57 <li >psl: Sea level pressure </li >
58 <li >q2: Specific humidity at 2 meters </li >
59 <li > qpbl: Specific humidity at the height of
boundary layer </li >
60 <li > tpbl: Air temperature at the height of boundary
layer </li >
61 <li > upbl: U wind at the height of boundary layer </li
>
62 <li > vpbl: V wind at the height of boundary layer </li
>
63 </ul >
64 <div class =" sectiontitle " >Additional information </div >
65 Please find more information here: (<a href =" http: // www.
ceop - aegis .org">info </a >)
66 ]] >
67 </ description >
68 </ dataset >
69 <dataset category ="In -situ" name=" Lhasa ground station data 2010"
url=" http: // localhost:8080 /dods/ dapperexample /
dataset_station_time_series .cdp" type="time">
70 <attributes > <stationName variable =" title " /></ attributes >
71 <variables >
72 <include name="Atmo" mapto =" Longwave downward "/>
73 <include name=" Global " mapto =" Shortwave downward "/>
74 <include name=" Reflected " mapto =" Shortwave upward "/>
75 <include name=" Surface " mapto =" Longwave upward "/>
76 </ variables >
77 <description >
78 <![ CDATA [
79 Station dataset from Lhasa ground station of the year
2010
80 <div class =" sectiontitle " >Data </div >
81 The following data can be found in this file:
82 <ul >
83 <li > Atmo: Longwave downward </li >
84 <li > Global: Shortwave downward </li >
85 <li > Reflected: Shortwave upward </li >
86 <li > Surface: Longwave upward </li >
87 </ul >
88 <div class =" sectiontitle " >Additional information </div >
89 Data streamed through the Dapper CDP - service as OPeNDAP
Sequence type. Please find more information here: (<
a href =" http: // www.ceop - aegis .org">info </a >)
90 ]] >
91 </ description >
92 </ dataset >
93 </ datasets >
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94 </ scichart >
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A.4 NetCDF data models for CEOP-AEGIS
A summary of the determined NetCDF data model for CEOP-AEGIS project
data can be found in this section of the appendix. This is a NetCDF3 data
model with its classic format, compliant to the CF Climate and Forecast
convention for gridded data and an adaption of this convention for in-situ
data, as discussed in chapter 3 at section 3.2 on page 71.
units =
long_name =
standard_name =
Missing Data
_FillValue =
valid_min =
valid_max =
valid_range =
Flags
flag_values =
flag_meanings =
flag_masks =
Compression
scale_factor =
add_offset =
datavar: datavar_type
(time, height, latitude, longitude)
time: double (time)
long_name = 
units = 
standard_name = 
axis = 
calendar =
heigth: float32 (height)
depth: float32 (depth)
units = 
long_name = 
standard_name = 
positive =
axis = 
latitude: float32 (latitude)
units = 
long_name =
standard_name = 
axis = 
longitude: float32 (longitude)
units = 
long_name =
standard_name = 
axis = 
title =
institution = 
source = 
history =
references =
comment =
Conventions =
str(time)
str(T)
str(gregorian)
str(up)
str(Z)
str(degrees_north)
str(latitude)
str(latitude)
str(Y)
str(degrees_east)
str(longitude)
str(longitude)
str(X)
Data Variables Coordinate Variables Global attributes
str(hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0)
str(1)
for dimensionless z, deprecated, for compatibility 
with COARDS: ‘level’, ‘layer’, ‘sigma_level’
str(m)
‘m’ required for Dapper if data represents altitude 
str(--> input)
str(down)
str(height)
str(altitude)
str(--> input)
str(’xxx’)
str(CF-1.4)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(’xxx’)
str(--> input)
height above geoid
vert. dist. above surface
automatically generated
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
datavar_type(--> input)
str(--> input)
datavar_type(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
missing_value =
from COARDS, deprecated in favor of _FillValue
Auxiliary Coordinates
coordinates = str(--> input)
Other
formula_terms =
cell_method =
ancilliary_variables =
climatology =
grid_mapping =
grid_mapping_name =
bounds =
cell_measures =
compress =
str(--> input)
Other
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
comment =
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
institution = 
str(--> input)
leap_month =
leap_year =
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
month_lengths = numeric(--> input)
references = str(--> input)
source = 
str(--> input)
standard_error_multiplier = numeric(--> input)
valid_min =
valid_max =
valid_range =
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
str(--> input)
Data Model for Gridded Data
Scheme for gridded data - adapted for CEOP-AEGIS NetCDF Model
Nicolai Holzer
University of Strasbourg
from 25 March 2011
Attribute ‘axis’ is not allowed for auxiliary 
coordinates
Attribute ‘units’  must be set according to the
Unidata udunits library
The unit of the attribute ‘standard_name’ must be 
coherent with the selected unit in the attribute ‘units’
Remarks
Information must be provided by at least on of the 
attributes ‘standard_name’ or ‘long_name’
Dimensions
time (unlimited), height, latitude, longitude
Color scheme
mandatory attribute with predefined value
optional attribute
mandatory attribute
str(time)
data_type(’xxx’)
data_type(’xxx’)
units =
long_name =
standard_name =
Missing Data
_FillValue =
valid_min =
valid_max =
valid_range =
Flags
flag_values =
flag_meanings =
flag_masks =
Compression
scale_factor =
add_offset =
datavar: datavar_type
(time, elev, latitude, longitude)
time: double (time)
long_name = 
units = 
standard_name = 
axis = 
calendar =
elev: float32 (elev)
units = 
long_name = 
standard_name = 
positive =
axis = 
latitude: float32 (latitude)
units = 
long_name =
standard_name = 
axis = 
longitude: float32 (longitude)
units = 
long_name =
standard_name = 
axis = 
str(time)
str(T)
str(gregorian)
str(up)
str(Z)
str(degrees_north)
str(latitude)
str(latitude)
str(Y)
str(degrees_east)
str(longitude)
str(longitude)
str(X)
Data Variables Coordinate Variables Global attributes
str(m)
‘m’ required for Dapper if data represents altitude 
str(altitude)
height above geoid
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
datavar_type(--> input)
str(--> input)
datavar_type(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
missing_value =
from COARDS, deprecated in favor of _FillValue
coordinates = str(time, elev, latitude, longitude)
Other
formula_terms =
cell_method =
ancilliary_variables =
climatology =
grid_mapping =
grid_mapping_name =
bounds =
cell_measures =
compress =
str(--> input)
Other
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
comment =
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
institution = 
str(--> input)
leap_month =
leap_year =
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
month_lengths = numeric(--> input)
references = str(--> input)
source = 
str(--> input)
standard_error_multiplier =numeric(--> input)
valid_min =
valid_max =
valid_range =
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
numeric(--> input)
str(--> input)
_id: int32
Dapper ID for station, type int32
long_name =
standard_name = 
str(station id)
str(’xxx’)
datavar_type for dapper either float32 or double
Has be named "elev" due to a 
glitch in the dapperload program
Datatype for elev, latitude and longitude
either float32 or double
title =
institution = 
source = 
history =
references =
comment =
Conventions =
str(--> input)
str(’xxx’)
str(CF-1.4, epic-insitu-1.0)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(--> input)
str(’xxx’)
automatically generated
cdm_datatype =
observationDimension =
station_id_variable =
Conventions =
geospatial_lon_min =
geospatial_lon_max =
geospatial_lat_min =
geospatial_lat_max =
time_coverage_start =
time_coverage_end =
*time_nominal_variable =
str(Unidata Observation Dataset v1.0)
str(time)
str(Point) (Station, Trajectory, Profile)
str(_id)
numeric(’xxx’)
--> Optional and not necessary global attributes of the 
Unidata Observation Dataset Convention
str(time_nominal)
*Optional attributes, if referenced variables are used
*number_stations_variable = str(number_stations)
numeric(’xxx’)
numeric(’xxx’)
numeric(’xxx’)
str(’xxx’)
str(’xxx’)
Nicolai Holzer
University of Strasbourg
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Attribute ‘axis’ is not allowed for auxiliary 
coordinates, but recommended for Dapper coordinate 
axes
Attribute ‘units’  must be set according to the
Unidata udunits library
The unit of the attribute ‘standard_name’ must be 
coherent with the selected unit in the attribute ‘units’
Remarks
Information must be provided by at least on of the 
attributes ‘standard_name’ or ‘long_name’
Dimensions
time (unlimited), elev, latitude, longitude
Color scheme
mandatory attribute with predefined value
optional attribute
mandatory attribute
Data Model for In-situ Data
Scheme according to the Dapper In-situ Convention for Dapper / DChart, with elements of the CF-1.4 (and the Unidata Point Observation Dataset Convention)
Adapted for CEOP-AEGIS NetCDF Model
Every data (not coordinate) variable is in CF format 
(function of  time, elev, latitude,longitude)
In-situ time-series data file has to be loaded  to a Dataset
that contains the string ‘_time’_ in its filename
str(hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0)
str(time)
str(--> input)
data_type(’xxx’)
data_type(’xxx’)
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A.5 Upstream data interface
Two diagrams are part of this section of the appendix to illustrate the func-
tionalities of the CEOP-AEGIS upstream data interface, as explained in
chapter 3 at section 3.3 on page 93: The first diagram illustrates the up-
stream data flow to convert heterogeneous input data of project partners to
standardized and aggregated NetCDF output data, and the second diagram
represents all module and class components of the upstream data interface
with their related data.
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A.5.3
Listing A.3: Example of CEOP-AEGIS Upstream Data Interface NetCDF
metadata file for typical gridded data. This NcML file following the NcML
XML schema stores all NetCDF metadata information needed for a compliant
NetCDF file generation according to the determined NetCDF data model for
CEOP-AEGIS (see subsection 2.1.11 on page 35)
,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" ?><netcdf xmlns =" http: // www. unidata .ucar.edu/ namespaces /
netcdf /ncml -2.2">
2 <dimension isUnlimited ="true" length ="289" name="time"/>
3 <dimension length ="1" name=" height "/>
4 <dimension length ="100" name=" latitude "/>
5 <dimension length ="200" name=" longitude "/>
6 <attribute name=" Conventions " value ="CF -1.4"/>
7 <attribute name=" title " value =" Waterwatch flood occurrence "/>
8 <attribute name=" institution " value ="LSiiT , University of Strasbourg ,
France "/>
9 <attribute name=" source " value ="No information available "/>
10 <attribute name=" history " value ="Ncml creation date: Mon Mar 7 17 :14:17
2011"/>
11 <attribute name=" references " value ="No information available "/>
12 <attribute name=" comment " value ="No information available "/>
13 <variable name="time" shape ="time" type=" double ">
14 <attribute name=" units " value =" hours since 1970 -01 -01 00 :00:0 .0"/>
15 <attribute name=" long_name " value ="time"/>
16 <attribute name=" standard_name " value ="time"/>
17 <attribute name=" calendar " value =" gregorian "/>
18 <attribute name="axis" value ="T"/>
19 </ variable >
20 <variable name=" height " shape =" height " type=" double ">
21 <attribute name=" units " value ="1"/>
22 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" level "/>
23
24 <attribute name=" positive " value ="up"/>
25 <attribute name="axis" value ="Z"/>
26 </ variable >
27 <variable name=" latitude " shape =" latitude " type=" double ">
28 <attribute name=" units " value =" degrees_north "/>
29 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" latitude "/>
30 <attribute name=" standard_name " value =" latitude "/>
31 <attribute name="axis" value ="Y"/>
32 </ variable >
33 <variable name=" longitude " shape =" longitude " type=" double ">
34 <attribute name=" units " value =" degrees_east "/>
35 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" longitude "/>
36 <attribute name=" standard_name " value =" longitude "/>
37 <attribute name="axis" value ="X"/>
38 </ variable >
39 <variable name=" waterwatch_flood_occurrence " shape ="time height latitude
longitude " type="int8">
40 <attribute name=" units " value ="1"/>
41 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" flood occurrence "/>
42 <attribute name=" _FillValue " type="int8" value ="1.0"/>
43 <attribute name=" comment " value ="0 = no data , 1 = not flooded , 2 =
wet , 3 = flooded "/>
44 </ variable >
45 </ netcdf >
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A.5.4
Listing A.4: Example of CEOP-AEGIS Upstream Data Interface NetCDF
metadata file for typical in-situ data. This NcML file following the NcML
XML schema stores all NetCDF metadata information needed for a compliant
NetCDF file generation according to the determined NetCDF data model for
CEOP-AEGIS (see subsection 2.1.11 on page 35)
,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" ?><netcdf xmlns =" http: // www. unidata .ucar.edu/ namespaces /
netcdf /ncml -2.2">
2 <dimension isUnlimited ="true" length ="2492" name="time"/>
3 <dimension length ="1" name="elev"/>
4 <dimension length ="1" name=" latitude "/>
5 <dimension length ="1" name=" longitude "/>
6 <attribute name=" Conventions " value ="CF -1.4 , epic -insitu -1.0"/>
7 <attribute name=" title " value =" CR10_Lhasa_All2010 "/>
8 <attribute name=" institution " value ="LSiiT , University of Strasbourg ,
France "/>
9 <attribute name=" source " value ="No information available "/>
10 <attribute name=" history " value ="Ncml creation date: Tue Jan 18 14 :48:23
2011"/>
11 <attribute name=" references " value ="No information available "/>
12 <attribute name=" comment " value ="Kipp &amp; Zonen CM14 pyranometer ; 2x
Kipp &amp; Zonen CGR4 pyrgeometer "/>
13 <variable name="time" shape ="time" type=" double ">
14 <attribute name=" units " value =" hours since 1970 -01 -01 00 :00:0 .0"/>
15 <attribute name=" long_name " value ="time"/>
16 <attribute name=" standard_name " value ="time"/>
17 <attribute name=" calendar " value =" gregorian "/>
18 <attribute name="axis" value ="T"/>
19 </ variable >
20 <variable name="elev" shape ="elev" type=" float ">
21 <attribute name=" units " value ="m"/>
22 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" altitude "/>
23 <attribute name=" standard_name " value =" altitude "/>
24 <attribute name=" positive " value ="up"/>
25 <attribute name="axis" value ="Z"/>
26 </ variable >
27 <variable name=" latitude " shape =" latitude " type=" float ">
28 <attribute name=" units " value =" degrees_north "/>
29 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" latitude "/>
30 <attribute name=" standard_name " value =" latitude "/>
31 <attribute name="axis" value ="Y"/>
32 </ variable >
33 <variable name=" longitude " shape =" longitude " type=" float ">
34 <attribute name=" units " value =" degrees_east "/>
35 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" longitude "/>
36 <attribute name=" standard_name " value =" longitude "/>
37 <attribute name="axis" value ="X"/>
38 </ variable >
39 <variable name=" Global " shape ="time elev latitude longitude " type="
float32 ">
40 <attribute name=" units " value ="W m -2"/>
41 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" global data from albedo "/>
42 <attribute name=" standard_name " value ="
toa_net_downward_radiative_flux "/>
43 <attribute name=" _FillValue " type=" float32 " value =" -9999"/>
44 <attribute name=" coordinates " value ="time elev latitude longitude "/>
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45 </ variable >
46 <variable name=" Reflected " shape ="time elev latitude longitude " type="
float32 ">
47 <attribute name=" units " value ="W m -2"/>
48 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" reflected data for albedo "/>
49 <attribute name=" standard_name " value =" toa_cloud_radiative_effect "/>
50 <attribute name=" _FillValue " type=" float32 " value =" -9999"/>
51 <attribute name=" coordinates " value ="time elev latitude longitude "/>
52 </ variable >
53 <variable name="Atmo" shape ="time elev latitude longitude " type=" float32
">
54 <attribute name=" units " value ="W m -2"/>
55 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" radiation measurement direction
atmosphere "/>
56 <attribute name=" standard_name " value ="
surface_net_downward_radiative_flux "/>
57 <attribute name=" _FillValue " type=" float32 " value =" -9999"/>
58 <attribute name=" coordinates " value ="time elev latitude longitude "/>
59 </ variable >
60 <variable name=" Surface " shape ="time elev latitude longitude " type="
float32 ">
61 <attribute name=" units " value ="W m -2"/>
62 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" radiation measurement direction
surface "/>
63 <attribute name=" standard_name " value ="
surface_net_upward_radiative_flux "/>
64 <attribute name=" _FillValue " type=" float32 " value =" -9999"/>
65 <attribute name=" coordinates " value ="time elev latitude longitude "/>
66 </ variable >
67 <variable name="_id" shape ="" type="int">
68 <attribute name=" long_name " value =" station id variable "/>
69 </ variable >
70 </ netcdf >
A.5.5
Listing A.5: Example of CEOP-AEGIS Upstream Data Interface coordinate
metadata file for typical gridded data. This XML file contains the coordinate
metadata information for the related T, Z, Y and X array indexes of the
corresponding numpy data array storing gridded data
,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" ?><numpymeta >
2 <time max=" 357552.0 " min=" 350640.0 " separator ="" values =""/>
3 <height max="" min="" separator ="," values ="1"/>
4 <latitude max="39.6" min=" 26.52 " separator ="" values =""/>
5 <longitude max=" 104.37 " min=" 73.46 " separator ="" values =""/>
6 <id values =""/>
7 </ numpymeta >
A.5.6
Listing A.6: Example of CEOP-AEGIS Upstream Data Interface coordinate
metadata file for typical in-situ data. This XML file contains the coordinate
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metadata information for the related T array index of the corresponding
numpy data array storing in-situ data, and the in-situ Z, Y and X coordinates
of the corresponding point observation station
,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" ?><numpymeta >
2 <time max=" 354099.5 " min=" 352854.0 " separator ="" values =""/>
3 <height max="" min="" separator ="" values ="3636"/>
4 <latitude max="" min="" separator ="" values =" 29.644694 "/>
5 <longitude max="" min="" separator ="" values =" 91.031778 "/>
6 <id values ="1"/>
7 </ numpymeta >
A.5.7
Listing A.7: User interface of the main program of the CEOP-AEGIS Up-
stream Data Interface designed to convert data of the intermediate data
model to standardized NetCDF files. This help text can be obtained if the
command interface_Main.py -h is employed
,
1 Usage : interface_Main .py [ options ] operation data
2 [ options ]:
3 type ’--help ’ for more information
4
5 operation :
6 - model2Nc Convert one single data model dataset to one single
NetCDF file
7 - nc2Nc Convert one or multiple NetCDF files (by time
aggregation ) to one single NetCDF file
8 - nc2model Convert one or multiple NetCDF files (by time
aggregation ) to one single data model dataset
9 - model2Model Convert one single data model dataset to one single
data model dataset
10 - readModel Read one single data model dataset with possibility to
employ operations on it
11 - readNc Read one single NetCDF file with possibility to employ
operations on it
12 - utilities Apply special utility operations to the data by
setting related options
13
14 data:
15 - Filename (with or without .nc - filename extension , with or without
wildcards (*)) of a NetCDF file(s) respecting the defined
conventions .
16 - Filename ( without __*- extension ) of a data model dataset respecting
the defined conventions .
17
18 Data Model Interface for CEOP - AEGIS data conversion in final NetCDF format
19 Import / Export of data model files and of NetCDF files that respect the
20 defined conventions
21
22 Options :
23 --version show program ’s version number and exit
24 -h, --help show this help message and exit
25 -b MAKEBOOL , --makebool = MAKEBOOL
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26 Utility operation to make booleans for values of
data
27 variable #’arg1 ’ by ignoring values ’arg2 ,.. ’
28 -c, --pcoords Print values of coordinate variables on screen
29 ( default = False )
30 -d, --doc Give more information by printing docstrings (
default
31 = False )
32 -f CHECKNETCDF , --filecheck = CHECKNETCDF
33 Check a NetCDF file if it is conform to on or more
34 defined conventions ( default = cf+ default )
35 -i NITERATIONS , --iterations = NITERATIONS
36 Number of iterations to employ operation ( default =
1)
37 -l LOGLEVEL , --log= LOGLEVEL
38 Minimum level for printing information to the
console
39 ( default = info)
40 -m, --pmeta Print NCML Metadata of data model on screen ( default
=
41 False )
42 -p DATAPATH , --path= DATAPATH
43 Directory for input / output files ( default = data /)
44 -v, --pvars Print values of data variables on screen ( default =
45 False )
46
47 Author : Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first -name dot last -name @ mailbox .tu -
48 dresden .de)
A.5.8
Listing A.8: User interface of the GrADS component of the CEOP-AEGIS
Upstream Data Interface designed to convert input data readable by the
GrADS library to the intermediate data model. This help text can be ob-
tained if the command grads_2Interface.py -h is employed
,
1 Usage : grads_2Interface .py [ options ] operation data
2 [ options ]:
3 type ’--help ’ for more information
4
5 operation :
6 - grads2Model Convert GRADS raster image file (here GRAPES GRIB data
) to data model
7 - printGrads Read GRADS file and print it on screen
8 - testGrads Test GRADS functionalities
9
10 data:
11 Raster data file that is readable by GRADS library
12
13 Conversion tool of CEOP - AEGIS data model for GRADS readable raster data
14
15 Options :
16 --version show program ’s version number and exit
17 -h, --help show this help message and exit
18 -c, --complModel Complete data model by functions particularly
written
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19 for specific data ( default = False )
20 -d, --doc Give more information by printing docstrings (
default
21 = False )
22 -l LOGLEVEL , --log= LOGLEVEL
23 Minimum level for printing information to the
console
24 ( default = info)
25 -n NODATAVALUE , --nodata = NODATAVALUE
26 Set nodata value ( default = 0)
27 -p DATAPATH , --path= DATAPATH
28 Directory for input / output files ( default = data /)
29 -s SPECIFICDATA , --specData = SPECIFICDATA
30 Only extract specific data as implemented in
function
31 ’choseSpecificData ’ between DATASTART (arg1)
32 and DATASTOP (arg2)
33 -t DATATYPE , --dtype = DATATYPE
34 Define output data type of numpy array ( default =
35 float32 )
36
37 Author : Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first -name dot last -name @ mailbox .tu -
38 dresden .de)
A.5.9
Listing A.9: User interface of the GDAL component of the CEOP-AEGIS
Upstream Data Interface designed to convert input data readable by the
GDAL library to the intermediate data model. This help text can be obtained
if the command gdal_2Interface.py -h is employed
,
1 Usage : gdal_2Interface .py [ options ] operation data
2 [ options ]:
3 type ’--help ’ for more information
4
5 operation :
6 - reproject Reproject image to defined projection and extent
7 - gdal2Model Convert GDAL raster image file to data model
8 - printGdal Read GDAL file and print it on screen
9
10 data:
11 Raster data file that is readable by the GDAL library
12
13 Conversion tool of CEOP - AEGIS data model for GDAL readable raster data
14
15 Options :
16 --version show program ’s version number and exit
17 -h, --help show this help message and exit
18 -b BANDNUMBER , --band= BANDNUMBER
19 Bands from 1 to ’input ’ on that the operation is to
be
20 employed ( default = none)
21 -c, --complModel Complete data model by functions particularly
written
22 for specific data ( default = False )
23 -d, --doc Give more information by printing docstrings (
default
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24 = False )
25 -e EXTENDLIST , --extend = EXTENDLIST
26 Extend for ’reprojection ’: LatMin , LatMax , LonMin ,
27 LonMax ( default = [26.52 , 39.600000000000001 ,
28 73.459999999999994 , 104.37])
29 -l LOGLEVEL , --log= LOGLEVEL
30 Minimum level for printing information to the
console
31 ( default = info)
32 -n NODATAVALUE , --nodata = NODATAVALUE
33 Set nodata value ( default = , if default = ’’ then
34 Dataset nodata value )
35 -p DATAPATH , --path= DATAPATH
36 Directory for input / output files ( default = data /)
37 -r RASTERSIZELIST , --rastersize = RASTERSIZELIST
38 Rastersize for ’reprojection ’: Y- Rastersize ,
39 X- Rastersize ( default = [100 , 200])
40 -t DATATYPE , --dtype = DATATYPE
41 Define output data type of numpy array ( default = )
42 -v, --nopvars Beside metadata print also data variable values on
43 screen ( default = True)
44 -z BANDDIM , --zdim= BANDDIM
45 Define which NetCDF dimension should represent the
46 vertical band of the GDAL file ( default = time)
47
48 Author : Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first -name dot last -name @ mailbox .tu -
49 dresden .de)
A.5.10
Listing A.10: User interface of the CSV component of the CEOP-AEGIS
Upstream Data Interface designed to convert input data in the CSV file
format to the intermediate data model. This help text can be obtained if the
command csv_2Interface.py -h is employed
,
1 Usage : csv_2Interface .py [ options ] operation data
2 [ options ]:
3 type ’--help ’ for more information
4
5 operation :
6 - csv2Model Convert CSV table to data model
7
8 data:
9 Table as CSV file , with or without variable names in first row
10
11 Conversion tool of CEOP - AEGIS data model for CSV table data considered as
12 station data
13
14 Options :
15 --version show program ’s version number and exit
16 -h, --help show this help message and exit
17 -c, --complModel Complete data model by functions particularly
written
18 for specific data ( default = False )
19 -d, --doc Give more information by printing docstrings (
default
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20 = False )
21 -l LOGLEVEL , --log= LOGLEVEL
22 Minimum level for printing information to the
console
23 ( default = info)
24 -n NODATAVALUE , --nodata = NODATAVALUE
25 Set nodata value ( default = -9999)
26 -p DATAPATH , --path= DATAPATH
27 Directory for input / output files ( default = data /)
28 -s, --specData Only extract specific data as implemented in
function
29 ’choseSpecificData ’ ( default = False )
30 -t DATATYPE , --dtype = DATATYPE
31 Define output data type of numpy array ( default =
32 float32 )
33 -v, --varNames First row in CSV file contains variable names (
default
34 = False )
35
36 Author : Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first -name dot last -name @ mailbox .tu -
37 dresden .de)
A.5.11
Listing A.11: CEOP-AEGIS upstream Data Interface XML settings file with
typical default values for converting gridded data to standardized NetCDF
output files
,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="UTF -8"?>
2 <settings >
3 <interface >
4 <data directory ="data/" check ="cf+ default "/>
5 <logger path=" interface .log" loglevelconsole ="info" loglevelfile ="
debug "/>
6 <udunits path="/usr/ share /xml/ udunits / udunits2 .xml" library ="
libudunits2 .so .0.0.0 "/>
7 </ interface >
8 <netcdf >
9 <axis time="time" height =" height " latitude =" latitude " longitude ="
longitude "/>
10 <dimension >
11 <time isUnlimited ="true"/>
12 </ dimension >
13 <attribute Conventions ="CF -1.4" institution ="LSiiT , University of
Strasbourg , France "/>
14 <variable >
15 <time type=" double ">
16 <attribute units =" hours since 1970 -01 -01 00 :00:0 .0" calendar
=" gregorian "/>
17 </time >
18 <height type=" double ">
19 <attribute positive ="up"/>
20 </ height >
21 <latitude type=" double ">
22 <attribute units =" degrees_north "/>
23 </ latitude >
24 <longitude type=" double ">
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25 <attribute units =" degrees_east "/>
26 </ longitude >
27 </ variable >
28 </ netcdf >
29 </ settings >
A.5.12
Listing A.12: CEOP-AEGIS upstream Data Interface XML settings file with
typical default values for converting in-situ data to standardized NetCDF
output files
,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="UTF -8"?>
2 <settings >
3 <interface >
4 <data directory ="data/" check ="cf+ default + station "/>
5 <logger path=" interface .log" loglevelconsole ="info" loglevelfile ="
debug "/>
6 <udunits path="/usr/ share /xml/ udunits / udunits2 .xml" library ="
libudunits2 .so .0.0.0 "/>
7 </ interface >
8 <netcdf >
9 <axis time="time" height ="elev" latitude =" latitude " longitude ="
longitude "/>
10 <dimension >
11 <time isUnlimited ="true"/>
12 </ dimension >
13 <attribute Conventions ="CF -1.4 , epic -insitu -1.0" institution ="LSiiT ,
University of Strasbourg , France "/>
14 <variable >
15 <time type=" double ">
16 <attribute units =" hours since 1970 -01 -01 00 :00:0 .0" calendar
=" gregorian "/>
17 </time >
18 <height type=" float ">
19 <attribute positive ="up"/>
20 </ height >
21 <latitude type=" float ">
22 <attribute units =" degrees_north "/>
23 </ latitude >
24 <longitude type=" float ">
25 <attribute units =" degrees_east "/>
26 </ longitude >
27 </ variable >
28 </ netcdf >
29 </ settings >
A.5.13
Listing A.13: Example of CEOP-AEGIS upstream Data Interface batch file
with predefined settings to convert files readable by the GrADS library to
standardized and aggregated NetCDF output files
,
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1 #! bin / sh
2
3 #Batch to convert GRADS readab le f i l e s to NetCDF
4 #__author__= " N i c o l a i Holzer "
5 #__author_email__ = " f i r s t −name dot l a s t −name @ mailbox . tu−dresden . de "
6 #__date__ ="2011−01−07"
7 #__version__ = " v0 . 1 . 1 " #MajorVersion ( backward_incompatible ) . MinorVersion (
backward_compatible ) . Patch ( Bug_fixes )
8
9
10 #Def ine Input data
11 DATADIR =’data/’ #Direc tory o f data
12 DATAFILES =’post. ctl_2008 *’ #Name o f data f i l e s with or without wi ldcard
13 SUFFIX =’’
14
15
16 clear
17
18 #Convert a l l GRADS f i l e s to data model f i l e s
19 for i in $DATADIR$DATAFILES$SUFFIX
20 do
21 python grads_2Interface .py grads2Model $i -c -n 0 -p ’’ -s 25 72 -t
float32 # − l
22 done
23
24
25 #Convert a l l data model f i l e s to NetCDF f i l e s
26 for j in $DATADIR$DATAFILES ’ __data .npy ’
27 do
28 python interface_Main .py model2Nc $j -p ’’ -f ’’ #− i −c −m −v − l
29 done
30
31
32 #Optional : Aggregate a l l NetCDF f i l e s to one s i n g l e NetCDF f i l e
33 python interface_Main .py nc2Nc $DATAFILES -p $DATADIR -f cf+ default #− i −c −
m −v − l
34
35
36 #echo ‘pwd ‘
A.5.14
Listing A.14: Example of CEOP-AEGIS upstream Data Interface batch file
with predefined settings to convert files readable by the GDAL library to
standardized and aggregated NetCDF output files
,
1 #! bin / sh
2
3 #Batch to convert GDAL readab le f i l e s to NetCDF
4 #__author__= " N i c o l a i Holzer "
5 #__author_email__ = " f i r s t −name dot l a s t −name @ mailbox . tu−dresden . de "
6 #__date__ ="2011−01−07"
7 #__version__ = " v0 . 1 . 1 " #MajorVersion ( backward_incompatible ) . MinorVersion (
backward_compatible ) . Patch ( Bug_fixes )
8
9
10 #Def ine Input data
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11 DATADIR =’data/’ #Direc tory o f data
12 DATAFILES =’ waterwatch_floodoccurrence_2010_ *’ #Name o f data f i l e s with or
without wi ldcard
13 SUFFIX =’.tif ’
14
15
16 clear
17
18 #Optional : Repro ject a l l GDAL f i l e s to data model r e p r o j e c t i o n
19 for i in $DATADIR$DATAFILES$SUFFIX
20 do
21 python gdal_2Interface .py reproject $i -e 26.52 39.60 73.46 104.37 -n 1
-p ’’ -r 100 200 #−b − l
22 done
23
24
25 #Convert a l l GDAL f i l e s to data model f i l e s
26 for j in $DATADIR$DATAFILES ’_repr ’ $SUFFIX
27 do
28 python gdal_2Interface .py gdal2Model $j -c -p ’’ -t int8 -z time #−n −b
− l
29 done
30
31
32 #Optional : Make data v a r i a b l e boolean
33 #f o r k in $DATADIR$DATAFILES’ __data . npy ’
34 #do
35 # python inter face_Main . py u t i l i t i e s $k −p ’ ’ −b 0 1 #−i −c −m −v −f − l
36 #done
37
38
39
40 #Convert a l l data model f i l e s to NetCDF f i l e s
41 for l in $DATADIR$DATAFILES ’ __data .npy ’
42 do
43 python interface_Main .py model2Nc $l -p ’’ -f ’’ #− i −c −m −v − l
44 done
45
46
47 #Optional : Aggregate a l l NetCDF f i l e s to one s i n g l e NetCDF f i l e
48 python interface_Main .py nc2Nc $DATAFILES -p $DATADIR -f cf+ default #− i −c −
m −v − l
49
50
51 #echo ‘pwd ‘
A.5.15
Listing A.15: Example of CEOP-AEGIS upstream Data Interface batch file
with predefined settings to convert files readable by the CSV library to stan-
dardized and aggregated NetCDF output files
,
1 #! bin / sh
2
3 #Batch to convert CSV readab le f i l e s to NetCDF
4 #__author__= " N i c o l a i Holzer "
5 #__author_email__ = " f i r s t −name dot l a s t −name @ mailbox . tu−dresden . de "
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6 #__date__ ="2011−01−07"
7 #__version__ = " v0 . 1 . 1 " #MajorVersion ( backward_incompatible ) . MinorVersion (
backward_compatible ) . Patch ( Bug_fixes )
8
9
10 #Def ine input data
11 DATADIR =’data/’ #Direc tory o f data
12 DATAFILES =’ CR10_Lhasa_All *’ #Name o f data f i l e s with or without wi ldcard
13 SUFFIX =’.csv ’
14
15
16 clear
17
18 #Convert a l l CSV f i l e s to data model f i l e s
19 for i in $DATADIR$DATAFILES$SUFFIX
20 do
21 python csv_2Interface .py csv2Model $i -c -n -9999 -p ’’ -s -t float32 -v
# − l
22 done
23
24
25 #Convert a l l data model f i l e s to NetCDF f i l e s
26 for j in $DATADIR$DATAFILES ’ _time_series__data .npy ’
27 do
28 python interface_Main .py model2Nc $j -p ’’ -f ’’ #− i −c −m −v − l
29 done
30
31
32 #Optional : Aggregate a l l NetCDF f i l e s to one s i n g l e NetCDF f i l e
33 python interface_Main .py nc2Nc $DATAFILES ’ _time_series ’ -p $DATADIR -f cf+
default + station #− i −c −m −v − l
34
35
36 #echo ‘pwd ‘
A.6 Pydoc documentation for upstream data
interface
This section of the appendix contains the automatically generated Pydoc
documentation of the developed upstream data interface program to convert
heterogeneous input data of project partners to standardized NetCDF output
files, as mentioned in chapter 3 at section 3.3 on page 93.
 
 
grads_2Interface
(version v0.1.3, 2011-03-28)
index
/home/gis/Documents/interface_10032011/grads_2Interface.py
Converts a GRADS readable dataset to the data model.
 
Module for reading a GRADS compatible raster file and exporting it to the data model
(or netCDF-file by using GRADS functions) that is  consisting of the following files:
files numpy data array,coordinate metadata xml file and NCML NetCDF XML file.
Data is considered as grid, therefore the shape of the output numpy array is:
(variable, time, z, lat, lon). This program was particularly written to convert
GRAPES GRIB raster files. Find more information in the documentation.
 
Modules
       
dateutil
grads.ganum
logging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
signal
sys
termios
time
xml
 
Classes
       
ControlModelGrads
ModelGradsRead
 
class ControlModelGrads
   
Control class for model 'ModelGradsRead'. This class is providing all available functions for reading data
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_, option_)
Constructor for new control instance of specific file.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - name of data file with filename extension (string)
option      - Parser.options arguments
 
COMMENTS:
Suffixes will be automatically assigned and must respect the declarations
in the module 'interface_Settings'.
completeDataModelManually(self)
Complete missing data and metadata manually
printGradsMetadata(self)
Read GRADS readable file and print metadata on screen
testGradsFunctionality(self)
Test GRADS functionality by testing its functions and creating a NetCDF
file automatically
writeGradsMetadata(self)
Get metadata from a GRADS readable file and write metadata to coordinate metadata file and
NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data interface
writeGradsNumpyData(self)
Read GRADS file and save data as numpy data array according to the specifications
of the data interface
 
class ModelGradsRead
This class contains functions to handle read operations on GRADS data and is controlled by
the class 'ControlModelGrads'.
This class was in particularly written to handle GRAPES GRIB data.
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of GRADS file name with filename extension (string)
choseSpecificData(self, pGradsData_, dataTime_)
   
 
Optional: Extract those datasets that fall within the wanted timestamp
 
Define time stamp in list dataTime. dataTime[0] is start value, dataTime[1]
end value, as time units since reference time.        
Example: nt = 97 values; first (1st) value first day 0h00, half hour steps,
96th value: second day 23h30, 97th value third day 0h00
Time intervall has for example to consist of 24 hours, so 47 values!
position numbers (start value = 1, not 0!!!), not index numbers of arrays; needed for dimension setting
DATASTART = 25 #12h00 first day
DATASTOP = 72  #11h30 second day
completeDataVariables(self)
Complete missing data variable value modification manually
 
Example: Scale data values in case that units prefix have to be changed
(e.g. from hPa to Pa) due to defined unit in standard_name entry.
completeMetadataNcml(self)
Complete missing data in NCML XML file manually
completeMetadataNumpymeta(self)
Complete missing data in metadata coordinate XML file manually
grib2NetCdf_gradsTest(self)
Test GRADS functionality by testing functions and creating a NetCdf file
printGradsMetadata(self)
Read GRADS file and print metadata on screen
readGradsFile(self, dataType_)
Reads a GRADS file and returns GRADS data as numpy array.
Argument 'dataType' defines the data type of the resulting numpy array.
writeMetadataNcml(self, nodata_)
Create new NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of the GRADS file
writeMetadataNumpymeta(self, dataTime_)
Create new metadata coordinate XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of the GRADS file
writeNumpyData(self, pNumpyData_)
Export numpy data array to file
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
       
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
ioctl(...)
ioctl(fd, opt[, arg[, mutate_flag]])
 
Perform the requested operation on file descriptor fd.  The operation is
defined by opt and is operating system dependent.  Typically these codes are
retrieved from the fcntl or termios library modules.
 
The argument arg is optional, and defaults to 0; it may be an int or a
buffer containing character data (most likely a string or an array). 
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer (such as an array) and if the
mutate_flag argument (which is only allowed in this case) is true then the
buffer is (in effect) passed to the operating system and changes made by
the OS will be reflected in the contents of the buffer after the call has
returned.  The return value is the integer returned by the ioctl system
call.
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer and the mutable_flag argument is not
passed or is false, the behavior is as if a string had been passed.  This
behavior will change in future releases of Python.
 
If the argument is an immutable buffer (most likely a string) then a copy
of the buffer is passed to the operating system and the return value is a
string of the same length containing whatever the operating system put in
the buffer.  The length of the arg buffer in this case is not allowed to
exceed 1024 bytes.
 
If the arg given is an integer or if none is specified, the result value is
an integer corresponding to the return value of the ioctl call in the C
code.
main()
Main function.
 
This function represents the user interface and is called when the
program is executed. Start the program by executing it with the following
statement in your shell: grads_2Interface.py --help
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
       
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
DATATIMESTEP = 0.5
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DESCRIPTION = 'Conversion tool of CEOP-AEGIS data model for GRADS readable raster
data'
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
EPILOG = 'Author: Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-
dresden.de)'
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
MODULE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'grads'
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NODATA = 0
NUMPYDATA_DTYPE = 'float32'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
USAGE = '%prog [options] operation data \n[options]: ...aster data file that is readable by
GRADS library'
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
VERSION = '%prog version v0.1.3 from 2011-03-28'
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.3'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
default_widgets = [<etc.progressBar.Percentage object>, ' ', <etc.progressBar.Bar object>]
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle 4f1918 at 88ee6cc>
 
Author
       Nicolai Holzer
 
 
gdal_2Interface (version
v0.1.3, 2011-03-28)
index
/home/gis/Documents/interface_10032011/gdal_2Interface.py
Converts and reprojects a GDAL readable dataset to the data model.
 
Module for reading a GDAL compatible raster file and exporting it to the data model that is
consisting of the following files: numpy data array, coordinate metadata xml file
and NCML NetCDF XML file.
Data is considered as grid, therefore the shape of the output numpy array is:
(variable, time, z, lat, lon). Find more information in the documentation.
 
Modules
       
dateutil
osgeo.gdal
logging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
signal
struct
sys
termios
time
xml
 
Classes
ControlModelGdal
ModelGdalRead
 
class ControlModelGdal
   
Control class for model 'ModelGdal'. This class is providing all available functions for reading data
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_, option_)
Constructor for new control instance of specific file.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - name of data file including filename extension (string)
option      - Parser.options arguments
 
COMMENTS:
Suffixes will be automatically assigned and must respect the declarations
in the module 'interface_Settings'.
completeDataModelManually(self)
Complete missing data and metadata manually
printGdalMetadata(self)
Read GDAL readable file and print metadata on screen
reprojectImage(self)
Reproject image bands to defined projection PROJECTION_DATAMODEL and extend
writeGdalMetadata(self)
Get metadata from a GDAL readable file and write metadata to coordinate metadata file and
NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data interface
writeGdalNumpyData(self)
Read GDAL file and save data as numpy data array according to the specifications
of the data interface
 
class ModelGdalRead
This class contains functions to handle read operations on GDAL data and is controlled by
the class 'ControlModelGdal'
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of GDAL file name with filename extension (string)
       
   
 
completeDataVariables(self)
Complete missing data variable value modification manually
 
Example: Scale data values in case that units prefix have to be changed
(e.g. from hPa to Pa) due to defined unit in standard_name entry.
completeMetadataNcml(self)
Complete missing data in NCML XML file manually
completeMetadataNumpymeta(self)
Complete missing data in metadata coordinate XML file manually
gdalFileReprojection(self, extend_, rasterSize_, bandNumber_, nodata_)
Reproject image file to defined projection PROJECTION_DATAMODEL
 
Reproject image file (or defined image bands from 1 to 'bandNumber') to the defined
extend and to the defined projection PROJECTION_DATAMODEL at the defined raster size.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
extend          - Extend for 'reprojection': LatMin, LatMax, LonMin, LonMax (float)
rasterSize      - Rastersize for 'reprojection': Y-Rastersize, X-Rastersize (integer)
bandNumber      - Output image file will contain input band numbers from 1 to 'bandNumber';
    if bandNumber is 'None', all bands will be reprojected (integer)
noData          -
 Set nodata value (default = NODATA, if default = '' then Dataset nodata value)" (number)
 
RETURN_VALUE:
Reprojected image file
printGdalMetadata(self, bandNumber_, noPrintData_)
Read GDAL file and print metadata on screen. Program code derived and adapted from
GDAL tutorial: http://www.gdal.org/gdal_tutorial.html
readGdalFile(self, bandDim_, bandNumber_, dataType_)
Reads a GDAL file and returns data as numpy array
 
A GDAL dataset contains a list of raster bands all having the same area
and resolution. Furthermore the dataset contains metadata, a georeferencing
transform as well as a coordinate system, the size of the raster and other 
information.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
bandDim         - Define which NetCDF dimension should be represented by GDAL bands (string)
bandNumber      - Output image file will contain input band numbers from 1 to 'bandNumber';
    if bandNumber is 'None', all bands will be reprojected (integer)
dataType        - Define output data type of numpy array (string)
 
RETURN_VALUE:
numpy data array with data from GDAL input dataset
writeMetadataNcml(self)
Create new NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of input metadata
writeMetadataNumpymeta(self)
Create new metadata coordinate XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of the grib file
writeNumpyData(self, pNumpyData_)
Export numpy data array to file
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
       
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
ioctl(...)
ioctl(fd, opt[, arg[, mutate_flag]])
 
Perform the requested operation on file descriptor fd.  The operation is
defined by opt and is operating system dependent.  Typically these codes are
retrieved from the fcntl or termios library modules.
 
The argument arg is optional, and defaults to 0; it may be an int or a
buffer containing character data (most likely a string or an array). 
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer (such as an array) and if the
mutate_flag argument (which is only allowed in this case) is true then the
buffer is (in effect) passed to the operating system and changes made by
the OS will be reflected in the contents of the buffer after the call has
returned.  The return value is the integer returned by the ioctl system
call.
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer and the mutable_flag argument is not
passed or is false, the behavior is as if a string had been passed.  This
behavior will change in future releases of Python.
 
If the argument is an immutable buffer (most likely a string) then a copy
of the buffer is passed to the operating system and the return value is a
string of the same length containing whatever the operating system put in
the buffer.  The length of the arg buffer in this case is not allowed to
exceed 1024 bytes.
 
If the arg given is an integer or if none is specified, the result value is
an integer corresponding to the return value of the ioctl call in the C
code.
main()
Main function.
 
This function represents the user interface and is called when the
program is executed. Start the program by executing it with the following
statement in your shell to get more information: gdal_2Interface.py --help
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
BasicContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_UP, Emin=-99...ow,
InvalidOperation, Underflow, DivisionByZero])
CE_Debug = 1
CE_Failure = 3
CE_Fatal = 4
CE_None = 0
CE_Warning = 2
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
CPLES_BackslashQuotable = 0
CPLES_CSV = 4
CPLES_SQL = 3
CPLES_URL = 2
CPLES_XML = 1
CPLE_AppDefined = 1
CPLE_AssertionFailed = 7
CPLE_FileIO = 3
CPLE_IllegalArg = 5
CPLE_NoWriteAccess = 8
CPLE_None = 0
CPLE_NotSupported = 6
CPLE_OpenFailed = 4
CPLE_OutOfMemory = 2
CPLE_UserInterrupt = 9
CXT_Attribute = 2
CXT_Comment = 3
CXT_Element = 0
CXT_Literal = 4
CXT_Text = 1
DCAP_CREATE = 'DCAP_CREATE'
DCAP_CREATECOPY = 'DCAP_CREATECOPY'
DECLARATION_GDAL_REPROJECTION = '_repr.'
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DESCRIPTION = 'Conversion tool of CEOP-AEGIS data model for GDAL readable raster
data'
DMD_CREATIONDATATYPES = 'DMD_CREATIONDATATYPES'
DMD_CREATIONOPTIONLIST = 'DMD_CREATIONOPTIONLIST'
DMD_EXTENSION = 'DMD_EXTENSION'
DMD_HELPTOPIC = 'DMD_HELPTOPIC'
DMD_LONGNAME = 'DMD_LONGNAME'
DMD_MIMETYPE = 'DMD_MIMETYPE'
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
DefaultContext = Context(prec=28, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN,
Emin=...aps=[Overflow, InvalidOperation, DivisionByZero])
EPILOG = 'Author: Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-
dresden.de)'
EXTEND = [26.52, 39.600000000000001, 73.459999999999994, 104.37]
ExtendedContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN, Emin=-...,
Emax=999999999, capitals=1, flags=[], traps=[])
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GA_ReadOnly = 0
GA_Update = 1
GCI_AlphaBand = 6
GCI_BlackBand = 13
GCI_BlueBand = 5
GCI_CyanBand = 10
GCI_GrayIndex = 1
GCI_GreenBand = 4
GCI_HueBand = 7
GCI_LightnessBand = 9
GCI_MagentaBand = 11
GCI_PaletteIndex = 2
GCI_RedBand = 3
GCI_SaturationBand = 8
GCI_Undefined = 0
GCI_YellowBand = 12
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
GDT_Byte = 1
GDT_CFloat32 = 10
GDT_CFloat64 = 11
GDT_CInt16 = 8
GDT_CInt32 = 9
GDT_Float32 = 6
GDT_Float64 = 7
GDT_Int16 = 3
GDT_Int32 = 5
GDT_TypeCount = 12
GDT_UInt16 = 2
GDT_UInt32 = 4
GDT_Unknown = 0
GFT_Integer = 0
       
GFT_Real = 1
GFT_String = 2
GFU_Alpha = 9
GFU_AlphaMax = 17
GFU_AlphaMin = 13
GFU_Blue = 8
GFU_BlueMax = 16
GFU_BlueMin = 12
GFU_Generic = 0
GFU_Green = 7
GFU_GreenMax = 15
GFU_GreenMin = 11
GFU_Max = 4
GFU_MaxCount = 18
GFU_Min = 3
GFU_MinMax = 5
GFU_Name = 2
GFU_PixelCount = 1
GFU_Red = 6
GFU_RedMax = 14
GFU_RedMin = 10
GF_Read = 0
GF_Write = 1
GMF_ALL_VALID = 1
GMF_ALPHA = 4
GMF_NODATA = 8
GMF_PER_DATASET = 2
GPI_CMYK = 2
GPI_Gray = 0
GPI_HLS = 3
GPI_RGB = 1
GRA_Bilinear = 1
GRA_Cubic = 2
GRA_CubicSpline = 3
GRA_Lanczos = 4
GRA_NearestNeighbour = 0
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LAT_MAX = 39.600000000000001
LAT_MIN = 26.52
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
LON_MAX = 104.37
LON_MIN = 73.459999999999994
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
MODULE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'gdal'
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NODATA = ''
NUMPYDATA_DTYPE = ''
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
PROJECTION_DATAMODEL = 'GEOGCS["WGS 84", DATUM["WGS_1984",
SPHEROID[...e",0.0174532925199433], AUTHORITY["EPSG","4326"]]'
RASTER_XSIZE = 200
RASTER_YSIZE = 100
ROUND_05UP = 'ROUND_05UP'
ROUND_CEILING = 'ROUND_CEILING'
ROUND_DOWN = 'ROUND_DOWN'
ROUND_FLOOR = 'ROUND_FLOOR'
ROUND_HALF_DOWN = 'ROUND_HALF_DOWN'
ROUND_HALF_EVEN = 'ROUND_HALF_EVEN'
ROUND_HALF_UP = 'ROUND_HALF_UP'
ROUND_UP = 'ROUND_UP'
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
USAGE = '%prog [options] operation data \n[options]: ...er data file that is readable by the
GDAL library'
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
VERSION = '%prog version v0.1.3 from 2011-03-28'
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.3'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
default_widgets = [<etc.progressBar.Percentage object>, ' ', <etc.progressBar.Bar object>]
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle 550918 at 93d99cc>
 
Author
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Converts a CSV point observation dataset to the data model.
 
Module for reading a CSV table file and exporting it to the data model that is
consisting of the following files: numpy data array, coordinate metadata xml file
and NCML NetCDF XML file.
Data is considered as station, therefore the shape of the output numpy array is:
(time, variable). Find more information in the documentation.
 
Modules
       
csv
dateutil
logging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
signal
sys
termios
time
xml
 
Classes
       
ControlModelCsv
ModelCsvRead
 
class ControlModelCsv
   
Control class for model 'ModelCsvRead'. This class is providing all available functions for reading data
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_, option_)
Constructor for new control instance of specific file.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - name of data file without filename extension (string)
option      - Parser.options arguments
 
COMMENTS:
Suffixes will be automatically assigned and must respect the declarations
in the module 'interface_Settings'.
completeDataModelManually(self)
Complete missing data and metadata manually
writeCsvMetadata(self)
Get metadata from the CSV file and write metadata to coordinate metadata file and
NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data interface. Function
can be called after function 'writeCsvNumpyData' was executed
writeCsvNumpyData(self)
Read CSV file and save data as numpy data array according to the specifications
of the data interface
 
class ModelCsvRead
This class contains functions to handle read operations on CSV data and is controlled by
the class 'ControlModelCsv'
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of CSV file name with filename extension (string)
choseSpecificData(self, pCsvData_, nodata_, isVarName_)
Optional: Extract those information that is wanted and save it in new numpy array
completeDataVariables(self)
Complete missing data variable value modification manually
 
Example: Scale data values in case that units prefix have to be changed
(e.g. from hPa to Pa) due to defined unit in standard_name entry.
   
 
completeMetadataNcml(self)
Complete missing data in NCML XML file manually
completeMetadataNumpymeta(self)
Complete missing data in metadata coordinate XML file manually
createCsvNumpy(self, dataType_)
Creates a empty numpy array with same shape as CSV file and return this numpy array.
Argument dataType defines the data type of the resulting numpy array.
readCsvData(self, pDocCsvNumpy_, nodata_, isVarName_)
Save data of CSV file to previously created empty numpy array (pDocCsvNumpy).
Returns numpy array with complete CSV data. Save variable names to variable name
list if variable names are available
writeMetadataNcml(self, nodata_, isVarName_)
Create new NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of the CSV file
writeMetadataNumpymeta(self)
Create new metadata coordinate XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of the CSV file
writeNumpyData(self, pNumpyData_)
Export numpy data array to file
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
       
ioctl(...)
ioctl(fd, opt[, arg[, mutate_flag]])
 
Perform the requested operation on file descriptor fd.  The operation is
defined by opt and is operating system dependent.  Typically these codes are
retrieved from the fcntl or termios library modules.
 
The argument arg is optional, and defaults to 0; it may be an int or a
buffer containing character data (most likely a string or an array). 
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer (such as an array) and if the
mutate_flag argument (which is only allowed in this case) is true then the
buffer is (in effect) passed to the operating system and changes made by
the OS will be reflected in the contents of the buffer after the call has
returned.  The return value is the integer returned by the ioctl system
call.
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer and the mutable_flag argument is not
passed or is false, the behavior is as if a string had been passed.  This
behavior will change in future releases of Python.
 
If the argument is an immutable buffer (most likely a string) then a copy
of the buffer is passed to the operating system and the return value is a
string of the same length containing whatever the operating system put in
the buffer.  The length of the arg buffer in this case is not allowed to
exceed 1024 bytes.
 
If the arg given is an integer or if none is specified, the result value is
an integer corresponding to the return value of the ioctl call in the C
code.
main()
Main function.
 
This function represents the user interface and is called when the
program is executed. Start the program by executing it with the following
statement in your shell to get more information: csv_2Interface.py --help
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
       
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
CSV_DIALECT = 'excel'
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DESCRIPTION = 'Conversion tool of CEOP-AEGIS data model for CSV table data
considered as station data'
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
EPILOG = 'Author: Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-
dresden.de)'
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
MODULE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'csv'
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NODATA = -9999
NUMPYDATA_DTYPE = 'float32'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
USAGE = '%prog [options] operation data \n[options]: ...file, with or without variable names
in first row'
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
VERSION = '%prog version v0.1.3 from 2011-03-28'
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.3'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
default_widgets = [<etc.progressBar.Percentage object>, ' ', <etc.progressBar.Bar object>]
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle 434918 at a018bec>
 
Author
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Main Modul.
 
This module represents the user interface and provides specific functions for
operations on data that can be executed by the user. Find more information in the documentation.
 
Modules
       
dateutil
logging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
os
signal
sys
termios
time
xml
 
Classes
       
MainInterface
 
class MainInterface
   
Main class for data interface.
 
Class containing functions for operations on data by the use of this data
interface. The module 'interface_Control' provides all possible operations to this class.
 
COMMENTS:
Suffixes will be automatically assigned and must respect the declarations
in the module 'interface_Settings'.
 
IMPORTANT:
All input files of the data model must be coherent to each other and respect the
specifications. Please refer to the documentation or to additional information
in the docstrings of the specific functions in case of questions or if problems occure.
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, option_)
Constructor
dataModel2DataModel(self, infile_)
Converts data from the data model back to the data model.
 
This function converts data from the data model (numpy data array, coordinate metadata xml file and
NCML NetCDF XML file) back to the data model.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - Name of data files without suffixes (string)
dataModel2NetCdf(self, infile_)
Converts data from the data model to NetCDF.
 
This function converts data from the data model (numpy data array, coordinate metadata xml file and
NCML NetCDF XML file) to a new NetCDF file. 
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - Name of data files without suffixes (string)
netCdf2DataModel(self, infile_)
Converts one or multiple NetCDF files to the data model
 
This function converts one or multiple NetCDF files to the data model 
(numpy data array, coordinate metadata xml file and NCML NetCDF XML file)
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - NetCDF file name without suffix (string) or that part of the
    NetCDF file name that is shared by all files (for reading multiple files).
 
COMMENTS:
For reading and aggregating multiple NetCDF files all files need to be similiar
expect of the time coordinate values (but need to share the same time unit).
netCdf2NetCdf(self, infile_)
Converts one or multiple NetCDF files to a NetCDF file.
 
This function converts one or multiple NetCDF files to a new NetCDF file.
In case that multiple NetCDF files are read, an new NetCDF file will be created
by aggregating the input data (time aggregation).
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - NetCDF file name without suffix (string) or that part of the
    NetCDF file name that is shared by all files (for reading multiple files).
 
COMMENTS:
For reading and aggregating multiple NetCDF files all files need to be similiar
expect of the time coordinate values (but need to share the same time unit).
readModel(self, infile_)
Read data from the data model with the possibility to employ operations on it.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - Name of data files without suffixes (string)
readNetCdf(self, infile_)
Read one or multiple NetCDF files with the possibility to employ operations on it.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - NetCDF file name without suffix (string) or that part of the
    NetCDF file name that is shared by all files (for reading multiple files).
 
COMMENTS:
For reading and aggregating multiple NetCDF files all files need to be similiar
expect of the time coordinate values (but need to share the same time unit).
test(self)
Temporary test
utilities(self, infile_)
Various utility options to modify the data model
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - Name of data files (data model) without suffixes (string)
 
COMMENTS:
This utilities can be called if the input operation argument is set to
'utilities' and if the a option with its related arguments is choosen
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
       
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
ioctl(...)
ioctl(fd, opt[, arg[, mutate_flag]])
 
Perform the requested operation on file descriptor fd.  The operation is
defined by opt and is operating system dependent.  Typically these codes are
retrieved from the fcntl or termios library modules.
 
The argument arg is optional, and defaults to 0; it may be an int or a
buffer containing character data (most likely a string or an array). 
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer (such as an array) and if the
mutate_flag argument (which is only allowed in this case) is true then the
buffer is (in effect) passed to the operating system and changes made by
the OS will be reflected in the contents of the buffer after the call has
returned.  The return value is the integer returned by the ioctl system
call.
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer and the mutable_flag argument is not
passed or is false, the behavior is as if a string had been passed.  This
behavior will change in future releases of Python.
 
If the argument is an immutable buffer (most likely a string) then a copy
of the buffer is passed to the operating system and the return value is a
string of the same length containing whatever the operating system put in
the buffer.  The length of the arg buffer in this case is not allowed to
exceed 1024 bytes.
 
If the arg given is an integer or if none is specified, the result value is
an integer corresponding to the return value of the ioctl call in the C
code.
main()
Main function.
 
This function represents the user interface and is called when the interface
program is executed. For more information about the usage execute this program
with the following statement in your shell: interface_Main.py --help
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
       
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
BasicContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_UP, Emin=-99...n, Underflow,
Overflow, Clamped, DivisionByZero])
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DESCRIPTION = 'Data Model Interface for CEOP-AEGIS data convers...NetCDF files that
respect the defined conventions'
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
DefaultContext = Context(prec=28, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN,
Emin=...aps=[InvalidOperation, Overflow, DivisionByZero])
EPILOG = 'Author: Nicolai Holzer (E-mail: first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-
dresden.de)'
ExtendedContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN, Emin=-...,
Emax=999999999, capitals=1, flags=[], traps=[])
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
ROUND_05UP = 'ROUND_05UP'
ROUND_CEILING = 'ROUND_CEILING'
ROUND_DOWN = 'ROUND_DOWN'
ROUND_FLOOR = 'ROUND_FLOOR'
ROUND_HALF_DOWN = 'ROUND_HALF_DOWN'
ROUND_HALF_EVEN = 'ROUND_HALF_EVEN'
ROUND_HALF_UP = 'ROUND_HALF_UP'
ROUND_UP = 'ROUND_UP'
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
USAGE = 'Usage: %prog [options] operation data \n[optio...model dataset respecting the
defined conventions.'
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
VERSION = '%prog version v0.1.2 from 2011-03-28'
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.2'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
default_widgets = [<etc.progressBar.Percentage object>, ' ', <etc.progressBar.Bar object>]
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle a92918 at b752f24c>
 
Author
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Modul with default settings and constants.
 
This module contains all global constants that are used within the interface.
These global constants should not be changed. Furthermore in this module is a class
containing default values that are read from the related XML file. These values are
default values and can be changed by the user. Another class in this module defines
the logger that is used within this program.
This module can also be used by other modules that want to use these values.
 
Modules
       logging xml.dom.minidom
 
Classes
       
DefaultSettings
LoggingInterface
 
class DefaultSettings
   
Class with default settings for the data interface that can be
changed by the user by modifying the related XML document with file name
declared in constant FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self)
Constructor - Reading related XML file and storing values as attributes in class
 
class LoggingInterface
   
Class for initialization and destruction of defined loggers using the logging API of Python
 
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, rootName_, logLevelConsole_, logLevelFile_)
Constructor
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
rootName          - Declares the name that is used in the position of 'root'
logLevelConsole   - Declares the minimum level that is used by the console handler
logLevelFile      - Declares the minimum level that is used by the file handler
 
COMMENTS:
The same name as defined here in the argument 'rootName' must be used for all loggers
of an instance.
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
       
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
get_errno(...)
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-
errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
       
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.2'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle 329918 at b74e634c>
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Control module for Interface 
 
This class is containing all possible operations that can be employed within the interface
 
Modules
       
dateutil
logging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
os
signal
sys
termios
time
xml
 
Classes
       
ControlModel
 
class ControlModel
   
Controlling class for module 'interface_Model' and 'interface_ModelUtilities"
 
Controlls methods of classes provided by the module 'interface_Model' for different operations.
List 'pDataList' represents all data of the internal model.
 
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, infile_, option_)
Constructor for new control instance of specific file.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile      - name of datafile without suffixes (string)
option      - Parser.options arguments
 
COMMENTS:
Suffixes will be automatically assigned and must respect the declarations
in the module 'interface_Settings'.
checkNetCdf(self)
Checks if a NetCDF file is conform to a convention. Depending on the convention check,
either an external NetCDF file or a NetCDF file present in the internal data model is needed for the check
makeNumpyVarBool(self)
Change values of a variable of a choosen variable number (variable index number of numpy data
array) to booleans by excluding values in string pBadValuesListFloat.
Create for each number a new variable and adapt metadata. Export new data model
printModel(self)
Print elements of internal data model on screen, according to settings of Parser
readDataNumpy(self)
Read data from numpy array and coordinate metadata file and attach data to variables of internal model.
Check finally data model if it is correct.
 
COMMENT:
The numpy array and the coordinate metadata file can be read after the data list
was created by the function 'readMetadataNcml' (Meaning and internal model is already
existing).
To each data variable data will be attached from the numpy array and to each coordinate variable
coordinate values will be attached from the calculated values derived form the coordinate
metatadata file. Afterwards a consistency check of the internal data model is employed.
The numpy array can have the following shapes:
 
(variable, time, z, lat, lon)   - ndim == 5 considered as grid data (multiple values for z, lat, lon)
(time, variable)                - ndim == 2 considered as station data (single value for z, lat, lon)
 
IMPORTANT:
- the number of time, z, lat and lon values must be the same as defined by the dimensions of
    the NCML metadata file.
- The shape of the variable dimension in the numpy array must represent the same number as the
    number of variables defined in the NCML metadata file.
- The variable order in the numpy array must be the same as the order of variables
    appearing in the NCML metadata file (first to last). Otherwise data will be allocated to a wrong variable.
readMetadataNcml(self)
Read metadata from NCML XML file and append data to list of internal model:
Dimensions, attributes, variables.
readNetCdf(self)
Read one or multiple NetCDF files and save data in internal model
writeDataNumpy(self)
Create numpy data array and coordinate metadata file out of internal model
writeMetadataNcml(self)
Create NCML metadata file out of internal model
writeNetCdf(self)
Write NetCDF file out of internal model
 
Functions
       
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
ioctl(...)
ioctl(fd, opt[, arg[, mutate_flag]])
 
Perform the requested operation on file descriptor fd.  The operation is
defined by opt and is operating system dependent.  Typically these codes are
retrieved from the fcntl or termios library modules.
 
The argument arg is optional, and defaults to 0; it may be an int or a
buffer containing character data (most likely a string or an array). 
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer (such as an array) and if the
mutate_flag argument (which is only allowed in this case) is true then the
buffer is (in effect) passed to the operating system and changes made by
the OS will be reflected in the contents of the buffer after the call has
returned.  The return value is the integer returned by the ioctl system
call.
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer and the mutable_flag argument is not
passed or is false, the behavior is as if a string had been passed.  This
behavior will change in future releases of Python.
 
If the argument is an immutable buffer (most likely a string) then a copy
of the buffer is passed to the operating system and the return value is a
string of the same length containing whatever the operating system put in
the buffer.  The length of the arg buffer in this case is not allowed to
exceed 1024 bytes.
 
If the arg given is an integer or if none is specified, the result value is
an integer corresponding to the return value of the ioctl call in the C
code.
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
BasicContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_UP, Emin=-99...sionByZero,
InvalidOperation, Overflow, Clamped])
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
DefaultContext = Context(prec=28, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN,
Emin=...aps=[DivisionByZero, InvalidOperation, Overflow])
ExtendedContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN, Emin=-...,
Emax=999999999, capitals=1, flags=[], traps=[])
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
       
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
ROUND_05UP = 'ROUND_05UP'
ROUND_CEILING = 'ROUND_CEILING'
ROUND_DOWN = 'ROUND_DOWN'
ROUND_FLOOR = 'ROUND_FLOOR'
ROUND_HALF_DOWN = 'ROUND_HALF_DOWN'
ROUND_HALF_EVEN = 'ROUND_HALF_EVEN'
ROUND_HALF_UP = 'ROUND_HALF_UP'
ROUND_UP = 'ROUND_UP'
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.2'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
default_widgets = [<etc.progressBar.Percentage object>, ' ', <etc.progressBar.Bar object>]
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle 6ec918 at 99773ac>
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Model module for Interface.
 
This module contains classes to handle operation on data and is controlled by
the class 'ControlModel' of the module 'interface_Control'
 
Modules
       dateutillogging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
os
time
xml
 
Classes
ModelDataRead
ModelDataGridRead
ModelDataStationRead
ModelDataWrite
ModelMetadataNcmlRead
ModelMetadataNcmlWrite
ModelNetCdfRead
ModelNetCdfWrite
ModelPrint
 
class ModelDataGridRead(ModelDataRead)
   
Class for reading coordinate metadata file and numpy data array of shape
(variable, time, z, lat, lon). This class inherits from 'ModelDataRead'
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - file name without suffix (string). Both the numpy data array
    and the coordinate metadata file must have the same name (expect of suffix)
checkDataModel(self, pDataList_)
Check if complete data model is correct and consistent
getCoordinateVariables(self, pVarList_)
Reading coordinate information in coordinate metadata file and attaching
calculated coordinates to coordinate variables in internal model
getDataVariables(self, pVarList_)
Reading data in numpy data array and attaching these data as separate numpy arrays
to data variables in internal model. The shape of the separate numpy arrays will
be transformed to (time, z, lat, lon) for the internal model.
 
IMPORTANT:
The variable order and the number of variables in the numpy array must be coherent
with the variable order and the number of variables in the internal model!
 
class ModelDataRead
Superclass for reading numpy data array and coordinate metadata file
as well as checking operations for internal datamodel
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor
checkDataModel(self, pDataList_)
Check if internal data model is correct.
 
This function checks dimensions as well as coordinate and data variables of a data model if they
are correct and consistent to each other as they are declared in the NCML and coordinate
metadata and numpy data array. If no error is found, the NetCDF creation should be successfull
out of this data modell.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
pDataList       - internal data model
 
RETURN_VALUE:
Boolean: True if no error could be found, False if one or more errors were found
 
       
   
 
COMMENT:
This function only checks the correctness of the data model and its consistency so that the
NetCDF creation out of this data model will be successfull. It does not check if any NetCDF convention is
respected.
getCoordinateVariables(self, pVarList_, dimVar_, dimTime_, dimZ_, dimLat_, dimLon_, dimId_)
Obtain coordinate information.
 
Get coordinate information out of coordinate metadata file and calculate coordinate values
by the use of this information. Attach coordinate values as numpy array to corresponding
variable in internal model
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
pVarList                                        - variable list of internal model
dimVar, dimTime, dimZ, dimLat, dimLon, dimId    - number of values to generate
 
RETURN_VALUE:
Actualized variable list with coordinate data arrays attached to corresponding variables
 
IMPORTANT:
In case that separate values instead of minimum and maximum values for cpordinates are
provided, the number of these values must be the same as the shape of the corresponding
dimension.
 
class ModelDataStationRead(ModelDataRead)
   
Class for reading coordinate metadata file and numpy data array of shape
(time, variable). This class inherits from 'ModelDataRead'
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - file name without suffix (string). Both the numpy data array
    and the coordinate metadata file must have the same name (expect of suffix)
checkDataModel(self, pDataList_)
Check if complete data model is correct and consistent
getCoordinateVariables(self, pVarList_)
Reading coordinate information in coordinate metadata file and attaching
calculated coordinates to coordinate variables in internal model
getDataVariables(self, pVarList_)
Reading data in numpy data array and attaching these data as separate numpy arrays
to data variables in internal model. The shape of the separate numpy arrays will
be transformed to (time, z, lat, lon) for the internal model.
 
IMPORTANT:
The variable order and the number of variables in the numpy array must be coherent
with the variable order and the number of variables in the internal model!
 
class ModelDataWrite
   
Class for writing a numpy data array and a coordinate metadata file out of
internal model
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - file name without suffix (string). Both the numpy data array
    and the coordinate metadata file will have the same name (expect of suffix)
writeCoordinateVariables(self, pVarList_)
Get coordinate information from coordinate variables of internal model and
write coordinates to coordinate metadata file.
 
IMPORTANT:
- All numpy arrays in the internal model that are attached to a coordinate variable
    need to have a single dimension containing their coordinates
writeDataVariables(self, pVarList_)
Get data values from data variables of internal model and write data variables
to external numpy array file.
 
IMPORTANT:
- All numpy data arrays in the internal model (so each numpy array attached to a data variable)
must have the same shape and type so that they can be merged in a new array
- All numpy data arrays in the internal model have to have the shape (time, z, lat, lon)
 
class ModelMetadataNcmlRead
   
Class for reading NCML XML metadata
 
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of NCML file name without suffix (string)
readDimensions(self)
Read dimensions in NCML file and return new dimension list
readGlobalAttributes(self)
Read global attributes in NCML file and return new attribute list
readVariables(self)
Read variables and appendent local attributes in NCML file and return new variable list
 
class ModelMetadataNcmlWrite
   
Class for writing a NCML XML metadata file out of data of the internal model
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of NCML file name without suffix (string)
addDimensions(self, pDimList_)
Add dimension entries to NCML file by the use of the internal models dimension list
addGlobalAttributes(self, pAttrList_)
Add global attribute entries to NCML file by the use of the internal models global attribute list
addVariables(self, pVarList_)
Add variable metadata and local attribute entries to NCML file by the use of the internal models variable list
printNcmlOnScreen(self)
Print NCML file on screen
 
class ModelNetCdfRead
   
Class for reading one or multiple NetCDF files
 
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - NetCDF file name without suffix (string) or that part of the
    NetCDF file name that is shared by all files (for reading multiple files),
    followed by a wildcard (*).
 
COMMENTS:
For reading and aggregating multiple NetCDF files all files need to be similiar
expect of the time coordinate values (but need to share the same time unit).
readDimensions(self)
Reading dimensions of NetCDF file and saving them to internal model
readGlobalAttributes(self)
"Reading global attributes of NetCDF file and saving them to internal model
readVariables(self)
Reading variables and associated local attributes of NetCDF file and saving
them to internal model
 
IMPORTANT:
Activate function '.__correctVariableInputData' for manual bug fix of 'issue 34'
(slicing MFDataset variables with dimensions of length 1) if API NetCDF4 is older then version 0.9
 
class ModelNetCdfWrite
Class for writing data from the internal model to a NetCDF file
   
 
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, netCdfFileName_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of NetCDF file name without suffix (string)
writeDimensions(self, pDimList_)
Write dimensions from the internal models dimension list to the NetCDF file
writeGlobalAttributes(self, pAttrList_)
Write global attributes from the internal models global attribute list to the NetCDF file
writeVariables(self, pVarList_)
Write variables (data and metadata) and attached local attributes from the internal
models variable list to the NetCDF file
 
IMPORTANT:
- The numpy data array must be consistent with the corresponding variable metadata
    (shape, type, _FillValue, etc.)
- The numpy data array is allowed to have one to four dimensions (in general
    one for coordinate variables and four for data variables)
 
class ModelPrint
   
Class for printing data and metadata
 
 
Methods defined here:
__del__(self)
Destructor
__init__(self, pDataList_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
DataList        - List of internal model with dimensions, attributes and variables
    to print on screen
printCoordinateVariablesData(self)
Print data of coordinate variables of internal model
printDataVariablesData(self)
Print data of data variables of internal model
printDimensions(self)
Print dimensions of internal model
printGlobalAttributes(self)
Print global attributes of internal model
printVariables(self)
Print variables and attached local attributes of internal model
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
       
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
       
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
BasicContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_UP, Emin=-99...sionByZero,
InvalidOperation, Clamped, Overflow])
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
DefaultContext = Context(prec=28, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN,
Emin=...aps=[DivisionByZero, InvalidOperation, Overflow])
ExtendedContext = Context(prec=9, rounding=ROUND_HALF_EVEN, Emin=-...,
Emax=999999999, capitals=1, flags=[], traps=[])
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
ROUND_05UP = 'ROUND_05UP'
ROUND_CEILING = 'ROUND_CEILING'
ROUND_DOWN = 'ROUND_DOWN'
ROUND_FLOOR = 'ROUND_FLOOR'
ROUND_HALF_DOWN = 'ROUND_HALF_DOWN'
ROUND_HALF_EVEN = 'ROUND_HALF_EVEN'
ROUND_HALF_UP = 'ROUND_HALF_UP'
ROUND_UP = 'ROUND_UP'
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.2'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle a17918 at b73899ec>
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ModelUtilities module for Interface.
 
This module contains utility classes to employ additional operations that are related
to the data interface. It is controlled by
the class 'ControlModel' of the module 'interface_Control'
 
Modules
       
dateutil
logging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
signal
sys
termios
time
xml
 
Classes
       
ModelCheckNetCdf
ModelData2Bool
 
class ModelCheckNetCdf
   
Class with functions to check if a NetCdf file is conform to a specific convention
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_, pDataList_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - Name of NetCDF file name to check with or without suffix (string)
DataList      - The complete interal data model list
checkCf(self)
Check if a NetCDF file is conform to the CF Convention.
 
Use of Program 'cfchecker 2.0.2' written by Rosalyn Hatcher (Met Office, UK)
that was adapted with different settings and the function 'startCfChecksFromInterface'
so that it can be started from this interface.
checkDefaultSettings(self)
Check if a NetCDF file is conform to the default settings
 
This function compares a NetCDF file (present in the internal data model) with the
default settings as they are defined in the function 'pDefaultSettings". The default
settings in this function are declared in the related XML file. This function assumes that the internal
data model was defined consistent by the interface consistency check that was employed
when loading data of the data model.
checkStation(self)
Check for Dapper In-situ Data Convention for time series station data
 
This function checks if a NetCDF file (present in the internal data model) respects
the Dapper In-Situ Data Conventions, here for time series of station data. This
convention must be respected in case that a NetCDF file should be loaded to a Dapper
dataset by the use of the dapperload programm. Every data variable (not coordinate variable)
must previously be declared as CF conform. This function assumes that the internal
data model was defined consistent by the interface consistency check that was employed
when loading data of the data model.
 
class ModelData2Bool
This class is designed for converting a data variable with number 'varNr'
(variable index number of numpy data array) to a new data model with a new boolean
variable for each value that is part of the data variable. Values in the list
pBadValuesList are excluded and for this values no new variable will be created
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, infile_)
Constructor.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
infile        - name of data model file name without suffix (string)
changeVar2BoolVars(self, varNr_, pBadValuesList_)
Change data to boolean
   
 
 
For a data variable with number 'varNr'  of input numpy data array 'pInNumpy'
create for each value in this variable a new data variable in a new numpy data array
that's entries are either true or false, depending if a specific value is existing at this
position. Values in the list 'pBadValuesList' are excluded. The returning numpy
array represents true/false values (or '1' and '0') in case that a value existed at this position.
! Numpy data type is 'Byte' instead of 'Bool' since the boolean data type does not exist for NetCDF !
completeMetadataNcml(self)
Complete missing data in NCML XML file manually
writeMetadataNcml(self)
Create new NCML XML file according to the specifications of the data model and
complete this file by the metadata that can be extracted out of input metadata
writeNumpyData(self)
Export numpy data array to file
 
Functions
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
ioctl(...)
ioctl(fd, opt[, arg[, mutate_flag]])
 
Perform the requested operation on file descriptor fd.  The operation is
defined by opt and is operating system dependent.  Typically these codes are
retrieved from the fcntl or termios library modules.
 
The argument arg is optional, and defaults to 0; it may be an int or a
buffer containing character data (most likely a string or an array). 
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer (such as an array) and if the
mutate_flag argument (which is only allowed in this case) is true then the
buffer is (in effect) passed to the operating system and changes made by
       
the OS will be reflected in the contents of the buffer after the call has
returned.  The return value is the integer returned by the ioctl system
call.
 
If the argument is a mutable buffer and the mutable_flag argument is not
passed or is false, the behavior is as if a string had been passed.  This
behavior will change in future releases of Python.
 
If the argument is an immutable buffer (most likely a string) then a copy
of the buffer is passed to the operating system and the return value is a
string of the same length containing whatever the operating system put in
the buffer.  The length of the arg buffer in this case is not allowed to
exceed 1024 bytes.
 
If the arg given is an integer or if none is specified, the result value is
an integer corresponding to the return value of the ioctl call in the C
code.
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
       
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.2'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
default_widgets = [<etc.progressBar.Percentage object>, ' ', <etc.progressBar.Bar object>]
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle 6b0918 at 87286ec>
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Data class for Interface.
 
This class is storing metadata of dimensions, attributes and variables as well as
data of variables in an internal data model.
Metadata information must be provided according to NetCDF NCML XML file schema.
Data information can be attached to a variable as numpy array.
 
Modules
       numpy
 
Classes
       
Attribute
Dimension
Variable
 
class Attribute
   
Class for storing NetCDF attribute information
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, name_, type_, value_)
Constructor for new attribute.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
name        - name of attribute (string)
type        -
 type of attribute (string). Valid declarations defined in 'interface_Settings'
value       - value of attribute (string)
getName(self)
Return attribute name
getType(self)
Return attribute type
getValue(self)
Return attribute value
 
class Dimension
   
Class for storing NetCDF dimension information
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, name_, length_, isUnlimited_)
Constructor for new dimension.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
name        - name of dimension (string)
length      - length of dimension (integer)
isUnlimited - flag if dimension is unlimited (boolean)
getIsUnlimited(self)
Return boolean if dimension is of unlimited lenght
getLength(self)
Return dimension lenght
getName(self)
Return dimension name
 
class Variable
   
Class for storing NetCDF variable information
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, name_, shape_, type_)
Constructor for new variable.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
name        - name of variable (string)
shape       - shape of variable (string). Names of shapes separated by space
type        -
 type of variable (string). Valid declarations defined in 'interface_Settings'
addAttribute(self, name_, type_, value_)
Add attribute to variable by attaching new attribute class to variable attribute list
addData(self, numpy_)
Attach data to variable as numpy array
getAttributes(self)
Return list of variable attribute classes
getData(self)
Return attached data of variable as numpy array
getName(self)
Return variable name
getShape(self)
Return variable shape
getType(self)
Return variable type
 
Data
       
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.1'
 
Author
       Nicolai Holzer
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Modul with processing tools.
 
This module contains classes as tools for processing interface related
data and is used by the module 'interface_Model'. Furthermore this module can be
used by other modules that are intended to convert data to and fromt the data model
 
Modules
       dateutillogging
xml.dom.minidom
numpy
time
xml
 
Classes
ProcessXml
ProcessNcml
ProcessNumpymeta
ProcessingTool
 
class ProcessNcml(ProcessXml)
   
Class with functions for processing a NCML NetCDF XML file. All entries in this
file must be in accordance with the NetCdf NCML XML file schema. This class inherits
from 'ProcessXML'
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, xmlFileName_)
Constructor
addDimension(self, dimName_, dimLength_, dimIsUnlimited_)
Creates a dimension element in a NCML XML file with the name 'dimName' (string),
the lenght 'dimLength' (string) and the value 'dimIsUnlimited' (string)
in a NCML XML file unless 'dimIsUnlimited' is not set to ''
addGlobalAttribute(self, attrName_, attrValue_, attrType_)
Creates a global attribute element in a NCML XML file with the name 'attrName' (string),
the value 'attrValue' (string) and the type 'attrType' (string) in a NCML XML file
unless type is not set to ''
addLocalAttribute(self, posVarName_, attrName_, attrValue_, attrType_)
Add a local attribute with name 'attrName' (string), value 'attrValue' (string) and
type 'attrType' (string) to the existing variable with name 'posVarName' (string) in a
NCML XML file. If the type 'attrType' is set to '' there will be no entry
addVariable(self, varName_, varShape_, varType_)
Add a new variable to a NCML XML file with the name 'varName' (string),
the shape 'varShape' (string) and the type 'varType' (string)
changeDimension(self, posDimName_, posDimAttr_, newAttrValue_)
Change the attribute value of the dimensions entry 'posDimAttr' (string)
at the dimension 'posDimName' (string) with the new value 'newAttrValue' (string)
in a NCML XML file
changeGlobalAttribute(self, posAttrName_, posAttrType_, newAttrValue_)
Change a attribute value of the global attributes entry 'posAttrType' (string)
at the global attribute 'posAttrName' (string) with the new value 'newAttrValue' (string)
in a NCML XML file
changeLocalAttribute(self, posVarName_, posAttrName_, posAttrType_, newAttrValue_)
Change a local attribute value with the new value 'newAttrValue' (string)
at the entry 'posAttrType' (string) at the local attribute with name 'posAttrName'
(string) attached to the variable with name 'posVarName' (string) in a NCML XML file
changeMacroForStation(self)
Change entries of a NCML NetCDF XML macro file that was created for gridded data
to the Dapper In-situ Data Conventions (epic-insitu-1.0) so that the resulting
NetCDF file can be handled by DChart/Daper as in-situ time series data.
 
IMPORTANT:
-
 Data variables (in CF format of type float32) must furthermore have the attribute 'coordinates' with the value
    'time elev latitude longitude'
- A NetCDF file that is considered as sation time series data must have the filename
    suffix '_time_series.nc'
changeVariable(self, posVarName_, posVarAttr_, newAttrValue_)
Change a variables metadata value with the new value 'newAttrValue' (string)
at the entry 'posVarAttr' (string) at the variable with name 'posVarName' (string)
in a NCML XML file
       
createMacroNcmlFile(self)
Creates raw xml file according NetCDF Ncml XML schema, but without
data variables. Attribute values are set according to CF-1.4 convention and internal
definitions for gridded data, related to CEOP-AEGIS project.
fillNcmlMacroWithNumpy(self, pNumpyData_)
Fill metadata in NCML file by the metadata that can be extracted out of 
input numpy data array (numpy array in shape of grid or station file)
removeLocalAttribute(self, posVarName_, posAttrName_)
"Remove a local attribute with name 'posAttrName'
(string) attached to the variable with name 'posVarName' (string) in a NCML XML file
Methods inherited from ProcessXml:
checkIfElementExists(self, posParentNode_, nameElement_)
Check if element (string) in parent node (string) exists and return boolean
createElement(self, posParentNode_, nameElement_)
Create new element (string) in parent node (string)
createEmptyXmlFile(self, namespaceURI_, qualifiedName_)
Creating new XML file with a namespace URI (string) and a qualified name (string)
printXmlOnScreen(self)
Print Xml file on screen by using PrettyPrint
readAttribute(self, posParentNode_, posNameElement_, posAttrName_)
Read attribute value with name 'posAttrName' (string) at element with name
'posNameElement' (string) and its parent node with name 'posParentNode' (string)
setAttribute(self, posParentNode_, posNameElement_, attrName_, attrValue_)
Set new attribute in XML file with name 'attrName' (string) and value 'attrValue'
(string) at element with name 'posNameElement' (string) and parent node 'posParentNode' (string)
 
class ProcessNumpymeta(ProcessXml)
   
Class with functions for processing a coordinate metadata file (numpymeta). This class inherits
from 'ProcessXML'
 
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, xmlFileName_)
Constructor
addNumpymetaValues(self, pDataNumpy_, tag_)
Adds values from a unidimensional numpy array to the XML coordinate
metadata file at the element 'tag'(string) with its attribute 'values' that
must already exist in the file.
createMacroNumpymetaFile(self)
Creating a XML coordinate metatadata file by the use of the following macro
writeNumpyMetadataValues(self, pNumpy_, tag_)
This function write values from a unidimensional numpy array to the XML coordinate
metadata file at the element 'tag'(string) and creates this element if it does not exist.
If data in the numpy array is equally distributed only the minimum and maximum value
will be written to the XML file, otherwise all values.
Methods inherited from ProcessXml:
checkIfElementExists(self, posParentNode_, nameElement_)
Check if element (string) in parent node (string) exists and return boolean
createElement(self, posParentNode_, nameElement_)
Create new element (string) in parent node (string)
createEmptyXmlFile(self, namespaceURI_, qualifiedName_)
Creating new XML file with a namespace URI (string) and a qualified name (string)
printXmlOnScreen(self)
Print Xml file on screen by using PrettyPrint
readAttribute(self, posParentNode_, posNameElement_, posAttrName_)
Read attribute value with name 'posAttrName' (string) at element with name
'posNameElement' (string) and its parent node with name 'posParentNode' (string)
setAttribute(self, posParentNode_, posNameElement_, attrName_, attrValue_)
Set new attribute in XML file with name 'attrName' (string) and value 'attrValue'
(string) at element with name 'posNameElement' (string) and parent node 'posParentNode' (string)
 
class ProcessXml
Class with functions for processing xml files
 
   
 
Methods defined here:
__init__(self, xmlFileName_)
Constructor
checkIfElementExists(self, posParentNode_, nameElement_)
Check if element (string) in parent node (string) exists and return boolean
createElement(self, posParentNode_, nameElement_)
Create new element (string) in parent node (string)
createEmptyXmlFile(self, namespaceURI_, qualifiedName_)
Creating new XML file with a namespace URI (string) and a qualified name (string)
printXmlOnScreen(self)
Print Xml file on screen by using PrettyPrint
readAttribute(self, posParentNode_, posNameElement_, posAttrName_)
Read attribute value with name 'posAttrName' (string) at element with name
'posNameElement' (string) and its parent node with name 'posParentNode' (string)
setAttribute(self, posParentNode_, posNameElement_, attrName_, attrValue_)
Set new attribute in XML file with name 'attrName' (string) and value 'attrValue'
(string) at element with name 'posNameElement' (string) and parent node 'posParentNode' (string)
 
class ProcessingTool
   
Class containing frequently used functions by the module 'interface_Model' that
is designed so that it can also be used by other modules
 
 
Methods defined here:
checkDapperTimeSeriesFilename(self, infile_)
Check if a filename already ends with constant 'DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION'
and attaches this suffix if this is not the case
checkNumpyEqualDataDistribution(self, pInNumpy_)
Check if values in a numpy array area equally distributed
 
This function compares the intervals between values of a numpy array. If
at least one of these intervals differentiates the data is not equally
distributed. If it is equally distribute it can for example be represented
with a minimum and maximum value as well as a value defining the number of values
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
pInNumpy        - Numpy array with one dimensions
 
RETURN_VALUE:
True if equally distributed, False if not
checkUdunitsUnit(self, unit_)
Check if a unit is conform to the Udunits2 library.
 
COMMENT:
The program code of this function was adapted from the program 'cfchecks.py', version 2.0.2,
written by Rosalyn Hatcher (Met Office, UK).
 
IMPORTANT:
Udunits2 must have been installed correctly with correct settings in this function as
well as correct settings of the global Udunits constants in 'interface_Settings.py'.
convertBool(self, inBool_)
Converts an input boolean in the form of a string to a Python boolean
createEvenlySpacedNumpy(self, min_, max_, quantity_, dataType_)
Create numpy array with evenly spaced values.
 
This function creates a numpy array with evenly spaced values based on a minimum
and maximum value as well as a value defining the number of values to generate and
a data type
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
min         - Minimum value, first value in numpy array (float)
max         - Maximum value, last value in numpy array (float)
quantity    - Number of values to generate (integer)
dataType    - Numpy data type defining the output data (numpy dtype)
 
RETURN_VALUE:
Numpy array with evenly spaced values
createTimeValuesNumpy(self, units_, quantity_, timeStep_)
Creates numpy array with time values
 
This function creates a one dimensional numpy array with time values defined by
a reference time, a unit and a starting date, a number of values and a multiplicator
for timedelta.
 
INPUT_PARAMETERS:
units           - Time unit and starting date of values (string) in the form of
    'unit since reference time' (e.g. 'hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0'). The 
    following unit values are allowed: 'days', 'hours', 'minutes', 'seconds'
quantity        - Duration, number of values to generate from the starting date (integer)
timeStep        - Repeat interval, as multiplicator for timedelta (float), for example '0.5' (hours)
 
RETURN_VALUE:
Numpy array (one dimension) with time values        
 
COMMENTS:
The calculated time values in the numpy array have its reference date defined
in the constant 'self.pDefaultSettings.varTimeAttrUnits' (module interface_Contants)
dataType_2Gdal(self, intype_)
Converts an input data type string to the related gdal data type string
dataType_2NetCdf(self, intype_)
Converts an input data type string to the related NetCDF data type string
dataType_2Numpy(self, intype_)
Converts an input data type string to the related numpy dtype data type string
list2String(self, inList_, oldSeparator_, newSeparator_)
Converts a list to a string by the use of an input list and a separator. Furthermore the separator
can be changed to a new separator for the string (e.g. ',' replaced by ' ')
scaleNumpyDataVariable(self, pNumpyData_, varNr_, scaleFactor_)
Scale values of data variable #varNr in data variable array
pNumpyData with value scaleFactor. varNr must be of same type as
numpy data array
string2List(self, inString_, separator_)
Converts a string to a list
 
Functions
       
POINTER(...)
addressof(...)
addressof(C instance) -> integer
Return the address of the C instance internal buffer
alignment(...)
alignment(C type) -> integer
alignment(C instance) -> integer
Return the alignment requirements of a C instance
byref(...)
byref(C instance[, offset=0]) -> byref-object
Return a pointer lookalike to a C instance, only usable
as function argument
date2num(...)
date2num(dates,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return numeric time values given datetime objects. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the L{units} argument
and the L{calendar} keyword. The datetime objects must
be in UTC with no time-zone offset.  If there is a 
time-zone offset in C{units}, it will be applied to the
returned numeric values.
 
Like the matplotlib C{date2num} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param dates: A datetime object or a sequence of datetime objects.
 The datetime objects should not include a time-zone offset.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
 describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
 or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
 would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
 All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
 <http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
 Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
 'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
 Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a numeric time value, or an array of numeric time values.
 
The maximum resolution of the numeric time values is 1 second.
get_errno(...)
num2date(...)
num2date(times,units,calendar='standard')
 
Return datetime objects given numeric time values. The units
of the numeric time values are described by the C{units} argument
and the C{calendar} keyword. The returned datetime objects represent 
UTC with no time-zone offset, even if the specified 
C{units} contain a time-zone offset.
 
Like the matplotlib C{num2date} function, except that it allows
for different units and calendars.  Behaves the same if
C{units = 'days since 001-01-01 00:00:00'} and 
C{calendar = 'proleptic_gregorian'}.
 
@param times: numeric time values. Maximum resolution is 1 second.
 
@param units: a string of the form C{'B{time units} since B{reference time}}'
describing the time units. B{C{time units}} can be days, hours, minutes
or seconds.  B{C{reference time}} is the time origin. A valid choice
would be units=C{'hours since 1800-01-01 00:00:00 -6:00'}.
 
@param calendar: describes the calendar used in the time calculations. 
All the values currently defined in the U{CF metadata convention 
<http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/documents/cf-conventions/>} are supported.
Valid calendars C{'standard', 'gregorian', 'proleptic_gregorian'
'noleap', '365_day', '360_day', 'julian', 'all_leap', '366_day'}.
Default is C{'standard'}, which is a mixed Julian/Gregorian calendar.
 
@return: a datetime instance, or an array of datetime instances.
 
The datetime instances returned are 'real' python datetime 
objects if the date falls in the Gregorian calendar (i.e. 
C{calendar='proleptic_gregorian'}, or C{calendar = 'standard'} or C{'gregorian'}
and the date is after 1582-10-15). Otherwise, they are 'phony' datetime 
objects which support some but not all the methods of 'real' python
datetime objects.  This is because the python datetime module cannot
the uses the C{'proleptic_gregorian'} calendar, even before the switch
occured from the Julian calendar in 1582. The datetime instances
do not contain a time-zone offset, even if the specified C{units}
contains one.
pointer(...)
resize(...)
Resize the memory buffer of a ctypes instance
set_conversion_mode(...)
set_conversion_mode(encoding, errors) -> (previous-encoding, previous-errors)
 
Set the encoding and error handling ctypes uses when converting
between unicode and strings.  Returns the previous values.
set_errno(...)
sizeof(...)
sizeof(C type) -> integer
sizeof(C instance) -> integer
Return the size in bytes of a C instance
 
Data
       
ALL_FLOATS = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
ALL_INTS = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort',
'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', ...]
BOOL = ['bool', 'Bool']
BYTE = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1']
COORD_KEYWORDS = ['time', 'height', 'elev', 'depth', 'lat', 'latitude', 'lon', 'longitude', '_id']
DECLARATION_NETCDF_STATION = '_time_series'
DEFAULT_MODE = 0
DOUBLE = ['float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8']
FILENAME_DEFAULT_SETTINGS_XML = 'interface_Settings.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NCML = '__ncml.xml'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NETCDF = '.nc'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYDATA = '__data.npy'
FILENAME_SUFFIX_NUMPYXML = '__coords.xml'
FLOAT = ['float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4']
GDAL_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2',
'int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4', 'uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', ...]
HEIGHT = ['height', 'elev', 'depth']
HEIGHT_UNITS = ['m', '1']
ID = ['_id']
INTEGER = ['int', 'int32', 'Int32', 'integer', 'i4']
INTERFACE_LOGGER_ROOT = 'interface'
LATITUDE = ['lat', 'latitude']
LATITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_north']
LONG = ['long', 'int64', 'Int64', 'i8']
LONGITUDE = ['lon', 'longitude']
LONGITUDE_UNITS = ['degrees_east']
MODEL_REFERENCE_TIME_UNITS = ['hours since 1970-01-01 00:00:0.0', 'msec since
1970-01-01 00:00:0.0']
NETCDF3_DTYPES = ['byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32',
'integer', 'i4', 'float', 'float32', 'Float32', 'f4', 'float64', 'double', 'Float64', 'f8', ...]
NETCDF_FORMAT = 'NETCDF3_CLASSIC'
NUMPY_DTYPES = ['bool', 'Bool', 'byte', 'int8', 'i1', 'ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1', 'short',
'int16', 'Int16', 'i2', 'ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2', 'int', 'int32', 'Int32', ...]
RTLD_GLOBAL = 256
RTLD_LOCAL = 0
SHORT = ['short', 'int16', 'Int16', 'i2']
STRING = ['char', 'string', 'S1']
TIME = ['time']
U_BYTE = ['ubyte', 'UByte', 'uint8', 'u1']
U_INTEGER = ['uint', 'uint32', 'UInt32', 'unsigned_integer', 'u4']
U_LONG = ['ulong', 'uint64', 'UInt64', 'u8']
U_SHORT = ['ushort', 'uint16', 'UInt16', 'u2']
__author__ = 'Nicolai Holzer'
__author_email__ = 'first-name dot last-name @ mailbox.tu-dresden.de'
__date__ = '2011-03-28'
__version__ = 'v0.1.2'
cdll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
environ = {'LANG': 'en_US.UTF-8', 'USERNAME': 'root',
'TER...36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:', 'DISPLAY': ':0.0'}
memmove = <CFunctionType object>
memset = <CFunctionType object>
pydll = <ctypes.LibraryLoader object>
pythonapi = <PyDLL 'None', handle d4d918 at b7408cec>
 
Author
       Nicolai Holzer
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